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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

INTRODUCTION

In today’s world of accelerated change, education plays a crucial role in achieving sus-

tainable human development - the ultimate goal and a challenge of our time. The world re-
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quires educated, active and aware citizens, people that are ready and capable of following hu-

man progress and controlling the development outcomes. Acceleration phenomena present in 

our society today affects not only the aspects of our daily lives that are associated with pro-

gress and prosperity such as unification, economic development, technological, medical and 

scientific advances, democratization and multiculturalization of our society, but also contrib-

utes too manifestation of human  alienation at all levels furthering the divide between people 

groups resulting in intolerance, discrimination, hatret, terrorism, conflicts and violence directed 

towards “others” – those that are seen as different.   

Because of a rapid progress in all spheres of life, the changes in social values and the 

position of the  individual in the community has changed globally. With the development of 

technology and advances in communication and transportation brought with it the development 

of new patterns of human migration. As a result, in today’s world, countries with only one na-

tionality have ceased to exist. Coexistence in the sense of cultural, religious, intellectual, phys-

ical or ideological pluralism is one of the biggest challenges of our time requiring new learning 

and “unlearning” in order for people to live together peacefully. 

This process of pluralistic existence and function of the society have dictated the direc-

tion of education and demanded new concepts and approaches in the processes of upbringing 

of an individual into a universal direction of globalization where the basic aim of these pro-

cesses is assuring individual’s right to existence, freedom of expression and their respect for 

others. Recognition of the irreversible fact of population movement and creation of plural soci-

eties dates back to 1984, when the European council of ministry of education had formed a de-

cision related to Recommendation about how to bring up and educate people on multicultural-

ism and pluralism on all levels. This recommendation had a  special focus on training future 

teachers and professors in order to assure the realization of the concept of intercultural under-

standing.1 One of the important functions of upbringing and education is to shape citizens into 

responsible human beings with democratic values. 

1 Council of Europe (COE), Committee of Ministers (1984): Recommendation no. r (84) 18 of the committee of  
ministers to member states on the training of teachers in education for  intercultural understanding, notably in a  
context of migration, Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 25 September 1984 at the 375th meeting of the 
Ministers' Deputies)   https://wcd.coe.int/com.instranet.InstraServlet?
command=com.instranet.CmdBlobGet&InstranetImage=603955&SecMode=1&DocId=683342&Usage=2 
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For a responsible and democratic civil society, the changes at individual level need to 

take place with development of skills and competencies in the social, affective and cognitive 

spheres, which can only be acquired through education and upbringing. In the process of edu-

cating people for change, the school as an educational institution with a huge potential for so-

cial influence, is in a unique position to make a lasting contribution towards a creation of cul-

ture of peace and tolerance and consequently, sustainable human development. 

However, in the contexts of war and rebuilding of post-conflict society, these goals are 

particularly difficult to achieve. The post-conflict society and its individuals struggle to over-

come short and long term effects of violence, destruction and damaged human relationships on 

the wellbeing and the perspectives of people and the society as a whole.  In the example of post 

war Bosnia and Herzegovina, its transition towards the goal of joining the European Union 

largely depends on its ability to establish a democratic and politically and socially stable soci-

ety where youth are educated according to democratic values and able to celebrate the diversity 

of its society. 

The development of democratic processes in Bosnia and Herzegovina as well as in oth-

er transitional countries in Eastern Europe, among other factors, is directly influenced by the 

outcomes of democratization of upbringing and education. In this process, the countries have to 

address complex challenges starting from structural and organizational such as school build-

ings, technical and material resources and equipment, didactical approaches, cadre of teachers, 

to philosophical and conceptual foundations of school and its role and functions in the society.  

The redirecting and revival of education in transitional and post-conflict societies has to go 

through the evolution process which starts from the foundations of what was inherited from 

previous systems of education and goes through a painful and long process of reform which 

has to include not only the school and education system itself, but the society as a whole and 

change the perceptions it has about the role of school in this new context. 

The adoption of fundamental beliefs and attitudes of tolerance and respect of others re-

quires interactive skills for conflict  transformation which is most  often geared towards im-

provement of human relations. Desired educational outcomes depend on educational principles 

and delivery mechanisms, and to accomplish this goal, it is necessary to rethink the process 

through a series of steps that include:
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• Develop a context specific concept of upbringing and education for peace and 

tolerance

• Design a peace and tolerance education framework and a curriculum that corres-

ponds with the values of interculturalism.

• Create a cadre of educators at all levels (teachers, professors, educational ex-

perts & all other experts) who are responsible for educating and upbringing of 

people in a spirit of coexistence and preparedness for life in a multicultural soci-

ety

• Ensure adequate material and technological conditions necessary for the imple-

mentation of the concept of education for peace and tolerance.

The role of school in education for peace and tolerance in the context of post-communist and 

post-conflict  society such as Bosnia and Herzegovina has been insufficiently studied.   The 

subject  of  peace  and  conflict  education  in  our  context  has  been  mostly  studied  from the 

sociological  and judicial  perspective,  and  not  so  much  from pedagogical  stand  point. The 

insufficient exploration of this topic was an additional challenge and a burden for developing 

this work. There is an insufficient volume of literature on this subject in literature in Former 

Yugoslav linguistic area or the wider region. This is why we were forced to use the literature  

from other sciences close in nature to pedagogy such as sociology, philosophy, law. We used 

literature written in Serbo-Croatian, German, French and especially English language. 

This subject, School in the concept of peace and tolerance education, is very complex 

and multi layered. It represents a pedagogic field of building of a new system of education 

intended for a new democratic society where all the citizens are equal, just like it represents a 

philosophical field of thinking of needs and possibilities necessary for building of a pluralistic 

society whose base elements are peace, tolerance, understanding as well as market orientation 

towards economy. This means that the mentioned subject is closely related to the philosophical 

branch of ethics, because it is concerned with establishment of certain social  moral,  whose 

foundation  is  peace,  acceptance,  understanding,  tolerance,  coexistence,  mutual  respect  and 

helping  each other.  Moreover,  this  subject  is  in  the  field  of  sociology because  it  involves 
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thinking about social relations in a new relevant system established on the basis of human 

rights. However, to study and understand the depth and the breath of factors influencing its 

success,  this  subject  requires  consultation  of  other  sciences  as  well,  primarily  that  of  as 

psychology.

It  is  clear  that  this  subject  requires  interdisciplinary  approach  and  collaboration  of 

experts of various profiles and different points of view. However, through our study, we took a 

multi-sectoral  approach  and  explored  broader  concepts  and  presented  the  interpretation  of 

findings and conclusions in the context of improving pedagogical practice. 

In the process of researching this theme, School in the concept of peace and tolerance  

education  in  post-conflict  societies,  we  wanted  to  gain  a  solid  knowledge  of  the  basic 

regulations and possibilities related to the concepts of education and educational systems based 

on  those  grounds.  This  is  the  reason  why  we  approached  this  research  theoretically  and 

operationally.  The  final  aim  of  this  research  is  to  make  a  contribution  to  practical 

improvements of pedagogical practice in schools in general. Considering that the research was 

done at the same time across a wide area and that the analysis of the results was done using 

many different (dependent and independent) variables, we had to use a transversal approach. 

The research is mostly focused on the current state of peace and tolerance education in 

post-conflict and transitional societies, primarily focusing on Bosnia and Herzegovina, but also 

on the context of Romania, Rwanda and Sri Lanka as comparable contexts whose experiences 

can help inform pedagogical practice in Bosnia and Herzegovina. In order to understand the 

patterns and evolution of the concept of school as an institution as well as education for peace 

and tolerance, it was necessary to go back and retrospectively look at the historic events that 

formed the basis for contemporary practice. However, realizing the social value of peace and 

tolerance education and its relevance to the context studied, we focused our research on the 

future striving to identify influencing factors and practical solutions for intensifying peace and 

tolerance education.

I  owe  my special  gratitude  to  Prof.  Katalin  Forray,  my mentor,  who gave  me  the 

encouragement  and  guidance.  Without  her  support  this  work  would  not  have  the  desired 

quality. I am also grateful to my family, my husband Emir, my sons Ersin and Mak Edvin, who 

have  patiently  and  lovingly  put  the  interest  of  my  work  above  their  personal  and  family 
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interests.  A special  thanks goes to my parents who endowed me with love and passion for 

education - my father Sait who is the source of my inspiration and my mother Suljka for her 

endless support. This work was also made possible because of contributions of my mother-in-

law Nanet, and my family and friends. 

1. THEORETICAL BASES FOR ESTABLISHMENT OF TOLERANCE 
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”What is tolerance? -- It is the consequence of humanity. We 

are all formed of frailty and error; let us pardon reciprocally each 

other's folly -- that is the first law of nature”

Voltaire

1.1. Historic overview of the development of pluralistic society

Social  pluralism  is  not  a  new  phenomenon.  However,  the  basis  and  the  scale  of 

pluralism evolved over time taking different forms, such as power demonstration, diversity of 

views  and unique  differences  among  members  of  the  society.  Throughout  the  history,  the 

Western  society’  concept  of  pluralism  has  evolved  from  the  traditional  demonstration  of 

hierarchical  power structure  of  ranks  and positions  superior  to  another  where the relations 

between members  of the society are   based on their  power2.   The power was reflected  in 

subordination of a certain rank within the geographical  area which belonged to a common 

societal structure. The people, who lived in the same area, had similar and common values, 

needs and responsibilities that corresponded to their social realities. They were ruled by and 

dependant  on this  power structure.  However,  the  twentieth  century was marked  by a  new 

development that changed the power balance. The family grew stronger and took on most of 

the  responsibilities  for  determination  of  relationships  of  its  members  with  the  rest  of  the 

society.  All social assignments were resolved within family circles. Upbringing and education 

of children and care of sick and elderly were also taken care of within a family circle, under 

family care and on family estate. The childbirths were performed at home. The family had a 

similar role in the economic field too since most of the products were from their own estates 

and fields or from the small family owned businesses. Pluralism in this concept has taken a 

shift. This privatization and de-ranking of societal structures has created new conditions that 

redefined the societal relationships and required a new level of toleration among equals that did 

not exist in traditional social structures. This further caused the shift in the power relationship 
2Drucker Peter (1992): The New Realities. Novi Liber, Zagreb.74.
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between the state and the religious institutions, causing secularization of modern societies and 

pushing  religion  behind  the  closed  doors  of  family  homes  and  religious  institutions.  This 

marked a major shift in the development of pluralism in modern societies opening the door for 

democracy and toleration to develop. 

Today,  our social  and educational  needs are  met  by organized “society’s  pluralistic 

institutions”  (schools,  hospitals,  unions,  firms,  universities,  associates  etc.),  which  are 

becoming larger and larger not just physically but function wise especially when it comes to 

social responsibility.  Family functions have been taken over by those pluralistic institutions 

that are responsible to its users (students, patients, workers, sick and elderly).As the human 

resources grew and the social arena became more plural, the need to fulfilling human rights has 

also grown. Pluralism as a value implies the ability to exist together with people with same, 

different  or  opposite  visions  of  lifestyle,  values,  morals,  society  or  life  as  a  whole.  With 

pluralisation of our social milieu, the need to redefine our understanding of and the role of 

individuals  in the society grew.  The definition  of  basic  needs  and rights  of human beings 

evolved over time, shifting the base of human rights towards political rights and towards rights 

of citizens to express freely, not just among each other but also in their communication with 

political institutions in the society in late 19th century. Human rights are based on the value of 

freedom. Many minorities who have struggled under the rule of large empires such as Roman, 

Ottoman,  Austro-Hungarian,  have  experienced  an  awakening  of  their  ethnic  sense  and 

expressed their desire to achieve their freedom. Thanks to the social movements against the 

ruling authorities a new social value was created – the value of equality, after whose creation 

the states started supporting it more and more. 3

The development of democratic concepts dates back to fifth century BC Athens where 

the “city state” was formed. This formed the basis and the source of inspiration for modern 

political thought4. The democracy in the context of ancient Athens has promoted justice and 

granted the male citizens the rights to equality and liberty for example and has also defined 

their duties as well. The most famous Plato's dialogue The Republic is one of the single most 

influential works in Western philosophy that treated this issue. “Essentially, it deals with the 

3Vasiljević Vladan(1995):Demokratija i ljudska prava : iskustva i predviđanja sadašnjeg trenutka. Arhiv za pravne 
i društvene nauke-Vol 51/1/81 Godina, Beograd.3-21.
4Held David(1996):  Models of Democracy. Polity Press, Cambridge.15-17.
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central problem of how to live a good life; this inquiry is shaped into the parallel questions (a) 

what  is  justice  in  the  State,  or  what  would  an  ideal  State  be  like,  and (b)  what  is  a  just 

individual?”5  According to Plato, a fulfilled and good life was only possible in the polis where 

the citizens rights were ‘public’ rights and duties.6 

Furthermore, in his theory of right, Immanuel Kant argues that the rights need to be 

universally public in order to produce the state of rights. “It is therefore a system of laws for 

people,  i.e.  an  aggregate  of  human  beings,  or  for  an  aggregate  of  peoples.  Since  these 

individuals or peoples must influence one another, they need to live in a state of right under a 

unifying will: that is they require constitution in order to enjoy their rights.”7

However, despite the fact that throughout the history many philosophers have discussed 

the rights of people or citizens, and that in the human rights timeline some acknowledgements 

such as “Magna Carta” in Britain (1215), petitions such as British petition of rights (1628), as 

well  as  later  declarations  such  as  US declaration  of  Independence  (1776)  and  the  French 

Declaration of the Rights of Man and citizen (1789), the  Human Rights  have not appeared 

before the establishment of United Nations and adoption of a Charter of the United Nations 

(1945).

The need for establishing a universal regime for protection of the rights of a human in a 

world that operates in the contemporary global society that consists of independent, sovereign 

states,  is  circled  around  the  moral  argument  that  has  two premises:  “The  first  is  a  value 

premise P1, and the second is diagnostic premise P2…

…P1:  All  human  beings  are  born  free  and equal  in  dignity;  and they  are,  further, 

presumed  to  be sufficiently  reasonable  and conscientious  to  support  a  decent  public  order 

(from Universal Declaration of Human Rights (hereinafter UDHR) Article 1 and in the light of 

articles 29 and 28),

P2: Peoples organized as states under prevailing global circumstances now and in the 

foreseeable  future  must,  in  order  not  to  disregard  P1,  seek  to  agree  on  and  establish  the 

international regime for the domestic protection of people’s freedom and dignity everywhere in 

5Hooker  Richard:  The  Greek  Philosophy,  Plato.   http://www.wsu.edu:8080/~dee/GREECE/PLATO.HTM 
[2010.01.14.]
6Held David(1996):  Models of Democracy. Polity Press, Cambridge.17.
7 Kant Immanuel (2001): Metaphysics of Morals. Sarajevo University,ERMA I Cluster Reader,Sarajevo.136.     
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the  world,  by  means  of  universal  legal  rights  to  be  called  “human  rights”  (From UDHR, 

preamble and other sources”8

Consequently, in the last couple of decades, or more precisely since the institution of 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and the International Covenant 

on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) in 1967, and their enforcement in 1976 

after sufficient ratification of it by the UN member states, the developments in international 

law and practice have led to the highest level discussions, which resulted in creation of many 

documents  underlying  the  basic  principles  for  enforcement  of  human  rights  within  the 

sovereign states that are ultimately responsible for guaranteeing these rights to their citizens. 

In  June 1993,  a  total  of 171 states  have gathered in  Vienna for the Second World 

Conference  on  Human  Rights.  The  Vienna  Declaration  and  Program of  Action,  which  is 

adopted  by  all  present  nations,  is  “the  most  comprehensive  consensus  affirmation  of  the 

universality of human rights “.9 

The states as defined in Thomas Hobbes’s philosophy are to represent an “artificial 

man; though of a greater stature and strength then the natural, for whose protection and defense 

it was intended; and in which the sovereignty is an artificial soul”10 

Therefore,  number  of  human  rights  instruments  with  supervisory  bodies  have  been 

established, optional protocols, human rights treaties and internationally binding Bill of rights; 

that formed the basis for a modern international human rights law and are instituted in order to 

overcome  the  obstacles  for  enforcement  of  international  law  and  support  collaboration  of 

countries and ensure mandate for protection of human rights to the international community. 

During the 20th century in Europe many national cults were created and were built on 

high political aims and based on ideology and symbols of the past. With the formation of the 

United Nations in 1945 most of the actions and ambitions were geared towards the equality of 

nations and genders. After the Second World War everything reflected a symbol of cold-war 

8 Lindholm  Tore(1999):The  plurality  of  normative  traditions  and  the  need  for  cross-cultural  legitimacy  of 
universal human rights.Scandinavian University press, Oslo.2.
9 Australian  Goverment:  Australian  Human  Rights  &  Equal  Opportunities  Commission’s  documents. 
http://www..Hreoc.gov.au/info_for_students/timeline [2010.01.14.] 
10 Hobbes  Thomas.(2001):  Leviathan- Author’s  Introduction. Sarajevo  University,ERMA  I  Cluster 
Reader,Sarajevo.11.
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relations  among  nations,  fear  from the  atomic  bombs,  decolonization  and creation  of  new 

countries. In their fight for independence certain colonies used political means while others 

relied on armed forces. Because of the increase of violence, crime and occasional wars the 

need for peace grew just like the need for peaceful solutions and search for creative solutions 

that can be used to resolve conflicts among groups and individuals. There is a growth of needs 

and demands for the end of cold war and end of race for arms. In mid 20 th century, aided by the 

social  movements  (ecology,  peace  movements,  movements  of  women  and  religious 

movements), human rights have exceeded the range of a classic state. The rights of all people 

are represented even of those who are not born yet. At that time the main value was solidarity. 

We see a strengthening of the unions and movements.

From the beginning of the 19th century till now more than 50 different organizations of 

significant size and influence both locally and internationally were formed in the USA, with an 

aim is to promote peacefulness and equality.  Their activities include fight against violence, 

crime, militarism, use of child labor, protection of girl child and other activities that contribute 

to the creation of a more fair socio-economic society. Interculturalism as a concept appeared in 

the United States at the beginning of the 20th century as a consequence of large migrations and 

immigration.

In the mid 20th century in Europe, the two basic types of migration have occurred. The 

first movement is represented by a return of the people from colonies and ex colonies to their  

native land,  while  the second one includes migration  from South Europe (Spain,  Portugal, 

Italy, Greece, Yugoslavia, and Turkey) and other countries to the industrial countries where the 

immigrants moved in a search for employment. The immigrants were mostly manual workers. 

The manual workers were welcomed in a friendly manner because there was a great need for 

them.  Towards  the  end of  the  seventies  of  the  past  century,  Europe became an  important 

destination for a new migration wave from the south Mediterranean and from so called third 

world  countries.  Compared  to  the  migration  from the  mid  century  this  migration  was  not 

supported  and  initialized  by  the  developed  European  countries  so  the  immigrants  became 

unnecessary and due to economic issues they are blamed for taking the jobs away from the 

natives. This migration caused political,  economic and social uncertainty in many countries 

around the world.
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Migration,  economic  competition  and  post-industrial  development  only  worsen  the 

tensions among countries and nations. Multicultural and global way of thinking are creating a 

need for education whose base will be tolerance, acceptance, understanding and respect of each 

other’s differences, as well as rejection of xenophobia, biases and stereotypes. Parallel to the 

mentioned migrations, all around the world were also movements and migrations of natives to 

other countries.  A mix of different cultures, religions, races and nations within one country, 

resulted in a birth of pluralistic and multicultural societies. 

In Europe the interculturalism appeared in the sixties and seventies of the twentieth 

century, also as a result of large migration movements and economic crises that accompanied 

them.  As a consequence of European interculturalism and its development process, we see a 

difference between multiculturalism that appeared in Europe,  USA, Canada and Argentina. 

The main difference is in the fact that in Canada and America the immigrants make up to 80% 

of  the  population  and  they  contribute  to  the  development  of  the  nation.  In  Europe  the 

immigrants are minority and even though they do contribute to the society,  culture and the 

economy of the respective country, they do not contribute to the development of the nation.11

In the last couple of decades of the twentieth century social and economic movements 

around the world have all  been taking a direction of globalization.  However,  the galloping 

globalization process made the inevitable impact on the quality and expectations of everyday 

life of individuals and their communities. The opinions about the globalization and its impact 

on  today’s  societies  are  split  along  the  lines  of  positive  and  negative  marketing  of 

globalization.  The arguments  are  clashing over  the  equality  and quality  of  the  benefits  of 

globalization for individuals and societies. Naomi Klein in her study  “No logo” argues that 

today’s  meaning  of  globalization  is  opposite  from  the  originally  envisaged  image  of  it 

presented to the world in the symbolism of destruction of the Berlin wall - an act representing 

entrance in the new era without barriers. “To the contrary, all recent studies analyzing at the 

impact  of  neo-liberal  globalization  mostly  show  the  picture  of  newly  posted  fences  and 

barriers.” Naomi Klain goes further in elaborating the principles of profit that are interfering 

with the human welfare and public good such as water sanitation and education, and concludes 

with the statement that “the main argument for marketing globalization,  which is based on 

11 Drucker Peter(1992): The New Realities- A. Perotti’s commentary. Novi Liber, Zagreb.74. 
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freedom and ease of movement, is actually a benefit available only to the small circle of people 

from the world of big business.”12 

According to other scholars sharing the same approach to commenting globalization, it 

created the new trend in all regions of the world, which is to reduce the role of state and to rely 

on the market to resolve problems of human welfare. As oppose to this view, the positivists  

approach  to  globalization  such  as  the  one  reflected  in  the  study  “New limits  to  politics?  

Civilizing  and democratizing globalization” written by the group of authors,  criticizes  this 

view by developing an argument based on the fact that the “contemporary globalization has not 

only triggered and reinforced the significant politicization of a growing array of issue areas, but 

it  has  also  been  accompanied  by  an  extraordinary  growth  of  institutionalized  arenas  and 

networks of political mobilization, surveillance, decision making and regulatory activity across 

borders.”13

The globalization is a multidimensional process that goes beyond just the global market 

issues,  and  leaves  its  trace  on  a  whole  range  of  social,  political,  economic,  and  cultural 

momentums. It inevitably resulted in rapid pluralisation and created the turnover of economic 

and social conditions, which have changed the state of human rights worldwide. It deepened 

the  problem of  human  welfare  and added  the  burden  to  the  states  that  are  responsible  to 

respect, protect and fulfill the human rights.14 

In response to multiculturalisation and in recognition of its importance to the global 

future,  a  shift  in  educational  approaches  and  upbringing  towards  multiculturalisation  was 

encouraged by the first UNESCO congress, which took place in 1974 in Paris. At this congress 

couples of documents were adopted: a reference for upbringing for the purpose of mutual and 

international understanding, cooperation and peace,  as well as a reference for education on 

human rights and basis of human freedom.15  In today’s Europe there is currently a process of 

large changes in the higher education and educational process in general, which was inspired 

12 Naomi Klein (2002): No Logo! No logor!.Feral Tribune, Croatian Independent journal, Split.46.
13Held-McGrew-Goldblatt-Perraton(2001):  New limits  to  politics?  Civilizing and  democratizing  globalization. 
Sarajevo University,ERMA I Cluster Reader,Sarajevo. 443.
14 Basil  Fernando(2000):  Human  Rights  Perspective:  Human  Rights  and  Social  Development.  Asia  Pacific 
Conference of the International Council on Social Welfare 2000. Thailand. 2.
15Čudina Obradović M.-Težak D.(1995):Mirotvorni razred-Priručnik za učitelje o mirotvornom odgoju. Znamen, 
Zagreb.72.
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by the World conference on Education that was organized in 1998 in Paris.16  The following 

tag  line  »The  The  Europe  of  knowledge  «  refers  to  the  integration  of  all  the  European 

countries, members of the EU and those who are about to enter the EU, in a field of education, 

knowledge, research and exchange of all accomplishments for the purpose of achieving a more 

equal  level  of development  across Europe.  The vision is  to  gradually build up an uniform 

educational area in Europe and serve as the framework through which consolidating various 

country citizenships into one - European citizenship. 

Coexistence  in a same country requires mutual  understanding and acceptance  at  all 

levels, technical, economic, political and cultural. To meet human needs in a pluralistic society 

in which we live today, it is necessary to continue developing critical thinking, rightful dignity, 

respect for cultural differences, and show willingness for coexistence individually and at all 

other levels. Pluralistic society of a multicultural character is becoming a foundation of the 

democratic social communities in which besides showing the appreciation of national, ethic 

and religious identity we also see a support that is given to the development of emancipation of 

each individual as a carrier of one’s personal as well as social growth. 17

1.1.2. Basic characteristics of a pluralistic society

Pluralistic  society  is  a  social  community  where  a  monopoly  of  one  ideology  is 

abolished and is given a possibility of juxtaposition when it comes to different points of view, 

attitudes  and concepts  and acceptance  of  all  that  is  chosen by the majority  of  the  society 

through a process of free will. Although in most countries of Eastern Europe, the process of 

progress from a single to a multi party system was difficult and painful, today we can rightfully 

say that our society is pluralistic. Pluralistic society is characterized by flexibility and width 

that exist when it comes to accomplishing of functions with social responsibility and possibility 

16Spajić  Vrkaš  Vedrana(1999):  Odgoj  i  obrazovanje  za  demokratsko  građanstvo  u  Hrvatskoj,  Centar  za 
istraživanje,  izobrazbu i  dokumentaciju  u obrazovanju za ljudska prava i  demokratsko  građanstvo.  Filozofski 
fakultet, Zagreb.52.
17These topics have been more explored by the following authors: Drucker Peter(1992): The New Realities. Novi 
Liber, Zagreb.; Juul Jesper(1995): Vaše kompetentno dijete; za nove temeljne vrijednosti obitelji.Educa, Zagreb.; 
Turković Vera(2000): Europski  identitet  i  visoko  obrazovanje.  Napredak  ,  Zagreb.157  –  166.;  and   Pivac 
Josip(2000):   Inovativnom školom u društvo znanja. Hrvatski književno-pedagoški zbor, Zagreb.
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of  constant  control.  Healthy  and  sustainable  community  requires  social  responsibility  and 

establishment of personal interests of every individual.

Second half of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century are characterized 

by processes o intensive migration. Historically, the main driver of migration is a basic human 

need for  existence  and self-preservation,  as  well  as a  natural  and logical  way of society’s 

development.  These movements can be looked at  from a number of different perspectives: 

health, psychology, social, economy, religion, education, knowledge etc.

Migrations can be temporary or permanent (tourism, ecological and natural disasters, 

occasional  wars,  and other  activities  that  have different  aims and purposes from economic 

growth to meet the needs and want in order to explore unfamiliar areas). European history is 

full  of expansions and movements,  trade, religious and military conquests,  which represent 

basic  causes  for  mingling  of  people  and cultures.  Migrations  caused numerous  changes  in 

every country, especially the economically developed ones, forming in that way a pluralistic 

society where one can find different groups coexisting together and communities of different 

cultures,  languages,  religions,  races,  ethnicity,  who  all  accepts  common  laws  of 

communication and social conformity. 18

Resolution  of  immigrant’s  problems  of  existence  just  like  the  resolution  of  other 

problems related to the preservation of their customs and culture can be achieved by accepting 

the different cultures in the same space and with a development of a system of understanding, 

communication and acceptance. Pluralism of any kind is a true wealth because it expands our 

horizons and gives us choice, which is a guarantee of progress. Progress is a process of change 

from something basic to something more complex, meaning it is a process of actualization of 

resources that the society has.19

There  are  many  examples  of  coexistence  in  the  world  where  people  of  different 

cultures,  nationalities,  ethnicity,  religions  and  races  live  in  the  same  country  but  do  not 

necessarily have to come into a direct contact with each other. Societies that have a negative 

attitude  towards  differences  and  who  find  justification  for  discrimination,  segregation  of 

minorities and violation of human rights can continue to exist regardless of their subscription 

18Drucker Peter(1992): The New Realities. Novi Liber, Zagreb.  & Krippendorf J.(1986):Putujuće čovječanstvo: 
Za novo poimanje slobodnog vremena i putovanja. Zavod za istraživanje turizma, Zagreb.
19Dal Robert A.(1994): Dilemmas of a pluralistic democracy. BIGZ, Belgrade. 
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to international instruments aimed at prohibiting such practice.  Each sovereign state has its 

specific cultural,  political  and economic context.  It is allowed and generally acceptable for 

human rights instruments to be interpreted within a specific country context. Therefore human 

rights instruments allow limitation of their many rights.20  At the level of international law, the 

interests of States are often accommodated within the formal terms of the treaties themselves. 

“In other words, a degree of State discretion in the application of particular treaty provisions is 

officially sanctioned. While all international human rights instruments expressly accommodate 

difference,  they  do  not  prescribe  how  each  human  right  is  to  apply  in  every  potential 

circumstance.”21 

The states signatories to the UDHR have their domestic laws and international human 

rights  instruments  that  cover  the  same  ground.  Both  of  those  legal  frameworks  are 

implemented  in  the  similar  if  not  the  same manner.  The  ideal  situation  would  be  if  both 

frameworks have worked in synergy and have been fully integrated. However, it is not always 

the case. In today’s reality of human rights there are mass violations that happen within the 

countries that have adopted and ratified the UHDR, and that have committed to fulfill their 

“obligations to promote universal respect for and observance and protection of all human rights 

and international law”22 This is one of many dilemmas on what the Human Rights are – and 

what they are not, which are the results of misconceptions about them.  After all,  the law 

cannot be imposed non-formally. 

The task at hand in an effort to secure the progress in this context is to evolve the way 

we currently perceive societal concepts and make individuals and a society aware of the need, 

challenges, complexities and strategy for living and contributing to the multicultural, pluralistic 

society. Pluralism imposes a requirement for selection of values and personal attitude, and to 

make that  choice one has to have social  responsibility and often times sacrifice their  own 

personal interests. Pluralistic society due to its multicultural dimension requires adaptation and 

20Illustrative  example  of  this  statement  is  the  Convention  on  the  Rights  of  the  Child  (available  online  at: 
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/crc.htm)  ,in particular its Article 4. Overall, limitations are permitted under 
some instruments to protect public health or public morals (i.e. in the European Convention of Human Rights and 
Convention on the Rights of the Child)
21 Cerna  Christina  Monica(1994):  Universality  and  Cultural  Diversity:  Implementation  of  Human  Rights  in 
Different  Socio-Cultural  Contexts.   Human  Rights  Quarterly,  vol.16,  no.4,  Johns  Hopkins  University 
Press,Washington DC. 740.
22 Boyle  K.  Stock(1993):  Tacking  on Human Rights.  The World Conference  on Human Rights,  Vienna.  In: 
Beetham D.(1995) (ed.): Politics and Human Rights. Blackwell, Oxford. 79.  
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a new underlying philosophy of child rearing and the formation of the educational systems 

because of the changes in life conditions. One such example, we offer a decision adopted in the 

educational  programs  in  the  United  States  of  America  where  the  priority  is  given  to  the 

repression  of  segregation  and  discrimination  in  a  process  of  institutional  upbringing  and 

education. Through the interaction of differences it is possible to find new solutions and create 

new rules for action, repressing the inequalities, protecting the dignity and equality of all. 23

Another  example  of  change  in  life  conditions  and  distribution  of  power  requiring 

rethinking  of  the  traditional  child  rearing  and  educational  systems  is  the  emancipation  of 

women and the international movement for gender equality. Historic subordination of women 

resulted in their fight for gender equality in the society, at work and in education. The increase 

in the employment of women and changes in cultural values brought about by globalization 

strengthened the social and political role of women. Economic independence of women and the 

fact that they are taking over more and more roles in the society are changing their social  

position  where  so  far  they  were  only  identified  as  mothers,  housewives,  cooks…  The 

traditional division of labor along gender lines identified specifically designated roles that were 

ever present in the life of the community, school and educational literature. Recent changes 

related to gender equality require adaptation of school programs,  curricula  and educational 

literature. 

Inter cultural societies are those where different groups coexist in one country (different 

cultures, races, nationality and religions) and interact openly, exchange their experiences and 

accept each other’s differences, values and way of living. They are formed in the process of 

functional  tolerance  and  fair  relations  where  everyone  is  of  equal  value  and  importance, 

without inferiority and superiority, good or lesser people. One of the main responsibilities of a 

school is to define a meaning of personal conduct24 Teachers and trainers need to be capable of 

23These issues have been more explored in the following sources: 
Bognar  L.(1994):  Jedinstvena  državna škola  ili  školski  pluralizam, Život  i  škola,  41  (3).  Zavod  za školstvo 
Ministarstva  prosvjete,  kulture  i  športa,  Zagreb.255-256.;  Delors  J.(1998):  Učenje  –  blago  u  nama.  Izveštaj  
UNESCO-u  od  strane  Međunarodnog  povereništva  za  razvoj  obrazovanja  za  21.  Stoljece.  Educa,  Zagreb.;  
Drucker Peter(1992): The New Realities. Novi Liber,  Zagreb.; Marinković J.(1994): U potrazi za izgubljenim 
identitetom.In:  Matijević M.-Pranjić  M.-  Previšić,  V.(ed.):  Pluralizam u odgoju i  školstvu, Zagreb.;  Morin E.
(2002): Odgoj za budućnost, Sedam temeljnih spoznaja nužnih u odgoju za budućnost. Educa, Zagreb.; Tyack B. 
D.(2000):  The one best  system,  A History of  American  urban  Education,  President  and Fellows  of  Harvard 
College, USA.
24COE- Vijeće Evrope (1996): Materijali. Povjereništvo Evropske zajednice u Srbiji, Beograd.25.
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contributing to the successful launch of young people as lifelong learners25 Their initial educa-

tion and training provides the first essential building blocks to enable them to play this role in a 

complex society and reality as well as a chance to freely discuss the meaning and desired way 

of living in that reality. 

1.1.3 The Role of the European Council in the establishment of a pluralistic society

When multicultural relations get complicated and escalate into complex problems or 

conflicts, the resolution often involves intervention of the international community. Growth of 

nationalism, racism, crime, xenophobia, religious intolerance, and all other forms of violence 

inspired international cooperation and besides that a formation of the European Council or the 

so called Council  of the European Union. European Council (1949) is the oldest European 

political institution which today has 45 state members whose total population is 800 millions. 

The  Council  was  formed  to  achieve  equality  and  better  connection  among  European 

democratic countries. The head quarter of the Council is in Strasbourg. The main goal of this 

institution is to achieve unity and equality across the member states for the sake of protecting 

human  freedom,  political  freedom  and  laws  and  principles  that  represent  true  democratic 

values which affect lives of Europeans on many different levels. The main responsibilities of 

the European Council as an international institution are:

• Protection  of  human rights,  pluralistic  democracy and government  of 

rights

• Development  of  awareness  and  promotion  of  progress  of  European 

cultural identity and differences

• Finding  resolutions  for  problems  that  the  European  society  faces 

(discrimination  of  minorities,  xenophobia,  intolerance,  environmental  protection, 

cloning of people, new viral and infectious diseases, drug addiction, organized crime 

etc.)

25 EC(2004): Improving the education of teachers and Trainers – Progress Report September ’04-8. EC, Bruxelles 
http://ec.europa.eu/education/policies/2010/doc/trainer2004.pdf [2010.01.14.]
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• Development of democratic stability in Europe by supporting political 

and legal reforms of the constitution

European  Council  creates  many  Conventions26 and  Agreements  so  that  the  state 

members could equalize and unify their laws of economy, culture, social politic and rights. 

National defense is the only area that is not within the responsibility of the Council. The rules  

of European educational system are discussed and adopted by the European Council. It has an 

established mechanism that allows it to achieve political agreements: developed infrastructure, 

international committees, professional and scientific organizations, and special programs. The 

Council  is  always  active  when  it  comes  to  human  rights  and it  is  the  organizer  of  many 

European Agreements and it directly participates in the development of common standards and 

improvement  of  European  systems.  Every  change  in  development  and  integration  of 

educational system starts with a resolution, recommendation, conventions and decisions. 27

Conventions and directives are two forms of legal instruments, which are products of 

the European Council.  The European Council only acts on a proposal from the Commission, 

and the Commission ensures correct application of the EU legislation. Conventions are binding 

laws. It is the basic instrument of legal cooperation among the states. They are binding for the 

states that ratify them. Directives on the other hand are recommendations for the legislation. 

Conventions do not have to regulate all the questions that is why there exist directives that are 

used as guidelines to solve practical problems. 28

Today the European Council represents the common interests of all Europeans ensuring 

that their human rights are respected and protected, that they live in a pluralistic democracy 

where the legislation functions well.  The European Council and its work are based on four 

different themes:

26COE(1996):  The  European  Convention  for  the  Protection  of  National  Minorities. 
http://conventions.coe.int/Treaty/EN/Treaties/Html/157.htm. [2010.01.14.] 
The most important  document,  which has a binding role of  a regional  contract,  was adopted in 1996 by the 
European Council and it is, - The convention for the protection of national minorities, which binds the entire 
member states that sign it to enable the minorities to attend educational institutions on their grounds in accordance 
with the European standards.
27Dimitrijević Vojin(1989):Temelji moderne demokratije: izbor deklaracija i povelja o ljudskim pravima : (1215-
1989). Nova knjiga, Beograd.
28Luyckx  R.(2002):  Stručno  osposobljavanje  i  rehabilitacija  osoba  s  invaliditetom:  Komparativna  analiza, 
Integracija osoba s invaliditetom. Državni zavod za zaštitu obitelji, materinstva i mladeži, Zagreb.
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• democracy and human rights

• social cohesion

• citizens’ security

• Education on democracy and cultural differences.

The education is an inseparable instrument essential for a life in a pluralistic society 

and they represent a part  of global,  national and local  strategies,  which exist to ensure the 

development of an individual, nations and the entire world. The education is an investment into 

the European future together with the fulfillment of human rights and basic forms of freedom. 

People can connect with each other through education and create mutual understanding and 

trust. European Council is active in the field of education through:

• implementation  of  big  school  projects,  for  higher  education  and 

education of adults

• exchange of ideas, experiences and research

• offering the acceptance and recognition of qualifications

• publication  of  practical  studies  and  manuals  for  a  political  decision 

makers

• Cooperation  with  other  European  institutions  and  non  government 

organizations.

The  Council  for  Cultural  Cooperation  (CDCC  –  derived  from  Cultural  Diversity, 

Conflict, Cooperation), functions within European Council and is responsible for the field of 

education and culture. The CDCC has four specialized boards of education:

• Continuous conference for problems that appear in higher education

• Aboard for research

• A board for culture and

• Cultural inheritance board.
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In their search for a common European identity, Europe relies on culture as a wealth of 

all  its  European nations.  In this  process education has a main role because they are major 

carriers of culture. The Council for Cultural Cooperation, European Council and the Parliament 

cooperate very closely in all the decision making related to education and upbringing, culture 

and cultural inheritance. European cultural convention is also opened to the states that are not 

members of the EU, enabling them to participate in the programs of European Council related 

to the education of youth, culture and sport. 29

The  most  distinguished  and  valuable  convention  in  this  regard  is  “The  European 

convention on the protection of human rights and fundamental freedoms.” It was adopted in 

1950 and it affects the mechanisms of protection of fundamental human rights and freedoms. 

The European Council is responsible for the coordination of activities in the field of education 

of democratic human rights under the  Stability Pact for South Eastern Europe. The Board of 

higher education of the European Council is a governing body that resolves problems in the 

higher  education,  European Universities  and other institutions  of higher  education.  Current 

priorities include: a role of higher education in the lifelong learning process, European study of 

democratic human rights, acceptance and recognition of qualifications and legislation of higher 

education in the recently joined countries of the EU. Mutual help in educational reforms assists 

the new state members to perform their own legislative reforms in the higher education.  A 

joint Convention of the European Council and UNESCO on the Convention on the Recognition 

of Qualifications concerning Higher Education in the European Region facilitates mobility and 

contributes to the strenghtening of institutions of higher education.30

1.1.3.1 Recommendations of the European Council on the education for peace and 

tolerance

29Drucker Peter(1992): The New Realities- A. Perotti’s commentary. Novi Liber, Zagreb.74. 
and  Spajić  Vrkaš  Vedrana(1999):  Međunarodna  polazišta  razvoja  odgoja  i  obrazovanja.  Filozofski  fakultet, 
Zagreb.615-638.
30 Ministarstvo prosvjete i sporta Republike Hrvatske: COE- materials on Education. 
www.prosveta.hinet.hr/mips/cm[2009.11.14.]
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In Europe, the global politics of education as an instrument for strengthening of peace 

and  protection  of  human  rights  is  formed  within  the  European  Council.  The  wealth  of 

European culture lies in its complexity and diversity.  Here the term culture also encompasses 

multiculturalism, which is in accordance with the cultural program of the European Council.31

Inspired by the European convention on culture, signed in 1954 in Paris, and due to the 

increasing corruption, aggressive nationalism, racism, xenophobia, discrimination and social 

rejections,  in  1984  the  Council  of  Ministers  of  the  European  Council  decided  to  write  a 

directive for education of teachers and professors with a purpose of making them understand 

different  cultures,  accept  them  and  learn  about  coexistence,  especially  in  the  context  of 

migrations. 32

The  Council  went  a  step  further  in  1985  with  the  introduction  of  a  Directive  that 

emphasized  the importance  of  education  and learning about  human rights  in  schools.  This 

Directive required the introduction of human rights in the educational program at all levels of 

the  educational  system.  During  the  19th  Session  of  the  Standing  Conference of 

the European Ministers of Education in 1997, the European Council initiated a project on the 

importance  of  upbringing  and  education  for  democratic  citizenship.  The  propose  of  the 

program was to  define the terms,  approach,  strategy,  upbringing and education  that  reflect 

democracy through the responsible  participation of citizens in the decision making process 

rather  than  through  the  representative  democracy  where  the  decision  making  is  up  to  the 

administrative branch of the government. This program initiated the process of evaluation of 

the importance of participation in democracy as well as the evaluation of citizen’s status. 

The research phase of “the importance of education for democratic citizenship” (1997-

2000) lead to a study of the necessary abilities and training strategies.

During the 50th anniversary of the European Council in Budapest in 1999, the Council 

of ministers adopted the Declaration and educational program for the importance of education 

for democratic citizenship. In 2000, in Krakow, during the regular conference of the Council of 

31In  this  research  we  came  to  the  realization  that  multiculturalism  means  affirmation,  strengthening  and 
development of national and cultural identities of all nations, and if accepted as such, then it represents a rebellion  
against uniformity of everyday life that globalization imposes.
32Birzea Kešar-Ker D.- Mikelsen R.- Froumin I.-Losito B.- Pol M.- Sardoc Mitja(2005): Sveevropska studija o 
politici obrazovanja za demokratsko građanstvo.Centar za građansko obrazovanje, Podgorica.
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Ministers,  the Council  adopted the results  and conclusions of the Project for education for 

democratic citizenship.

The  directive  of  the  Council  of  Ministers  (2002),  concerning  the  importance  of 

education for democratic citizenship, (2001-2004) focuses on the development of politics for 

education  of  democratic  rights  and  their  implementation  supporting  the  exchange  of 

experiences  of  the  state  members  in  such manner  that  they  have  to  set  the  education  for 

democratic citizenship as a priority goal of political and educational reform while at the same 

time respecting their existing constitutional structures, local situation and educational systems. 

Democracy requires dedication of people and readiness for questioning and evaluation 

of situations, it requires people who feel the need to participate by using their own arguments  

and  negotiation,  people  who  want  to  resolve  issues  in  a  peaceful  manner,  people  who 

understand and accept the arguments of others and understand that they have common goals. 

The  needed  values  of  those  people  are:  tolerance,  respect  of  others,  solidarity  and 

understanding. All of the above require adequate research and education. 

Building on the foundations established through the first half of the first decade of the 

21st  century,  the  focus  on  reforming  education  and  human  rights  continued  to  accelerate, 

culminating  from  2007  to  2009.  At  that  period,  Committee  of  Ministers  adopted  several 

foundational education policy recommendations, including:

- In  2007,  the  Council  of  Europe  adopted  a  recommendation  of  the 

Committee of Ministers to member on gender mainstreaming in education, adopted 

by the Committee of Ministers on 10 October 2007 at the 1006th meeting of the 

Ministers' Deputies.

- In  2008,  two  main  recommendations  were  adopted  –  the 

Recommendation  on  the  dimension  of  religions  and  non-religious  convictions 

within  intercultural  education,  adopted  by  the  Committee  of  Ministers  on  10 

December 2008 at the 1044th meeting of the Ministers' Deputies; as well as the 

Recommendation  on  the  use  of  the  Council  of  Europe's  Common  European 
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Framework  of  Reference  for  Languages  (CEFR)  and  the  promotion  of 

plurilingualism ,  adopted by the Committee  of  Ministers on 2 July 2008 at  the 

1031st meeting of the Ministers' Deputies. The year 2008 has been proclaimed as 

the European Year of Intercultural Dialogue. This encouraged European states to 

strengthen their efforts to create intercultural societies with an open and complex 

cultural  environment  of  culture,  upbringing  and  education,  foreign  and  internal 

policies. This included review and strengthening laws and regulations, initiating and 

financing various campaigns at policy level and implementation of both binding and 

non-binding instruments and legislation of the EU, as well as the development and 

adoption of the National Strategy for Implementing European Year of Intercultural 

Dialogue.

The 2009 marked a significant progress towards regulating the education of Roma and 

Travelers in Europe with a Recommendation that was adopted by the Committee of Ministers 

on  17  June  2009  at  the  1061st  meeting  of  the  Ministers'  Deputies.  In  addition  a 

recommendation  on the education  and social  inclusion  of  children  and young people with 

autism spectrum disorders, adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 21 October 2009 at the 

1068th meeting of the Ministers' Deputies.

So far in 2010, the Recommendation of the Committee of Ministers to member states 

on the Charter of the Council of Europe on education for democratic citizenship and human 

rights  education,  adopted  by  the  Committee  of  Ministers  on  11  May  2010  at  the  1200th 

Session.

2. SCHOOL IN A MODERN SOCIETY

The epoch of civilization is marked by the use of writing and the appearance of first  

literary  works.  The  need  for  specific  institutions  intended  for  the  development  of  young 

population,  facilitation  of  learning,  transfer  of  life  experience  and production  related  work 

appeared in a specific  socio-historic  moment when there was a sudden production growth, 
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increased level of experience and when life and work required more knowledge. The evolution 

of school was a long process, from first literacy to first appearance of real schools in Antique 

Greece, schools in Rome, church schools (monastery schools, cathedral and parochial schools) 

in the middle ages, then schools that developed in the period of humanism and renaissance to 

today’s  version of school which evolved from the initial  conceptual  thinking of the Czech 

pedagogue Jan Amos Komensky.33

The idea of school and institutional education had many followers and opponents from 

its inception. John Locke, who is a part of high class society, in his theory of mind and his 

inclination  to  define  goal  of  education  as  the  development  of  a  “practical  man—the 

gentleman”, was the opponent of the idea of School. He viewed school as an institution that 

gathers little kids irrelevant of their status, so he advocated the individual education.

French philosopher, a materialist, Claude Adrien Helvétius, demanded that the public 

education  should  be under  the  control  of  the  government  and that  it  should  be  a  socially 

planned activity. His contemporary countryman, thinker Denis Diderot, did not view the school 

as a social  and governmental  institution;  however he demanded that the elementary school 

should be attended by all, from a peasant to a minister. He thought that the school should be 

separated from the church and the students should get free food, books and all the other tools 

necessary for learning and studying. Jean Jacque Rousseau on the other hand advocated natural 

education. According to him the children should be free to explore and learn about life from 

the nature until the age of 12.

Pedagogues who are philanthropists34, such as Bezedov, advocated schools without the 

supervision of the church where the students could learn modern languages and science and 

where there would be a sense of joy and livelihood. 

There are many other philosophers and thinkers who contributed to the development of 

the concept  of the  School,  like  the many French philosophers from a period of  bourgeois 

33Jan Amos Komensky (Comenius), (1592–1670), was a creator of the new age pedagogy. His famous works: The 
Gate of Languages Unlocked, The Great Didactica translated in multiple languages and has multiple editions), 
School  of  Pansophy  (unfinished), World  in  Pictures(Orbis  sensualium  pictus)  translated  in  many  different  
languages and has multiple editions), Maternal School , as well as many other works and literature that have not 
been preserved. From Zaninović  M.(1988): Opća povijest pedagogije. Školska knjiga, Zagreb, pp. 94.
34 Ortodox Viki: Philanthropy. http://orthodoxwiki.org/Philanthropy . [05.14.2010.] 
The  word Philanthropy comes  from  the  Greek  word  philanthropia  meaning,  friend  of human  beings; 
Philanthropist - the one who cares about human beings
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revolution,  namely De Kondorse,  Lepeltier,  De Lavoisier  as  well  as German philosophers, 

representatives of the classical philosophy such as Kant, Fihte, Scheling, Hegel.

Studying the School and understanding its evolution is impossible without studying and 

analyzing the thoughts and the work of classic German pedagogy from the XIX century such as 

John  Heinrich  Pestalozzi  together  with  J.A.  Komensky,  who  was  one  of  the  greatest 

educational reformers of all times when it comes to elementary school.  Pestalozzi created the 

content and subject matter of education in national schools and introduced learning in native 

language,  he  also  required  from  teachers  to  gain  knowledge  of  children’s  psychological 

abilities, and was inclined towards the development of children’s independence. Johan Fridrich 

Herbart  created the pedagogic system and introduced order in the educational  system. The 

system and order are  a guarantee of success.  Fridrih Frebel  was a  founder of “Heaven on 

Earth,” “Kindergarten” - a garden in which the humans grow. There were other factors, which 

affected  the development  of school as well  as other pedagogues,  writers,  philosophers and 

sociologists such as Diesterweg, Schiller, Šlajermaher, Herder, Goethe, Humboldt and many 

others.

The 19th century marked a development of the pedagogical thought in Russia as well 

giving birth to the thought of Usinski and Tolstoy. Konstantin Dimitrijevich Usinski thought 

that the education should come from the people, to serve the people; hence it should be in 

people’s hands to organize it. The true education that comes from people comes in different 

forms  such  as:  religion,  nature,  family,  poetry,  laws,  economy,  and  literature.   Lev 

Nikolayevich Tolstoy was against force, training,  harshness, punishments,  structure, recipes 

and “violence” in education that served to torture children and disregard their interests, so he 

opposed to all the mentioned by introducing one criterion into education-freedom. That is how 

he created the school without violence, free school, which was later reflected in open school 

concepts such as Summerhill, or a School of Eduardo Klaparede.  

Between the 19th and 20th century we saw a number  of reforms and directions  in 

education. “Reform in pedagogy appeared as a movement, that is in a form of practice and 

rank; the expansion of its thought was the main goal, sometimes it was missionary, and later 

we see the appearance of analysis, systems and resumes. 35 The reforms in education were a 

35Herberet G. (1994): Pedagogija — temeljna znanja. Educa, Zagreb.83. 
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result of strong social and sociological processes: demographic movements, fast development 

of  the  industry,  strengthening  of  the  proletariat  to  which  relate  the  labor  movements, 

development of technology, science, colonization, invasion wars and arm supply (which was a 

sign of the World War I).

These reforms contributed to the creation of the school we have today.  “The child’s 

century,” experimental pedagogy, labor school, movement for artistic education, movement of 

rural educational homes, pedagogic movement “new school,” (the system of complex learning, 

nice  learning,  Project  based  approach,  Vinetka  methods,  Dalton-plan  approach,  School 

according to  the measurements,  pedagogical  system of  Maria  Montessori,  Waldorf  school, 

“Natural rhythms of everyday life", Kuzin-method, Jena-plan approach are few examples. 

The Twentieth century,  as the product of powerful social and sociological processes 

resulted in a series of reform movements and directions. These are the various attempts to put a 

child at the centre of attention, to adapt to it all the educational and social interests, as well as 

the educational programs and school activities. There were series of steps that put the teaching 

and  the  role  of  teachers  in  the  centre  of  attention.  Finally,  the  school  criticism  emerged 

announcing  the  de-education,  complete  abolition  of  school  and  humanization.  We see  the 

appearance of sound titles such as: “Deschooling in the Society”, “Schools in Museum”, “Anti-

school”, “Schools without censorship", and the like. 36

A child enters the public life with his entry into the institution of School. Institutional 

upbringing  and  education  are,  in  every  society  today,  based  on  the  elementary  schools. 

Therefore, any consideration of educational-upbringing system should begin with the primary 

school, and especially the issues that the developing society,  or a future society,  expects to 

have with this  system.  Primary education,  acquired in  the institutions  of  the system has  a 

fundamental,  constant,  and  almost  impassable  importance.  Therefore,  this  elementary 

education is acquired at an early age, hence the upbringing and educational results are of a long 

term value and require a long learning process. When entering the school system the child 

learns, for the first time, the difference between work and leisure time and enters the collective 

structure. He/she is obligated to accept the rules that prevail in the school: the classes start and 

end at a certain time, and the recess is timed too. The school, as a new foreign world, becomes 

36Kačapor  S.  -  Vilotijević N.(2005):  Školska i  porodična pedagogija. Uciteljski fakultet  Beograd,  Kosovska 
Mitrovica.45.
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a child’s world,  its  reality and a part  of its  daily life.  The school can be viewed from the 

perspective of its two most important functions: pedagogic – in which the process of teaching 

children follows their developmental stages,  and social – forming social frames and constructs, 

specifically programmed goals and tasks that contribute to the society. However, in addition, 

schools must meet a range of other functions: 

1. Social mingling  of  students.  It  is  not  enough to  view this  function  only from the 

perspective of child socialization, acceptance and rejection, interpersonal relations and 

alike. This function of school can only be understood in the context of overall social 

functions of the school. Since the upbringing has a class character, so does the school. 

In  schools  the  class  and social  differences  are  displayed,  as  well  as  one’s  origin. 

Throughout  history,  the  elite  sent  their  children  to  grammar  schools,  and  then  to 

university, which enabled them the retention of high social positions, the middle class 

sent their children to secondary schools or a realistic high school, while the lower class 

- at best, finished primary school and ended up doing the more difficult (less paid) 

jobs. Democratization of social relations also democratized the School. Today we have 

a varied picture around the globe ranging from inclusive societies to those that are still  

very segregated along gender and class lines. However, no matter how democratized 

the school is, or how available it is to everyone, the school itself creates specific social 

classes. German educator H. Schelsky, (1957) named School as “a place that creates 

labels."

2. Qualifications for vocation -  Qualifications are obtained directly through the special 

education for the profession, and indirectly through broad, basic education. This also 

enables the pre-selection for future working positions.

3. Integration of basic values - in the classing educational-upbringing sense, the school 

forms foundations of values that are accepted in the society. In the framework of this 

function the school’s ideological role is understood. The prominence of this function is 

directly correlated with the development level. The higher the developmental level of 

the society,  the lower the ideological  function of school.  That  is,  in the developed 
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societies the ideological function is more and more taken over by families and means 

of mass communication.

4. Security of children - One of the essential functions of schools is to ensure the security 

of children for a certain period of time during the day. This is particularly important 

given the increasing employment of both parents.

5. Social functioning - Unlike the family, one of the essential functions of the school is to 

expose children to the actual social relations and social reality. In the school, a child is 

forced to learn that in real social relations it cannot expect the fulfillment of all their 

demands, or receive the maximum sympathy and attention, that it gets from the family. 

From teachers, other adults, as well as peers with whom the child interacts at school, it 

can only expect a limited attention and answers, meaning that for every specific need 

that the child may have it is forced to address a different and specific person. This 

function of schools is extremely important;  because that is how social relations are 

regulated  in  the  real  world,  where  in  addition  to  the  authorized  individuals,  exist 

authorized institutions.

6. Formation of habits - The school is a place where a child learns certain habits such as 

those of business and professional conduct. A student learns to become committed to 

work, even if he/she finds the work unappealing or uninteresting.

7. Fostering independence - The school contributes significantly to child’s independence. 

From  the  moment  when  a  child  feels  ready  to  independently  finish  the  school 

assignments, the child starts experiencing school as something that belongs only to 

him/her. To successfully achieve independence means to increases self-consciousness, 

self-initiating activity and responsibility. 
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The role  of  parents  and other  adult  family members  in  the  intermediation  between 

child’s subjective needs and the objective demands of school has been studied extensively. The 

concepts such as the "union" of parents and children "against" the teachers and vice versa - 

parents and teachers "against" children are discussed in detail (See list of literature), explaining 

this unique dynamic.  In addition to the mentioned, it is possible to offer a number of other 

essential functions of the elementary school. In general, the elementary school is the simplest 

segment of the school system, hence the material related to the elementary education is the 

easiest to formulate and interpret. 

What is the situation in high school? Unlike the elementary and middle schools, high 

school  has more  complex functions.  Roughly speaking,  the task of secondary school  is  to 

"strengthen" the knowledge acquired in elementary school, to develop knowledge, to facilitate 

the inclusion of social trends, to help develop the personality of students.  Also, high school is 

the first crossroad that gears students towards what they want to do in life, but also a necessary 

link in the school system - connected with the primary and secondary schools from where the 

students  came,  associated  with  higher  levels  of  education  and with organizations,  towards 

which it directs its population. If we divide high schools by what they specialize in and analyze 

it through history, we will note that the grammar school is the school with least functional and 

organizational issues. Grammar school is attended by the most successful students who enter as 

such  from  the  middle  school,  this  part  of  the  school  population  comes  prepared  for  the 

increased level of learning at this level and plans to go on to attend college, and even higher 

forms of education. Technical and vocational secondary schools have far more problems. They, 

above all, have the obligation to accept pupils from different social classes, and of significantly 

lower academic achievements. This means that the heterogeneity of students is extremely high. 

A significant number of students in these schools has ambitious plans for future education, 

professional training and integration into society, but there are also those who barely finished 

middle school, those who are thrown out (castaways) of high school, the children who are often 

conflicted between rebellion and passivity and who are not in a position to see the vision of 

their future.

The issues that come from high school and higher education are easier to identify. High 

schools and higher-level institutions accept a very diverse population of students, especially if 

those schools are popular (larger). This diversity is reflected in a series of indicators such as the 
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knowledge acquired at previous levels of education, motivation for learning, work conditions 

etc. From the aspect of these indicators, there are three groups of students: 

1. Candidates interested in the fundamental, quality and even higher 

level of education 

2. Candidates  only  interested  in  receiving  a  certificate  for  a 

specialized field of work that will enable them to immediately get employed 

(those who want to depart fast into the world of labor)

3. Candidates  who simply expect  to  gain knowledge through the 

process of maturation and who do not have clear plans or goals. 

High schools and higher level educational institutions, regardless of whether they are 

open (and inclusive or closed, regardless whether they allow regular and part time students or 

where their finances come from (the state budget or private funds), should fulfill the following 

basic functions: 

• provide students with education that will help them with their job search

• higher  level  educational  institutions  should  educate  future  researcher, 

creators  and thinkers,  upon whom depend (and will  depend more in the future) the 

success, competition and cooperation in the market, or the position of our society in the 

world 

• Higher  level  educational  institutions  must  increasingly  take 

responsibility for building societies and the success of that progress, because, among 

other things, they are forming the leaders of tomorrow 

• Higher level educational institutions, directly or indirectly, contribute to 

the development of the country. The school is an institution where we acquire special 

knowledge, skills and habits, where we acquire skills that we could not acquire under 

other  circumstances  (in  the  family,  on  the  street,  in  the  smaller  or  wider  social 

community, in nature ...)
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Regardless of whether it’s elementary or higher level educational institution, the school 

is a place that is artificially and purposely separated from the adult way of life, a place where 

the environment and interactions are adjusted to children’s developmental needs. The adults 

organized school in such a way so that the, "children feel protected from the harmful influences 

of the society - from bad habits and confusing arguments...”37. Schools are institutions that 

should ensure a permanent progress of humankind, by omitting the negative experiences from 

the  past  and  by  stopping  the  harmful  influences  that  may  occur  in  the  future.  Through 

education  and teaching,  the  schools  continue  the  upbringing process  that  starts  within  the 

family.  The school  provides  overall  support  for growing up in  the society,  it  prepares  the 

younger generations for world of work and civil obligations, "for living in the world defined by 

doctrine and politics, tradition and progress, for the life that exists outside and post school"38 

Moreover, the school is the place for the protection of children from the dangers: from 

traffic, natural disasters, from various diseases. For a large number of children, the school is 

the only place (outside the family) where they feel safe; hence the schools must be a place 

where we can live “...  Despite the great spread of educational radius of school,  the school 

cannot plan to be the only institution in which education is done systematically, because under 

the modern conditions we are educated before school, outside of school and of course after 

school." 39

In any case, every indicated aspect so far, points to the importance of school. This is 

why it is important to devote special attention to this grand institution, both with regard to its 

inner organization and the realization of its basic functions - upbringing and education, but also 

with  regard  to  its  appearance,  space,  equipment  and  teaching  means.  Certain  factors 

permanently reduce the efficiency of school in providing upbringing and education. The school 

is an institution in which many things "must" be done.  40 A child must come to school, must sit, 

must listen, must watch, must remember, must present to the teacher, must…must…In their 

communication with children, the teachers frequently use the word "must”. This substantially 

37Hartmut von Hentig(1997): Humana škola, Škola mišljenja na novi način. Educa, Zagreb.185.
38 Ibid.186.
39Pataki S.(1968): Problemi i pravci reforme pedagogije. In: Pavletić V.(ed.): Pedagogija, br. 2.Educa Zagreb.79.
40Kačapor  S.  -  Vilotijević N.(2005):  Školska i  porodična pedagogija. Uciteljski fakultet  Beograd,  Kosovska 
Mitrovica.
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reduces student’s ability and motivation to work. The student is more likely to, "abandon" than 

he/she is to finish work, more likely to wants to "get rid of" than to accomplish that which 

he/she started                      

The  school  represents  a  place  with  an  unrealistic  environment.   The  children  are 

isolated from the youth and the older, isolated from the natural life situation (birth, disease, 

death), taken away from the natural environment, they spend most of their working hours in a 

closed  space.  This  is  why  interactions  are  unnatural  and  one-sided.  There  is  a  large  gap 

between what the children are learning at school and what happens in real life. Both the teacher 

and students learn and speak one thing, and do things otherwise real-life. Numerous knowledge 

(facts and generalizations about the objective reality) acquired at school remain exactly that, 

theoretical  but  not  a  real  obligation.  Teachers  do  not  lead  much  with  their  own  positive 

examples and they do not engage and motive students enough to accept and use the acquired 

knowledge in the real world.

Enriched with historical experience the humanity ultimately has to change schools just 

like it changing other things in life. The goal of education cannot solely and exclusively be the 

adoption of knowledge and development of skills and habits. This goal should be defined and 

enrich with experiences from real life such as:

• Development of awareness about themselves, their personality, personal 

needs and opportunities; 

• Development of self-confidence; 

• learning to manage their own process of learning; 

• development of feelings of responsibility for the results of learning; 

• development of feelings for self-regulation and control, self-evaluation, 

self-evaluation of progress and learning; 

• Development of skills for independent learning; 

• development of freedom for independent quality decision making in 

various life situations; 
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• development of freedom of opinion and fact supported and thought 

through argument 

• development of awareness for creativity (in the opinion, speech, actions, 

creating ...); 

• development of the need for continuous growth of potentials within the 

limits; 

• development of the need to manage their own emotions (love, trust, 

hatred, servitude, anger, affection ...); 

• development of the need for proper understanding and interpretation of 

other people's emotions (empathy, social sensibility); 

• development of the need for non-violent communication and peaceful 

conflict resolution; 

• development of  the need to tolerantly accept the diversity (older, 

younger, sick, handicapped), as well as any other diversity (social, national, 

religious, territorial ...); 

• development of pride and satisfaction that comes from providing 

assistance to others in different life situation.

The  educators  represent  the  school.  Without  improving  the  teachers  one  cannot 

improve the schools.  That  is  why a modern  teacher  and the teacher  of the future have to 

continuously evolve their own stance and position. The teacher is not allowed to be an "actor" 

anymore,  who  when  in  front  of  the  blackboard  pretends  to  know everything,  has  to  say, 

explains and prove everything ... The traditional teachers had to exhibit an imposed personality 

constructed by the authorities based on false indicators that represent him as "unmistakable" 

"ideal", and "all-knowing ..." On the contrary, the modern day teacher must show that he is an 

ordinary man, aware of himself, his needs and abilities, confident, inspired to learn and control 

his own process of learning, willing to measure, evaluate and estimate his own progress and 

success, ready for independent quality decision making in different life situations and deliver 
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arguments supported by his own thought and creativity. The modern day teacher needs to be 

ready to continuously expand his own potentials within the limits of what is realistic. He/she is 

a role model who controls their emotions (love, trust, hatred, servitude, anger, affect ...), and 

shows that  they are a  person who understands and correctly interprets  emotions  of other’s 

(empathy,  social  sensibility),  a  man  who  communicates  peacefully  and  uses  tolerance  to 

resolve problems and tends to provide assistance to others. 

This means that schools of today and those of the future besides fulfilling the defined 

educational  goals  must  meet  the  humanistic  goals  too.  They  should  first  think  about 

independence, self-confidence and take over the responsibility for educational results, intrinsic 

motivation, establishment of personal criteria of success and creativity. 41

3. SCHOOL IN THE PLURALISTIC SOCIETY

41 Glasser, W.(1990): Kvalitetna škola, Škola bez prisile. Educa, Zagreb.
 Hentig,H.(1997): Humana škola, Škola mišljenja na novi način, Educa, Zagreb.
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Challenges of the new social processes lead to a dichotomy between collective identity 

and freedom of choosing an identity. The modern social relations entail the right of individuals 

to adopt identity they choose. Nobody has the right to force an individual to adopt one single 

identity. Although the school passed a long evolutionary road, it still does not have a defined a 

model  that  satisfies  all  citizens.  Pluralistic  -  multicultural  societies  require  pluralistic  and 

intercultural  schools.  To achieve  school  pluralism,  it  is  necessary  to  equally  treat  various 

pedagogic concepts and give autonomy to schools in all matters.42 

The terms development of school pluralism and pluralism in schools are not synonyms. 

School pluralism implies the existence of various primary and secondary schools because of 

the foundational pedagogical concept and the function they are to fulfill. With school pluralism 

we see a development and nourishment of various forms of pluralism in schools: pedagogical 

pluralism, literal pluralism, pluralism of learning. Pluralism in education implies the possibility 

of organizing the upbringing and education in all schools according to various pedagogical 

conceptions. 

With the intent to overcome the rigidity of public schools in Europe, we see a multitude 

of alternative schools. An alternative,  besides warning us of the critical  social  strongholds, 

offers a range of solutions. Alternative schools fought and succeeded to achieve their right to 

diversity  and showing that  school  can  achieve  goals  that  public  schools  can’t.  Alternative 

schools involve the existence of unified state schools, while the school pluralism is an even 

broader term that includes equality, and independent operation from other schools.

Alternative  schools  are  called  free  schools,  where  the  freedom  refers  to  their 

independence and freedom to choose the educational programs, organization, and the choice of 

methods and procedures of upbringing and education. Alternative schools have a developed 

system of training of future educators. First, the prospective teachers are introduced to various 

techniques  and methods  of teaching that  already exist  or  which can be created.  After,  the 

prospective  teachers  can  choose  specific  routes  whose  philosophical  and  theoretical  basis, 

42O'Shay  Karen(2005):Obrazovanje  za  demokratiju  i  građansko  društvo  -  2001-2004  -  razvoj  unificirane 
terminologije : pojmovnik za obrazovanje za demokratiju i građansko društvo. COE-Mission in Serbia, Belgrade.
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techniques and methods of work are closest to their individual and (or) collective abilities and 

conditions in which they work.  The existence of alternative schools creates an array of choices 

for parents and children, which adds to the multicultural aspect of the society. 

Many European countries  have a  wide and developed network of  state  and private 

schools. In different countries, governments exercise different system of control and financing 

of the upbringing and education. North European countries, especially Netherlands, have made 

an enormous progress in the field of school pluralism and its expansion. In addition to the state 

schools, which are highly autonomous,  there exists a range of alternative schools: Freinet's 

schools43,Waldorf's schools44, Monetssori schools45 Jena plan schools 46Dalton school plan47,as 

well as a very broad spectrum of religious schools that range from progressive to conservative 

or  orthodox,  from modern  to fundamentalist  etc.  This  kind of pluralism is  boosted by the 

school law, which allows the financing of all  schools using the same criterion.  The Dutch 

example indicates that there is no connection between private schools and elitism, because the 

43 Potkonjak  Nikola-  Šimleša  Petar(1989): Pedagoška  enciklopedija.  Zavod  za  udžbenike  i  nastavna 
sredstva,Beograd.216. 

Freinet's movement started in the south of France after the First World War. The name comes from the 
organizer of the movement Célestine Freinet (1896-1966).
44Kačapor  Sait(2003):  Pedagogija  i  škola  Marije  Montesori  i  Rudolfa  Štajnera. Zbornik  radova  Filozofskog 
fakulteta in K.Mitrovici, Kosovska Mitrovica. 118-119.

Woldorf's school— the school of natural rhythms of everyday life.. The school is based on the pedagogy 
of Rudolf Steiner, who formed number of schools of which most are of a free character, in which we can include 
the majority of German private schools. Based on the idea of Rudolf Steiner about tri-partiality Waldorf-school is  
an institution of free spiritual life (outside of the economic life which should be governed by fraternity and legal  
life, both based on the principle of equality). Therefore, the schools are not managed by either the political system, 
nor by the economic demands, but only by humans. 
45Seitz  M.-  Hallwachs  U.(1997): Montessori  ili  Waldorf,  Knjiga  za  roditelje,  odgajatelje  i  pedagoge.Educa. 
Zagreb.  231-240.

   Montessori-schools display their motivating strength, flexibility and ability for further development. In  
the  higher  level  classes  all  of  the  following  is  required:  libraries,  video  club,  ability  to  conduct  reflection,  
language,  cabinet,  workshops, etc.  "Outside world"  should be "included" into everyday lif  of school through 
different project, practice, visits to factories, etc. In the Federal Republic of Germany there currently exist 327 
Montessori preschool centres and 158 schools that operate by the Maria Montesori method. 
46Zaninović M.(1988): Opća povijest pedagogije.Školska knjiga, Zagreb.
 Peter Petersen founded an experimental school at the Institute of Education (Universitätschule),in Jeni, 
which  integrated the synthesis of school work and school's community. Within this school he has built a special  
educational  and upbringing system, called Jena-plan. Petersen (Peter  Petersen, 1884-1952), German educator,  
academic professor, head of the Institute for Education with a work-centre in Jeni,
47Zaninović M.(1988): Opća povijest pedagogije.Školska knjiga, Zagreb.242.

A famous American teacher Helen Parkhurst built a new method of education in Daltonu city in the U.S.  
(Parkhurst, 1887-1959). It is the method of independent individual work, known as the Dalton-plan. The student is 
able to independently and freely elect the type of work, subject or class, as well as the order in which to do the  
chosen subject/class; he/she can also select the place where to do the work, choose an appropriate laboratory or  
workshop, work materials, books, maps, equipment, methods of work, etc. The basic principle of work is freedom.
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government gives full financial support to private schools, which limits their degree of freedom 

and activity. Private schools that receive full governmental financial support must adhere to the 

large number of regulations. A high quality education was achieved by reducing the freedom of 

activity in private schools, hence giving equal educational opportunities to all  the children. 

Regulations in this case are aimed to equalize the diversity within the schools. Before creating 

these  regulations  it  was  first  necessary  to  estimate  the  situation  which  required  social 

responsibility48,  the  American  longitudinal  research  in  the  field  of  racial  segregation  in 

education and upbringing pointed to a few basic rules:   

1. Schools, in which the segregation exists, show a greater concentration of 

aggressive behavior and have students with lower levels of achievement on tests, these 

schools  have  teachers  of  lower qualifications  and abilities,  and they lack  advanced 

courses;

2. Schools that have desegregation within their  curriculum have a lower 

rate of students transferring out of those schools because at these schools they are given 

a chance for higher level  education;  (the possibility of higher education,  success in 

education and life in general); 

3. The  skills  and  knowledge  of  teachers  who  work  in  racially  diverse 

environment are proven to form a positive academic interaction.

Education and child upbringing for life  in a multicultural  society requires complete 

upbringing, which combines cognitive, affective and psycho-motor sphere of personality. 

48Bognar, Kunstek(1992); Walford (1992); Druker (1992)
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4. SCHOOL AS AN INSTITUTION FOR EDUCATION FOR PEACE AND 

TOLERANCE

To become an intercultural,  the society must ensure that it’s every social group is provided 

with equal conditions for living regardless of its culture, way of life or origin. This implies not 

only the interaction with the group that represents a majority, but also a cooperation with other 

minorities such as ethnic minorities, social groups, religious groups and communities, diverse 

group of people with specific characteristics in relations to themselves and the surroundings 

(homosexuals, the religious sects), or persons with disabilities who experience many forms of 

intolerance and discrimination. 49

4.1.   Intercultural upbringing and education 

Intercultural upbringing and education are the major achievements that the pluralistic society 

offers. The general goal of the intercultural upbringing and education is mutual strengthening 

of relations between different societies  and different cultural  majority or minority groups.  

Many countries impart the principles of interculturalism into their concepts of upbringing and 

education,  but still  in the world there does not exist a unique model for this, because each 

country approaches the intercutluralism based on their social reality, tradition, climate, history, 

general  wishes  and  needs.  The  demands  of  the  concept  of  intercultural  education  and 

upbringing are: 

• upbringing and education of an individual using the universal symbols 

that make the individual similar to others 

49UN: International Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination. Ratified with Resolution 
2106 A GSOUN of  21.12.1965.  Came into  force  on 04.01.1069.  http://www2.ohchr.org/english/law/cerd.htm 
[2010.05.14.]  
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• Ensuring the rights to the existence and expression of personal symbols. 

The special attention is directed towards the space required for self-fulfillment and self-

determination of each man. 50

The development of upbringing and education depends on the concept of preschool 

institutions, the concept of primary and secondary schools, but also on the higher educational 

institutions and universities where the future educators, teachers, and professors are educated. 

Educational institutions should first of all be places where one learns how to prepare her/his 

arguments for the debate, the rules needed in the discussion, the necessities and procedure of 

learning and understanding of the interlocutor’s thoughts, to listen and respect the votes of 

minority and different messages. The set up of upbringing and education depends on the degree 

of technological development, the tradition of education, opportunities of comparison with the 

experiences of other countries and within themselves, inheritance from the previous system of 

education, experiences from the United Europe. 

The  principles  of  conduct  that  represent  the  driving  force  of  multiculturalism  are: 

peacefulness, truthfulness, reliability and openness, as opposed to violence, cheating, betrayal 

and  extreme  conspiracy.  Each  society  transmits  its  own  cultural  values  to  the  younger 

generations. All people regardless of the culture they come from, are actively involved in the 

selection of standards, rules of conduct that parents offer, religion, friends, laws of the market, 

media, art, experts of various profiles in the field of science,  and culture.

In  the  early  seventies,  of  the  20th  century,  the  traditional  notion  of  teaching  was 

replaced  by the notion  of  learning (UNESCO documents,  OECD -  and others),  where the 

concept of learning takes on a broader meaning, than understood before. Traditionally learning 

meant  obtaining  the  already  formed  knowledge.  The  traditional  pedagogical  approach 

consisted of transferring the history, in the truest form possible, from one generation to the next 

(lat = trader deliver, transfer). The basic principle of this behavioralist approach was listening - 

memorize - repeat, while a basic method of teaching was giving a lecture. The teacher is the 

50Hrvatić   N.(1999):  Nastavnik  u multikulturalnom okružju. In:  Rosić  V.(1999)  (ed.):  Nastavnik  – čimbenik 
kvalitete u odgoju i obrazovanju,.Educa, Zagreb. 368-374.
More about this problem:  Turković, V.(2002): Europski identitet i visoko obrazovanje.Napredak,143/2, Zagreb. 
157-166.
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disseminator of knowledge, responsible for behavior control, ensuring completion of tasks and 

measuring the level of reception of facts and51.

Last  decades  of  20th  century  marked  an  increase  in  cognitive  research  focused on 

understanding learning process and effectiveness of teaching strategies. The findings confirm 

the  strategies  of  a  restructured  learning  environment  that  puts  a  learner  at  the  center  of 

learning, giving birth to modern learning theories. The theory of constructivism builds on an 

innate  human  drive  to  make  sense  of  the  world  around  us,  and  suggests  that  “instead  of 

absorbing  or  passively  receiving  objective  knowledge  that  is  "out  there,"  learners 

actively construct knowledge by integrating new information and experiences into what they 

have previously come to understand,  revising and reinterpreting old knowledge in order to 

reconcile it with the new”52 The outcomes of the learning process should go beyond knowledge 

to include understanding and application.  However,  for these outcomes to be achieved, the 

learner needs to be internally motivated “Dispositions determine whether an individual values 

a particular  form of knowledge enough to be willing to participate  in the effortful activity 

required  to  secure  and  then  utilize  that  knowledge”53 To  utilize  a  constructivist  approach, 

teachers act as mere facilitators of learning, and not the deliverers of knowledge. They are 

responsible  for  fostering  active  inquiry,  critical  thinking and act  more  like  mentors  in  the 

process of active process of acquiring knowledge through the construction process. 

Today’s concept of learning involves, review, restructure, redefine, etc. It is innovative, 

which means that it is anticipating with a purpose of preparing for the future and participating 

in  terms  of  cooperativeness  and empathy between students  and teachers.54 The concept  of 

learning is expanding, because it is starting from the school learning and going towards the 

learning  outside  of  the  school  and  in  that  way  developing  critical  opinion  (kritikos  =  to 

question, to give meaning, to be able to be analyze). Critical thinking leads to the best possible 

conclusions and decisions. The word critic is related to the word criticize, which also, means to 

51 Kerka Sandra (1997): Constructivism, Workplace Learning, and Vocational Education. ERIC Digest No. 181, 
Columbus OH. 
52Kerka Sandra (1997): Constructivism, Workplace Learning, and Vocational Education. ERIC Digest No. 181, 
Columbus OH.
53 Billett S.(1996): Situated learning: Bridging socio-cultural and cognitive theorising- Learning and Instruction. 
Sarajevo University,ERMA  Cluster Reader,Sarajevo.143-144.
54Vukasović   M.(2006):   Razvoj  kurikuluma  u  visokom  obrazovanju.  Alternativna  akademska  obrazovna 
mreza,Belgrade.  57.   For  learning  efficacy  see:  EU: Tuning  Educational  Structures  in  Europe. 
http://tuning.unideusto.org/tuningeu/[2010.01.14.]
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question and evaluate. The ability to criticize is often used only in a destructive manner, in 

order to “destroy” the opinion of other. However, criticism can also be constructive. Criticism 

includes analysis with a purpose of developing a better understanding of what is happening. 

Through constructive criticism one develops the ability to form critical opinions55 It is with 

opinion that we give a meaning to the world. To think critically is to analyze your own opinion 

for the purpose of clarification and improvement.  Comprehending the way that the opinion 

works when it is used to gain a personal goal, leads us to make decisions based on information 

and analysis of complex problems. That is how one can learn to think much more efficiently. 

To think critically is to take an active role in processing information, to be rational and have a 

well-organized cognitive process that is used in a careful examination in order to clarify and 

improve our understanding. It is an overall approach towards understanding and learning of 

how to give meaning to the world. It includes many parts: 

• think actively,

• examine the situation by asking questions, and thinking independently,

• View the situation from different perspectives

• Support different point of views with data and reasons (to discuss ideas 

in an organized way). 

Acquired learning, skills, attitudes and values influence the formation of our personal 

life and that of the entire social community. Hence, there is a need for the preparation of youth 

for a society in which the human rights are respected, and in which the law is respected, "...  

and the citizens fulfill their obligations by acting on their own initiative and they have a sense 

of responsibility and accept the general as well as common concerns of all members of the 

community." 56 Even though the intercultural education takes place within the entire society, it 

is  the  advantage  of  the  school  systems  to  allow  for  intercultural  education  focused  on 

communication between children and youth. The younger generations are indeed bearers of the 

intercultural upbringing into the future but also an important communication route with adults, 

55 Chaffee John- Christine McMahon- Barbara Stout (2004) : Critical Thinking, Thoughtful Writing: Engage 
Learning. ERMA  Cluster Reader,Sarajevo.
56Miljević-Ridički R.-Maleš D.-Rijavec M.(2000): Odgoj za razvoj. UNICEF, Zagreb.13.
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because  the  upbringing  and  education  implies  development  of  skills  for  the  quality 

communication and skills for the non-violent conflict resolution. 57 

The new upbringing and education systems, in order to allow the uncovering of “the 

treasure that lies in every one of us"58, must be based on four basic types of learning:

1. Learn to know, which involves obtaining the knowledge which enables 

people to understand their own environment. This allows them to think independently 

and form a critical opinion and conclusion 

2. Learn  to  do,  meaning  having  the  qualifications  for  the  practical 

implementation  of  the  obtained  knowledge  under  the  changing  work  and  living 

conditions 

3. Learn to live together. This is the fundamental goal of education, and it 

consists of learning the values of tolerance, differences and values of multiculturalism, 

gaining of skills for the non-violent conflict resolution, understanding of each other, 

learning of taking actions together as a community 

4. Learn to preserve their wellbeing. It consists of development of all areas 

of  human  personality  feelings,  character,  cognitive  and  physical,  that  cannot 

necessarily  be  used  for  the  economic  or  other  application.  This  enables  people  to 

achieve, to develop their own talents and, as much as possible, gain control over their 

own lives. 59 

The goals of the intercultural upbringing and education are not to obtain knowledge but 

to  develop the  following characteristics:  Self-  consciousness,  confidence,  responsibility  for 

their  own  results,  discovery  of  their  own  abilities  and  capabilities,  freedom  of  opinion, 

creativity and internal motivation; Emotional processes: understanding of personal emotions, 

understanding of other people's emotions, empathy and a development of social sensitivity; 

57Spajić  Vrkaš  Vedrana(1999):  Međunarodna  polazišta  razvoja  odgoja  i  obrazovanja.  Filozofski  fakultet, 
Zagreb.63.
58Delors J.(1998): Učenje blago u nama- UNESCO, Međunarodnog povjereništvo za razvoj obrazovanja za 21. 
Stoljece. Educa, Zagreb.96.
59Delors J.(1998): Učenje blago u nama- UNESCO, Međunarodnog povjereništvo za razvoj obrazovanja za 21. 
Stoljece. Educa, Zagreb.96-108.
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Develop social communications and pro-social behavior: verbal expression of emotions, non-

violent communication skills and peaceful conflict resolution, helping others and developing a 

feeling of satisfaction. The establishment of fair relations with the environment: understanding 

and acceptance of diversity (elderly, sick, people with special needs, differences in religious, 

ethical, moral ethnic understandings.60

Intercultural upbringing is geared towards: empathy, solidarity,  inclusion, upbringing 

for  peace,  democratic  development,  human  rights,  respect  of  nature  and  human  beings. 

Intercultural upbringing is the creation of attitudes, and the choice of modes of conduct and 

dealings.  It  reflects  in  the  development  of  human  capabilities  such  as  curiosity,  the 

development of critical thinking, respect of self and others. Successful intercultural experience 

includes successful communication with others, but also the ability to perceive and control 

personal stress and emotions. For obtaining such skills one needs practical exercises, skills and 

models of behavior that serve as examples. Intercultural upbringing as a societal interactive 

process, besides upbringing and educational programs, also includes the broader interactive 

relations with public policy, through sensibilization and informing of public through the media.
61

Intercultural learning demands education and preparation of the individual for the use 

of universal symbols that will make him/her similar to others and ensure the rights to existence 

and  expression  of  personal  symbols.  Democracy,  peace,  justice,  equality,  preservation  of 

environment, is the stepping stones towards the "sustainable future". Upbringing illustrates the 

principle of unity in diversity and diversity in unity in all  areas of life and thought (Edgar 

Morin, 2002.). 

Upbringing and education for cultural pluralism represent an interdisciplinary process 

that involves understanding, acceptance, empathy and constructive and harmonious relations 

among different cultures. It inspires pupils of all ages and at all levels, awaking their interest 

for consideration of different cultures and their desire to find out more about diversity, and see 

it as a source of progress in learning in general. 62

60Čudina Obradović M.-Težak D.(1995):Mirotvorni razred-Priručnik za učitelje o mirotvornom odgoju. Znamen, 
Zagreb.72.
61Žužul  A.(2002): Temeljne odrednice interkulturalnog učenja i multikulturalnog odgoja. Napredak, br. 143/1, 
Zagreb.  17-23.  
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The concept of upbringing and the concept of education have not been scientifically 

determined as interchangeable. Theoreticians give different meanings to upbringing and each 

of those meanings has a wide scale of interpretations63. Upbringing as the widest pedagogical 

concept and process is closely linked with the concept and process of education. Education is a 

process of control of the gained knowledge (discovered by the science) and the adoption of 

assurances, the views of the world, human society and a man, as well as the attitude towards 

scientific,  artistic and cultural  achievements,  values and development skills.  Taken as such, 

education  is  a  "rational  basis  of  upbringing  and  upbringing  is  the  orientation  value  of 

education".64

In German language the  word upbringing (Bildung) "...  appears  in  the  mid-  XVIII 

Century. This is the time of German idealism; those poets and philosophers who could be the 

representatives of this time would be Goethe (Göethe) and Schiller. " 65

In French and English the word upbringing does not have a full meaning as used in this  

study. In English, the word upbringing fully corresponds to a word education, while in Russian 

language; a corresponding word образование means creation, formation, and training. 

For  the  purpose  of  this  study,  the  concept  of  education  is  not  separated  from the 

concept  of  upbringing.  Upbringing  and  education  stand  in  unity:  upbringing  values  (the 

intellectual, moral, work, aesthetic, physical) are the extensions of the basic facts and adopted 

generalizations about an objective reality (teaching materials, teaching subject matter), as well 

as of the basis of merit. Education is the unity of knowledge and skills. 

Upbringing takes place within the framework of interpersonal relations with the active 

participation of all relevant factors: educators, social surroundings and other factors that may 

have  influence  over  the  flow  and  effects  of  that  process.  Hence,  the  upbringing  implies 
62Bognar L.(1994): Jedinstvena državna škola ili školski pluralizam, Život i škola.Zavod za školstvo ministarstva 
prosvjete, kulture i športa, Zagreb.255-256.
63 A lexeme  upbringing comes from: up + bring = bring-up, rear. In the Slavic language group, upbringing is  
Vospitanje, in connection with воспитать, comes from a church-Slavic ,: vos = along, Greek: = + είς питать:  
eat,pitati - to give food in the mouth, eat,  pitanie: nutrition, food =  pitomec: the one who educates,  alumnus, 
pitomnik: seminary, pitúş, which in Sanskrit means nutrition. In Latin education has two original roots: from 
the verb  Edere which means to eat, to feed self (which refers to everything that a man needs to function as an  
organic creature: nutrition, social environment, care, attention in a phase loneliness, hygiene, health care, etc.) and 
ex-ducare meaning to crawl out, (which refers to the development and raising, learning, experience and activities). 
( "Educit obstetrix, educat nutrix, instituit pedagogus, docet magister")
64Vukasović  Ante(1988): Pedagogija. Hrvatski katolicki zbor MI, Zagreb.126. 
65 Giesecke, H.(1993): Uvod u pedagogiju. Educa, Zagreb.66.
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complexity  and intermingling  of  factors  of  upbringing  and  activities  of  educators  in  their 

mutual communication. Communication is based on skills, activities and mental processes. It 

does not only imply "transfer" of information, it also implies activity, action for the purpose of 

adjustment and change in behaviour. In the process of upbringing, which takes place at school, 

we primarily refer to a conscious form of communication that is planned communication that 

has a certain goal and demands conscious activity of both students and educators. So, a student 

is  an  active  subject  of  learning.  But  also,  there  exists  something  that  one  is  inclined  to, 

something that is assigned, and that is what we want the student to become - those are the 

results  of the educational  and upbringing processes,  or the goal  of upbringing.  Upbringing 

implies the understanding of a man, life and human society, the understanding of the law of 

physical and psychological growth and development and the setting of axiological, teleological 

and social standards, to which one is drown to in this process.

"Upbringing is a complicated, complex and a durable process of building and shaping 

of a personality.  As a pedagogic category it  is intentional,  and it always is geared towards 

achieving a certain goal.” 66 The upbringing is seen as a two-way active process, or activity, on 

one side there exists someone who organizes and displays authority and influences, who directs 

and manages by using those influences, and who is actively participating in that process, on the 

other side, there exists someone who is exposed to those influences/authority, the one who is 

being educated.67 The level  of activity  of both is  determined by a number of factors,  age, 

organization of the upbringing process etc., but it is important that this activity is one of the 

basic  components  of  the  upbringing.  If  we look at  the  upbringing in  relations  to  life,  life 

activities, the conditions in which life takes place and is organized, as well as in relation to the 

results  achieved,  the  upbringing  can  be  defined  in  the  following  manner.  Therefore,  the 

upbringing is the widest pedagogic process, and thus the widest pedagogical concept, which 

includes  an  overall  organization  of  all  relations,  influence,  activities,  methods,  resources, 

facilities, factors, organizational forms, etc., which aid in the realization of upbringing goals. 

The thought of a "good" or a "bad" upbringing awakens associations to specific relationships, 

relations between people and the quality of the outcome of those relations, or relations between 

the  parents  and  children,  teachers  and  students.  Thinking  in  that  direction  and  looking  at 

66Potkonjak, N.(1968): Pedagogija. Školska knjiga, Zagreb.54. 
67Ibid.55. 
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upbringing  from  those  aspects,  Brezinka,  defines  upbringing  in  the  following  way:  "By 

upbringing  we  refer  to  the  social  actions  which  people  use  to  permanently  improve  the 

psychological dispositions of other people by using the mental and (or) socio-cultural means, 

or by preserving those components that are defined as valuable.»68 This line of thought sees the 

process of upbringing with a much wider scope that does not only include children into the 

upbringing process. According to this concept, it  is essential  to have a planning strategy in 

order to accomplish lifelong results of the upbringing, "lifelong strategy of the upbringing ". In 

addition, the educator is the one who sets the required standards of conduct and the required 

upbringing means, which he/she also tries to follow. 

Upbringing can be understood as  the activity  that  enables  and directs  the physical, 

intellectual  and moral  growth of  an  individual  towards  complete  self-awareness,  complete 

control over themselves and towards mutual understanding of communication demands and 

social cooperation. 

Finally, it can be concluded that the concept of upbringing is not unambiguous. It is not 

precisely defined nor consolidated not even in the pedagogic literature, the books of pedagogy, 

pedagogical lexicons, dictionaries nor encyclopedias. The best proof for it are the dilemmas of 

modern Pedagogues: "Bener talks about the appearance of division, Tenorth (1988) about the 

conceptual confusion, Brezinka (1988) about language madness,  Schwenk (1989) about the 

elimination of that term, Oelkers (1991) about division of the "objects" of upbringing, Treml 

(1991) of fiction, etc. The basic manual on the doctrines of upbringing L. Rotha (1991) does 

not contain any articles that define the upbringing (manual has the 1157 pages!) ". 69

We understand upbringing as an interpersonal relationship in which each unit meets 

human needs, with the acceptance of basic human standards and norms of a concrete society in 

which one lives.  This indicates  its width.  Although, we have a far wider understanding of 

upbringing, in this part we will specifically examine school with international upbringing.

In the widest sense the upbringing includes:  

68Brezinka  W.  (1998):  Erziungszeile  Konstanz,  Wandel,  Zukunft.  In:  Pädagogische  Rundschau,  Munich  H. 
3/1993, Germany.57.
69Gudjons H.(1994): Pedagogija, temeljna znanja.Educa, Zagreb.149.
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• The  process  of  the  adoption  of  knowledge,  skills,  habits  and 

development skills and 

• The process of enrichment of sense and the emotional sphere that is a 

development of a positive personality,  assurances and the formation of attitudes and 

adequate  human  actions  (physical,  intellectual,  moral,  working  and  aesthetic 

upbringing).

 

For the first process it can be said that it gives sense and content to the upbringing. 

The second process is the limited edition of the upbringing. It is made of the following 

components:  physical  and  health,  intellectual  (mind),  moral,  working-technical  and 

aesthetic upbringing. 

 Some components of upbringing are directly focused on the existence of a human 

being,  on  meeting  the  biological  needs  and  survival:  physical  and  health  upbringing, 

upbringing  for  the  preservation  of  the  environment  (ecological  education),  traffic 

upbringing, upbringing for protection, workplace and production-technological upbringing. 

Other  components  are  directed  towards  meeting  the  social  needs:  moral  upbringing, 

upbringing for human relations between the genders, upbringing for life and work in the 

family, upbringing for life and work in the community, upbringing for the acceptance of 

other people, appreciation of diversity and tolerance. Some components of the upbringing 

are  directed  towards  satisfying  the  artistic  needs:  aesthetic  upbringing  (upbringing  for 

identifying the beautiful, enjoying and creating the beautiful), as well as components that 

are directed towards satisfying the need for self-actualization: upbringing for the prosperity 

of emancipation, for the social changes that guarantee the growth of a human being. 

 German pedagogue, Theodor Litt, thus defined education as: "Education is a part of a 

man’s structure, which enables him to control and organize his work, himself and his relations 

to the world". 70

Education,  just like the upbringing, assumes a subjective position of a student. In a 

modern school, the roles of educators and students in the process of education are changing 

70 Litt Theodor (1993): Teorije škole. Educa, Zagreb.69.
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significantly in a new way: A student’s position as an object to which the knowledge is offered 

and "given” to have changed. Today’s student is an active participant and the owner of self-

development. Hence, the modern school has to unite the upbringing and self-learning.

 The goal of education and upbringing is a versatile and well-developed personality. 

Versatility "implies the creation of realistic conditions for every man so he can express himself 

and  maximally  develop  his  human,  humane,  individual,  generic  and  social  opportunities. 

Versatility  means  intense  individual  development  of  each  individual  in  the  given  social 

conditions. "71

 Regarding the institutional upbringing in schools, it  is very important to add to the 

formal upbringing a pedagogic syntagm - training for self-assurance. Specifically, with going 

from grade to grade and growth of a student, "… the need for educators should be replaced by 

self-learning,  control  -  self-control,  the  organization  –  self-organization,  approval  –  self-

approval, evaluation - self-evaluation, criticism – self-criticism, suggestions – self-suggestions, 

the ban – self-banning… “72Accordingly, with the modern social flow, which in its base has the 

freedom  of  choice,  humanism,  tolerance,  democratization  and  market  orientation  in  the 

economy,  the  goal  of  the  upbringing  must  imply  training  for  versatility  in  whose  base  is 

education, self-education and readiness of the younger generation to take over the important 

and responsible functions for further improvement and development of a democratic society. 

The existentialist approach to upbringing and education poses as the central question 

human  nature,  the  position  and behavior.  Hence,  the  most  important  is  moral  upbringing, 

through which one can form the essential personality traits, such as persistence, perseverance, 

hope. Adaptation approach to education holds the position that the most important outcome of 

the educational process is the "shaping" of an individual in accordance with the demands of the 

society.  A typical example of the adaptation approach to upbringing is seen in the socialist 

countries.  The  emancipation  approach  to  education  holds  that  the  needs  of  the  individual 

should be put before the needs of the society. The goal of education is to change the society in 

accordance with the needs of individuals who make up this society. According to this concept, 

71Potkonjak  Nikola-  Šimleša  Petar(1989): Pedagoška  enciklopedija.  Zavod  za  udžbenike  i  nastavna 
sredstva,Beograd. 411.
72Kondratjuk  A.P.  –  Kirilov  B.I.(1979):  Pedagogoieskie  osnovi  i  organizacia  vaspitateljnoj  raboti  v  sredwih 
specijaqnih zavednijah. Visa skola Moskva, Moscow. 39. 
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the  pupil  should  be  exempted  (emancipated)  from the  dependencies,  pressure,  prohibition, 

authoritarian  demands  (directives),  of  any of  the  following  factors  (in  the  family,  school, 

outside of organizations and institutions in the society, etc.) a child must have a" free space " 

for their development. 

Socio-centric approach to education - starts from the social norms, social values and 

laws, or of the need for each unit to change in accordance with the social demands. This school 

of thought has many opponents. One of the first is found in the pedagogy of Julius Langbehn 

(J. Langbehn, 1851 - -1907), known as" Rembrandtdeutsche ".73 Julius Langben, in his book" 

Rembrandt  as  an  educator  "sharply  criticized  the  traditional,  socio-centric  upbringing  and 

education, art and culture, he strived primarily for the people, their feelings and their creativity. 

The highlight of his critique can be summed up in a single sentence: "Professor is a German 

national disease!" 

The  pedagogic-centric  approach  to  upbringing  and  education  –  in  an  attempt  to 

overcome the traditionalism in school organization,  especially the inner organization of the 

work of schools,  the things  went  to a completely other  extreme - the abandonment of the 

system, abandonment of the organization, subordination of children’s demands, which has led 

to anarchy.  On the other hand, the systematic approach to education sees as a goal of is a 

versatile and developed personality in physical health, intellectual, moral, working-technical 

and  aesthetic  sense,  a  goal  of  education  is  the  adoption  of  the  facts  (the  specifics  about 

objective reality) and generalization (general information about objective reality), as well as 

the development of skills and habits (mental, manual and practical). The educational program 

is organized systematically, the classes are held in a room-class-relevant system, in which the 

roles of major factors are clearly defined- the teachers and students, the specific books are 

assigned,  manuals,  working  materials,  teaching  aids,  supplies,  technical  appliances  and 

furniture,  the  didactic  solutions  for  teaching  are  accepted  systematically  (forms  of  work, 

working methods, the means of work, the flow of the teaching process, the types of teaching 

hours, didactic principles, the types of classes, etc.) 

Humanistic  approach to upbringing and education – the core of the humanistic  and 

pedagogic  theory  is  made  out  of  the  following:  Upbringing  of  a  man  as  an  individual; 

73Đorđević Jovan(1971): Eksperimentalna pedagogija, Pedagogija 2. Univerzitet u Beogradu, Belgarde.196.
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Understanding and scientific interpretation of the teaching content with the obvious display of 

examples from the immediate life and reality - of nature. In addition to the deductive method 

the inductive method was also used with a variety of other teaching methods and principles. 

The task of teaching and school is the preparation for life in this world. Humanity represents 

the highest value. That is why the humanities contribute to the value of a child and seek respect 

for children’s personalities. In the process of upbringing, especially at school, a child must be 

"treated with a lot of care and patience, in short - humanly."  The upbringing goal was also 

created under the influence of antiquity. It is the harmonious development of a soul and body.  

It  is  not  a  coincidence  that  today,  throughout  the  world,  and  especially  in  countries  that 

experienced the transition, the humanistic pedagogic ideas re-emerge, a review of the goals of 

upbringing and education and advocacy that encourages human resources development and 

self-actualization of each individual. The choice of content is subordinate to the interests of 

students, and emphasizes the need for equal representation of science, culture, art and working-

physical activity. 74

In  the  modern  socio-historical  moment,  especially  considering  the  complexity  of 

societies in the Eastern European region in terms of ethnic, religious, territorial, political and 

other differences of citizens, the term intercultural upbringing and education attracts increasing 

attention. In this context, education means the following: 

• Development  of  student’s  skills  so  they  can  recognize: 

inequality, injustice, racism, prejudice and stereotypes and 

• Development  of  students’  skills  that  will  enable  them  to 

participate in life and enable them to adapt to all the negative changes, when 

they come across them in a society. 

Educational  approaches  can be formal  (academic  institutions)  and informal  (various 

non-governmental organizations, youth movements,  free activities on the streets, during the 

international travel and exchanges, in hostels, and with people around the world). 

Non-formal  Education  has  several  important  parts  that  separate  it  from the  formal 

education:  Non-formal  Education  is  voluntary.  It  does  not  have  a  compulsory  character, 

74Kačapor  S.  -  Vilotijević N.(2005):  Školska i  porodična pedagogija.  Uciteljski fakultet  Beograd,  Kosovska 
Mitrovica.60-70.
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determined  by  the  legislation,  which  sometimes  push  the  students  towards  resistance  or 

rejection of the approach, or classes that are a part of the given program.  The class is not 

structured in the form of class, but in the form of "groups", a teaching process is in the form of 

discussions. The overall process can be held in such a manner that the students are not really 

aware that they are involved in the process of upbringing. Those who implement the informal 

education  must  invest  more  effort,  build  and encourage  student’s  interest  to  provide  good 

alternative forms of work.  In the informal education there is a closer relationship among the 

participants and that facilitates the communication. 

Multicultural  upbringing  and  intercultural  learning  represent  a  challenge  to  the 

educational  and pedagogic policies  of all  countries in Europe and the world.  Development 

Strategy of education post 2000 in many countries of Eastern Europe and particularly the EU 

candidate  countries,  among other things include an increase in the quality of control at  all 

levels of education,  and on the level of higher education and strengthening of international 

cooperation through the equalization approach, equalization of standards and criteria that apply 

for the European Union and the acceptance of a unified system of evaluation of the work of 

students and teachers.  75Formal approach to these processes started with the signing of the 

Bologna declaration in Berlin, in 2004. 

4. 2. Education for peace and tolerance 

The  term  peace most  often  awakens  the  association  of  war.  Similarly,  the  term 

education for peace relates to something that should prevent, support, and teach the avoidance 

of war. In this work the concept of  education for peace is connected to the awareness and 

planned activities of the educators, teachers, professors and all the others who are engaged in 

the  education  activities  within  the  institutions  that  have the  system of  non-violent  conflict 

resolution  in  different  aspects  of  life  through  a  realistic  appreciation  and  acceptance  of 

differences that can be gender related, generation related, personal, social, religious, etc. 

75 Documents on which the adjustments are based in the system of higher education in Europe are: Magna Charta 
of the universities, adopted in Bologna, 1988. ; Lisbon convention, Sorbonne Declaration, 1998. ; Bologna declar-
ation, June 1999. The Salamanca Conventions, 2001. ; Prague Communiqué , from year 2001. 
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We at  the  same time  understand and accept  that  peace  means  the absence of  war, 

fighting  and  combat  conflicts.  However,  we  primarily  refer  to  the  creation,  support  and 

development of social and personal foundations for a positive peace, which are based on the 

following premises: 

• Cooperation, 

• Acceptance of differences, 

• Tolerance of difference, 

• Social Justice, 

• Confidence in themselves and others, 

• Security, 

• Human prosperity, 

• Social understanding

• International understanding.

At  the  end  of  the  first  CIVITAS's  conference76,  held  in  Prague  in  1995,  150 

representatives of education from 52 countries signed a declaration on the Proclamation of 

"Education  for  Democracy  and  Human  Rights  with  an  international  emphasis."  This 

declaration  expressed  certain  priority  notions  for  construction  of  freedom,  development  of 

markets, the creation of democratic government and the rule of law. These challenges highlight 

"...The essential role of civic knowledge, civic skills and democratic values in the construction 

and maintenance of the democratic societies; that respect human rights and cultural diversity."
77 The United Nations declared the year 1995 as the  year of tolerance. In the Declaration of 

tolerance it is emphasized that the tolerance must be the new name for peace. "There is no 

76  Butts  R. Freeman(1995): A New Meaning for World-Class Standards in Education.  CIVITAS@Prague,  
Prague.  

On June 2-6, more than 400 educational  and political  leaders from 52 countries met at a conference 
called  CIVITAS@Prague.1995  where  the National  Standards  for  Civics  and Government and  its  predecessor 
volume, CIVITAS:  A  Framework  for  Civic  Education,  were  centerpieces  of  much  favorable  attention  and 
discussion. 
77Butts R. Freeman(1995): A New Meaning for World-Class Standards in Education. CIVITAS@Prague, Prague. 
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alternative to tolerance, which - although it does not resolve all the problems - can enable the 

open approach to them, in the spirit of progress and peace." 78

For our consideration of the education for peace and tolerance, in this work, the article 

number 29 of the UN Convention on the Rights of the child, 1989 is especially interesting: 

States Parties agree that the education of the child shall be directed to:

a. The  development  of  the  child's  personality,  talents  and mental  and  physical 

abilities to their fullest potential

b. The development of respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms, and 

for the principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations;

c. The  development  of  respect  for  the  child's  parents,  his  or  her  own cultural 

identity, language and values, for the national values of the country in which the 

child  is  living,  the  country  from  which  he  or  she  may  originate,  and  for 

civilizations different from his or her own

d. The preparation of the child for responsible life in a free society, in the spirit of 

understanding,  peace,  tolerance,  equality  of  sexes,  and friendship  among  all 

peoples, ethnic, national and religious groups and persons of indigenous origin

e. The development of respect for the natural environment

This  convention  came  into  force  in  1990,  however,  not the  implementation  is  still 

behind. Only a few countries adopted their teaching plans, programs, educational facilities and 

school books to implement these directives.  In the schools in Eastern Europe, it is possible to 

negotiate the education for peace and tolerance through pretty much all subjects taught. Among 

the classes studied in schools, the best are: ecology (the world around us, nature and society, 

the knowledge of nature and the knowledge of society, biology, chemistry - education for the 

preservation  of  the  natural  environment;  science  on  society  and  socio-political  relations; 

literature;  foreign  languages;  Psychology;  Anthropology;  Philosophy;  History;  Law; 

Geography and others.

78This  declaration  has  been  based  on  the  Declaration  on  Human  Rights  UN,  the  UN  Convention  on  the 
elimination of discrimination and the UN Convention on the Rights of Child.
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The goal of the education for Peace consists of training young people for changes based 

on the scientific  study of peace and experience  peace in everyday life  situations.  Thus,  to 

achieve the set targets of the education for peace and tolerance, it is necessary to accomplish 

the following tasks: 

•  enable pupils to understand conflicts and offer them the possible methods of 

solutions for these conflicts 

• development of skills for conflict resolution 

• the improvement of communication with other people, 

• development of capabilities for control of their own anger, aggressiveness and 

frustration

•  development of cooperation skills with others in daily life, 

• development of skills necessary for understanding and withstand, 

• development of skills and abilities for non-violent conflict resolution. 

Education for  peace  should  not  only  be  limited  to  the  anti-war  education  or  the 

education for the suspension of war conflicts. It is more than that, because with the correct 

education for peace we can prevent and subdue the conflicts, non-tolerance, understanding, and 

even war. Education for peace and tolerance is a way of building a personal satisfaction and 

safety and social welfare. 

4. 3. Education for Democracy 

Like  many  other  important  terms  such  as:  society,  community,  politics,  freedom, 

citizen, etc., the concept of democracy is equally complicated as well as vague, controversial, 

and even vitally debatable. 79 This is why; there exist numerous attempts to define this concept, 

with  different  aspects  of  view.  "Etymological  definitions  of  democracy,  in  the  form  of 
79Gallie  B.W.(1965):  Essentially  contested  concepts,  Procedings  of  the  Aristotelion  Society.  Polity, Vol.56, 
Prague.56.
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governance of people or the rule of the people, are rather undefined and more indicative than 

implicationally-analytical. They are often reduced to the variations of the root of a complicated 

word, democracy, and are a subject to different interpretations. "80

We  view  the  concept  of  democracy  in  the  context  of  freedom,  peace,  tolerance, 

understanding, comprehension, acceptance ... "Thanks to the organized freedom, democracy 

allows that even the lowest real revolutions be carried out in a lawful, peaceful and therefore a 

reasonable,  way,  and this  is  definitely the highest  point  which can be reached in a  social 

organization." 81

In this work, we are primarily, interested in the education for democracy, because we 

understand it as one of the foundations for the education for peace and tolerance. The import-

ance of understanding this concept is further highlighted by the fact that East European societ-

ies are young democracies who introduced the change in the political system and started their 

transition towards democracy and market economy just two decades ago. The transition pro-

cess is long, complex and painful for both the society as a whole and individuals as well. For  

the people of this region, the transition to democracy did not mean just a change in the ways 

the economy and governments are operated, for them the transition entails one of the most dif-

ficult things to achieve – a behavioural change, a change in the way of thinking, acting and liv-

ing as well as participating in formation and strengthening of the civil society.

Since the political and economic transition took place in the region, a mixed picture of 

change has been created. There are two sides of the story. One is a stabilisation and the devel-

opment of democratic political systems and a progressive movement towards an open market 

economy and another is a painful break-up with the communist history of the region with huge 

consequences on human rights of individuals and peoples groups. 

 There are many open debates among the democratic theorists about the democracy and 

democratic  transition  and  the  concepts  and  relations  between  liberalization  and 

democratisation. It has been widely accepted that “Democratisation entails liberalization but is 

a wider and more specifically political  concept.  Democratisation requires open contestation 

over the right to win control  of the government,  and this  in turn requires free competitive 

80Vasović V.(1997): Problemi definisanja i modeliranja demokratije. In:Demokratija, vaspitanje, ličnost. Institut 
za pedagoška istraživanja, Belgrade.
81Marković B. S.(1937): Načela demokratije.Izdavačka zadruga Politika i društvo, Beograd.38. 
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elections,  the  results  of  which  determine  who  governs.“82,  one  can  conclude  that   the 

liberalisation can occur  in a nondemocratic setting not necessarily undergoing transition to 

democracy. The confusion between these two terms and a clear understanding of democracy 

and all its prerequisites has led to misinterpretation and served as a “defence argument” to 

many authoritarian leaders in the recent history East European countries.  

When we talk about transition to democracy and democratisation process we refer to 

the concept of a democratic societies and the change that the nondemocratic states or regimes 

have to undergo in order to meet the democratic criteria. The states that are going through the 

phase of political, economic and social reform that lead to liberalisation and democratisation 

are  considered  –  countries  in  transition.  The  transition  to  democracy  is  an  unpredictable 

process that may take various forms, may be finished in one year, couple of years, one decade 

or even never.  

Education for democracy only seemingly belongs to our time; in fact, these questions 

are as old as the human society. That implies achievement of those values that establish and 

sustain the social community in whose basis is tolerance. If we want a democratic approach to 

education,  we cannot  impose  democracy,  but  can  only offer  it  as  a  solution,  with  a  clear 

explanation  of  the  benefits  it  brings  in  relation  to  the  totalitarian  society  whose  basis  is 

indoctrination. This is the only way to see and understood the reasons that justify its existence.

 Democracy has become a very popular topic in the East Europe region. However, the 

majority of society members does not live the life of active citizenship, and do not participate 

in democratic processes, not to mention that they are not involved in the democratic control of 

government power. Education for democracy is a preparation for life in the society in which 

every individual decides, and acts in the capacity one. Therefore, the school needs to introduce 

the  democratic  life  to  students  and  enable  them to  point  out  their  democratic  experience, 

starting from learning how to listen to others, rather than to impose their opinions on to others, 

and to seek the necessary respect for themselves. "Such capability is not innate and nor do we 

use it spontaneously, we learn it, with effort. It requires a double education, intellectual and 

moral, it requires search for a noble heart and the spirit of struggle."83

82ERMA(2001):  Democracy  and  its  Arenas,  Theoretical overview.  University  of  Sarajevo,  II  Cluster 
Reader,Sarajevo.3.
83Mougniotte Alain(1995): Odgajati za demokraciju.Educa, Zagreb.20.
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 Under the  education for Democracy we mean the overall effects of the educational 

system that make it  possible to have a life in a civil,  democratic society,  whose basis is a 

pluralistic democracy.  84The change our society has undergone and is dramatic, and to ensure 

adaptation to new conditions, every citizen needs a specific education for life in such society. 

During this  transition period,  our society is  neither  a that of liberal  democracy nor that  of 

socialist  ideas. Many dangers appear in this process. That's why we need a systematic and 

methodical approach to education for democracy. The goal of education in democracy must be 

the autonomy of personality, the kind of maturity that is a conjecture of political freedom in 

which everyone relatively participates in the decision-making. 

What are the obligations of pedagogic theory when it comes to fulfillment of this goal 

of education? It is necessary to change the goals and tasks of education so that it can clearly be 

seen from the basic (starting) guidelines what are the sense and needs of the education of 

citizen, the participants of the democratic society. It is especially necessary to develop the tasks 

of moral education, with the aim to differentiate completely between the democratic morality 

and the scientific morality, which from this perspective already seem “longtime” overruled.

The respect of law is not the only and exclusive basis of morality.  This moral also 

includes the possibility of disagreement with the laws, but above all, it includes development 

of a moral personality and characteristics necessary for life under the conditions of pluralistic 

democracy. We also think that it is necessary to change the tasks of the intellectual education. 

Education for democracy requires training for judgment and for action, which implies the need 

to be informed. Simply, it can be illustrated in the following way: a democratic society implies 

a functional legal system, with clearly defined rights and duties of citizens and clearly defined 

sanctions that exist if the rules are violated. This demands knowledge, not only reproductive 

knowledge,  but  the concrete  knowledge that  comes from the practice  and concrete  actions 

under the given conditions.

 If we want to have a fully formed personality and fulfill the achievement of humanistic 

goals  of  global  social  development,  it  is  necessary  to  have  the  education  program  and 

education for democracy as an integral part of the education of younger generation at all levels 

84Grol Milan(2005): Iskušenja demokratije.Helsinski Odbor za ljudska prava srbije, Beograd. See more about the 
issue of evolution of consciousness in the understanding of development of democratic society
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of education.  To this end, it is also necessary in the field of didactics and methodology of 

certain classes to search for those forms of work, teaching methods, types of teaching, teaching 

aids, as well as principles, and policies, which are the best possible solutions when it comes to 

achieving the education for democracy. 

What is reflected in the role of the school and the pedagogues? The school must change 

in order to be more effective for the education for democracy. For the school to really change 

in that direction, it is necessary to coordinate the reform of education in accordance with the 

demands of a democratic society.  The paroles are not the most constructive way to achieve 

this, nor are the manifestations such as the declaration of the day of democracy in the schools 

etc. It is necessary to organize the work and life at school and outside of it, in accordance with 

the demands of a pluralistic democracy, so that students constantly feel as the citizens of a 

democratic society. 85Education for democracy implies that people are subjects in the actual 

process of education, in the production, and in life. The students will be the real subjects if we,  

in the best way possible,  give students in school the opportunity to adopt and mediate certain 

democratic  values  in  everyday life.  As  an  example  we will  describe  only some values:  86

         

 Respect of other. The school must develop the consciousness of students to respect 

others (colleagues, younger and older), along the respect it should also develop a respect for 

the existing differences  (gender,  age,  national,  religious,  etc.)  In order to  achieve this  it  is 

necessary to completely suppress all  the paroles and strict instructions.  It  is also crucial  to 

enable the democratic monitoring of exposure, the debate in a democratic atmosphere, and to 

answer  the  questions,  unify  the  positions  on  the  basis  of  arguments,  and  to  create  the 

communication with others and teach the students to respect the activities of others. All of the 

mentioned must constantly be insisted on, but not by force or imposing, but in a pedagogical 

planned manner. This should be done in the classroom, in the space where the activity takes 

place (in the hallway and courtyard, in the places for rest and relaxation). For this purpose it is 

recommended  to  use  the  children’s  wallpaper,  children’s  works  that  have  aesthetic  value, 

85Krivokapić  B.(1999):  Položaj  manjina  u  obrazovanju.  Haške  preporuke  o  obrazovanju  i  Objašnjenje  uz 
preporuke, Beograd.179. 
86UNESCO(1991): Education et devenir, no. 2.UNESCO,Paris.41.
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artistic or other values, children's sheets (school newspaper etc.). 

Respect their own personality. The school is supposed to enable each individual to be 

familiar with the conditions that it offers, to know the conditions provided by the school for life 

and work of students (places to work, rest, recreation, personal hygiene, etc). For this purpose 

it is necessary to nurture the common culture of living with the retention of their own dignity,  

kindness, and cheerfulness and a nice appearance. 

The sense of responsibility. Every individual in school must accept certain obligations 

in  accordance  with  the  legislation  of  the  school.  To  carrying  out  these  obligations  of 

responsibility, from grade to grade, with growth, the knowledge and responsibility should more 

and more transfer from teachers to pupils. This means that as they mature the students have to 

approach  their  obligations  with  an  increased  sense  of  responsibility  when executing  those 

obligations  and  in  accordance  with  this,  build  their  own  sense  of  responsibility.  

Affiliation to the community. In the process of socialization the school has a crucial 

role. The school is the place where youth should learn and adopt the general social standards 

and norms, accept them and act in accordance to those norms in everyday conduct. "The goal 

of  education  is  a  formation  of  youth's  personality  where  they  respect  the  rules  of  social 

morality  (correct,  moral),  that  will  prepare  them to  be  capable  of  working and politically 

responsible for independent and responsible service to the people and humanity with respect 

and love for the close ones, and that will teach them consideration, patience, uprightness and 

sincerity. " 87

By setting  up  these  goals  of  education  it  is  possible  to  anticipate  three  important 

determinants: preparation for the world of work, through professional training, which will meet 

the economic reproductive society 

• Formation of a moral young person, which will ensure a normal interaction with 

other members of the society and space for the further development of their own 

creative and personal autonomy

87Tillmann K. J.(1994): Teorije škole. Educa, Zagreb.83.
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• Placement  of self  at  the service of society and humankind,  which ensures a 

creation of social and national order that provides an equal life opportunity to 

every member of the society

The spirit of affiliation to a particular community should develop within the framework 

of regular  classes,  but  also within the framework of student's  outside activities,  sports  and 

recreation, cultural and artistic and all other aspects of joint activity. 

Preparation  for  work. The  school,  within  the  framework  of  everyday  education-

educational  activities,  should  enable  every  student  to  excel  in  their  studies  and  feel  the 

satisfaction that the joy of success in work brings, while at the same time preventing the feeling 

of  uneasiness  and  suffering,  which  result  in  unemployment  and  failure.  Hence  the  school 

educators, have to create a teaching plan and adjust it to the psycho-physical abilities of each 

individual.  The essence  of  the  plan  should be  the  acceptance  of  initiatives  created  by the 

students, as well as the acceptance of educators' initiatives, without imposing. 

The school is an  educational institution88 that offers great opportunities for education 

and education for democracy. However, teachers and pedagogues who work in the schools are 

neither the only ones, nor the almighty factors in the formation and development of democratic 

awareness.  They  are  just  a  part  of  the  chain  of  education  factors  that  should  interpret 

democracy, explain its meaning and preferences, shows democracy in the real life act and their 

own behaviour, prove the need for democracy (or the need of a man and human society for 

democracy),  develop  awareness  and  nurture  the  behaviour  in  the  spirit  of  the  democratic 

demands. If the schools and pedagogues optimally contribute to the formation of consciousness 

and behaviour that demonstrates democracy, then they are making it easier and support the 

actions of other's who contribute to the same direction of democratic processes: first of all 

families, but also cultural and sports organizations, media information, business organizations 

and  community  ,  Socio-political  organizations,  political  parties,  military,  etc.  

Democracy today is understood as something that should unite the world into a single unit. 

88Under the term school in this context we refer to all the institutions in the upbringing-educational system, from 
kindergarten to university.
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Hence, we accept the following "... democracy today ... in this age of a new pluralistic 

electronic literacy is a new language whose denotation should precisely be defined.»  89  "It does 

not only concern the complex social processes and relationships" ... it is also about a man, his 

present and future, about the quality of life and the opportunities of freedom as well as a full 

individual and social recognition. "90 

4.4. Education for cultural pluralism 

Cultural pluralism is recognition of differences that exist in a pluralistic society that assures the 

systematic  social  conditions  in  which  the  individuals  of  all  cultures  will  be  accepted  and 

respected. Cultural pluralism emerges as a consequence of continuous migrations and mingling 

of the populations in different regions. 91 The cultures are not permanent. They change through 

time, and the differences among cultures reflect the effort that every society must exert in order 

to  continue  striving  in  a  specific  reality.  The  culture  is  responsible  for  the  possibility  of 

adaptation of the individual and groups to a common life through the creation and acceptance 

of material and spiritual goods. The forms of behavior are related to the understanding and 

acceptance  of  irrational  and spiritual  stereotypes  as  well  as  for  the  material  and technical 

achievements related to culture. The research of the known and unknown resources as well as 

the different or better findings and their different forms of interactive communication are also a 

part of the cultural testimony. 92 The term culture has many definitions, each one is longer and 

more complicated than the previous one, hence it is a very difficult to interpret culture with 

definition.

The term culture  is  defined differently:  in  respect  the time  period,  the  authors,  the 

reflections or in respect to the content, scope and reach. Culture – from Larin cultura has its 

89Maricki Građanski K.(1997): Demokratija i  obrazovanje kod starih Grka. In:Demokratija,  vaspitanje, ličnost. 
Institut za pedagoška istraživanja, Beograd.58
90Nedeljković  M.(1997): Društvene i institucionalne osnove vaspitanja obrazovanja za demokratiju. In: 
Demokratija, vaspitanje, ličnost.Institut za pedagoška istraživanja, Beograd.122.
91Multus 3. = Many, and culture -ae.f. = Cultivation, tendency, economy, education, training, respect ...
92About "term" - among thinkers prevails the opinion that the term "thought of the essence of what we think about 
(what) that thought about objects is thought about the essential characteristics of what we think about. In that 
sense  we talk about  the  content,  scope and  reach  of  the concept.  ....  Content  (concept.)  is  a  set  of  relevant 
(unabmiguous) terms (specific) concept. The scope of the concept means the lower set of terms that include a 
higher term. Field applications specific concept is called a reach term. (Milat ( 2001/468))
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origins from the word  colere  which means to cultivate93.  The oldest meaning of culture in 

Europe refers to the highest spiritual achievements: the doctrine, theology, philosophy, art etc. 

Philosopher Edward B. Tylor who was considered to be a pioneer of cultural  evolutionism 

argued that „culture or civilization, taken in its wide ethnographic sense, is that complex whole 

which includes  knowledge,  belief,  art,  morals,  law, custom,  and any other capabilities  and 

habits acquired by man as a member of society94". However, UNESCOs definition of culture 

maintains that the culture is a "set of distinctive spiritual, material, intellectual and emotional 

features of society or a social group and that it encompasses, in addition to art and literature,  

lifestyles, ways of living together, value systems, traditions and beliefs"95. The relity is that the 

culture, as a term has multi-discourse and it needs to be discussed within the context always. In 

a  broader  and  simplified  sense,  the  culture  is  “a  set  of  thoughtful,  spiritual  and  valuable 

testimonies  and  a  creation  further  defined  by  certain  groups  of  people  in  their  authentic 

environment.  “96.  The culture represents a set of knowledge, rules, traditions,  attitudes,  and 

values, which determine the behaviour and way of life of a group of people. The group creates 

a culture and transfers it to the new generation of its members. 

The range of the concept of multiculturalism is closely correlated with the encounters 

of cultures that can occur in many different forms of communication.  In the encounters of 

culture, the culture expands itself, enriches, confirms and receives its full meaning. One’s own 

culture is recognized by that individual only when he’s faced with the cultures of others. The 

group of people that defines a number of details in the cultural definition present their "culture" 

and a "specific culture", its value and its special characteristics. "There always exists a culture 

within cultures, but the culture exists thanks to other cultures". 97

Only after getting to know one’s own culture it is possible to get to know and accept the 

culture of others.  The culture is richer if all the contrasts within it can be identified, and if  

every individual can find their own place within that culture. To the concept of culture and 

multiculturalism connects the term "mental circuit" or "mental program" which has its own 
93 Harper  Douglas : Online Etymology Dictionary . www.etymoline.com [2010.05.13.] 
94 Tylor Edward(1920) : Primitive Culture. J.P. Putnam’s Sons, New York.1.
95 UNESCO(2002):UNESCO Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity. 
http://www.unesco.org/education/imld_2002/unversal_decla.shtml [2010.05.11.] 
96Mijatović A.(2002):  Kultura znanja kao mjera ljudske sveukupnosti. Napredak,  god.l43 (l.),  5-16,Zagreb.7.  

 
97Morin E.(2002):Vaspitanje za budućnost, Sedam temeljnih spoznaja nužnih u vaspitanju za budućnost. Educa, 
Zagreb.62. 
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characteristics with respect to: conception, feelings and practical actions, and the reality from 

which the culture arises. This reality consists of the geographical and social position, or group 

of people with whom one exchanges the ideas and has relations of spiritual background, or the 

search for the meaning of life. The geneticists have discovered a link between today's residents 

of Europe and the Paleolithic  Homo sapiens based on the analyses  of the Y chromosome. 

Neither  an  individual  nor  a  social  group  can  survive  without  a  connection  with  the 

environment, which contributes to the transmission of general values and attitudes creating the 

tradition and culture of a community. The multiple ways of transferring of the general values 

and attitudes: families, schools, religious community, friendship. The interests that connect the 

individual with the interests of different groups are diverse and therefore less and less closely 

tied to the territory. 

The survival of an individual depends on the knowledge that is transferred and selected 

by all the previous generations. The modern task of multiculturalism could be expressed as: 

learn not to rely on genes, but on learning. 

"The mental program is a set of characteristics meaningful for the individual and group 

under  which  it  is  possible  to  determine  a  permanent  feature  of  their  ways  of  thinking, 

behaviour, believing, response and activity."  98 Parts of the “mental software" are applied to 

many situations around the world and give an insight into the equality or diversity in the field 

of  behaviour  and learning,  hence  it  is  important  for  action  and efforts  in  the  intercultural 

relations. 

Multicultural  society  can  have  a  negative  attitude  towards  diversity,  in  which  the 

majority found superiority in discrimination. Minorities can be tolerated, but not accepted or 

valued. The solution to this problem is interculturalism. 

The term interculturalism signifies active interaction, the efforts made to connect the 

carriers  of different  cultures,  and the concept  of  multiculturalism refers to  the situation  of 

coexistence  between  different  cultures  in  one  space,  their  control  and  regulation. 

Multiculturalism is a condition, while the interculturalism is a philosophy of relations and the 

process of that condition. Interculturalism implies active pluralism of cultures in which each 

98Mijatović A.(2002): Kultura znanja kao mjera ljudske sveukupnosti. Napredak, god.l43 (l.), 5-16,Zagreb.10. 
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feature is of equal importance. An interactive and participatory relationship is required in the 

multicultural society. 

The  individuals  who  have  developed  their  intercultural  identity  are  open  to  the 

acceptance of existing and new cultural elements and mutual relations. Width and depth of the 

intercultural vision is contained in self-fulfilment, in the victory over the ethnocentric positions 

and discrimination of all that relates to the well-known models of democratic behaviour. 

The  basic  issues  of  the  intercultural  education  arise  from  the  attitude  towards 

multicultural  society.  Each setting,  that connects the two side’s encounters  a dichotomy of 

demands and mutual terms on the route of inter and intra-cultural relations. The prefix inter 

necessarily implies interaction, exchange, the demolition of barriers, the objective solidarity. 

Interculturalism  is  a  relationship  and  a  process,  and  not  a  goal  to  itself.  Intercultural 

relationship indicates to the communication processes of active verbal and non-verbal mutual 

relations. Social crisis reflect on housing, health, work, education and education. As a result of 

overcoming  of  the  social  crisis  emerges  a  wide  range  of  philosophical,  moral,  religious, 

political ideas, values and assurances. All these values have an equal right to existence and can 

be  freely  expressed  and  spread  (e.g.  position  on  the  euthanasia,  abortion,  homosexuality, 

contraception, cloning, and death penalties). Not everyone shares the existing values equally. 

Socially accepted opinions of the majority may differ from the values that are a part of the 

spiritual inheritance of minorities or immigrants. There issue of coexistence is universal and 

affects  all  countries.  The  term  of  multicultural  society  implies  the  interaction  among 

individuals, individual, and communities or group of communities. Daily reports from different 

parts  of  the  world  define  the  alarming  growth  of  nationalism,  racism,  various  forms  of 

extremism which lead to terrorism, discrimination and violence. Racism and xenophobia lead 

to  ethnic  tensions  and  wars.  The  key  sources  of  the  problem are  in  the  sustainability  of 

development,  and “strong emphasis  should  therefore  be  put  on educating  lucid  and active 

citizens  able  to  build  up a  world  based on the  values  of  democracy,  tolerance  and peace. 

Education  should  also  respect  and  promote  cultural  diversity  as  part  of  the  heritage  of 

mankind”99. Intercultural or multicultural education is a challenge that many educational and 

99Birzea C.- Kerr D.- Mikelsen R.- Froumin I.- Losito B.- Pol M.- Sardoc M.(2005): Sveevropska studija o politici 
obrazovanja za demokratsko građanstvo.Centar za građansko obrazovanje,Podgorica. Also;
Durr K.-Ferreira M.-Vrkaš Spajić V.(2002): Učenje za demokratsko grašanstvo u Evropi. Centar za istraživanje, 
izobrazbu  i  dokumentaciju  u  obrazovanju  za  ljudska  prava  i  demokratsko  građanstvo,  Filozofski  fakultet-
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cultural  institutions  in  Europe  and  the  world  come  across,  and  is  the  consequence  of 

irretrievable process – the multi-cultural composition of the society. 100

 In Eastern European societies, especially conflict affected and post-conflict ones, there 

is a need to organize a systematic and planned multinational education for understanding and 

tolerance, multi-confessional understanding and tolerance and multicultural understanding and 

tolerance. To accomplish this, it is necessary to enable getting to know each other, getting to 

know the national characteristics, tradition and culture, appreciation of all of these and other 

particularities (language, customs and other). However, it is not enough to just know about 

other cultures. Knowledge must be supported by the concrete examples from real life achieved 

through direct  meetings  and contacts.  In  that  sense,  ".We all  have  prejudices.  If  someone 

claims that they do not have them, then that assertion in itself is the worst prejudice. "101 It is 

necessary to use the concrete positive steps, such of reaching out in combating the prejudice. 

The intercultural education problem lies in the neutralization of prejudices, but this should not 

discourage the educators or discourage them from trying.

 It is precisely the pedagogues who have to prove that they are the leaders in the field of 

knowing  other  cultures  and  customs,  accepting  other  people  along  with  their  specific 

characteristics and that they are ready for cooperation, coexistence and tolerance. They have to 

fight on their own to have that status that allows them to travel, learn about the regions and 

people in them, to develop friendship and look friendly.  The first steps are visits, trips and 

excursions,  with direct contact  and exchange of experiences.  It  is  necessary to think about 

everything  that  causes  problems  within  our  community,  as  well  as  in  relations  with  other 

societies and communities, i.e. towards Europe and the World. They are the following: 102

• large cultural differences of different ethnic groups and confessional groups in 

the country, 

Sveučilište u Zagrebu, Zagreb. 
100Dimitrijević V.(1989):Temelji  moderne  demokratije:  izbor  deklaracija  i  povelja  o  ljudskim pravima:(1215-
1989). Nova knjiga, Beograd.

- Maybe the most is said about this in numerous resolutions and directives of the European Council:  
Resolution (78) 41 on Human Rights, 1978; Declaration of intolerance - the threat to democracy, 1981, directive 
no. R (83) 13 on the function of high schools to prepare young people for life, 1983, directive, number R (84) 18  
on the education of teachers for upbringing on the principles of intercultural understanding, 1984, directive no. R 
(85) 7 on the teaching and learning about human rights in schools, 1985. and numerous other.
101Dewey J.(1967): Vaspitanje i demokratija,Obod,Podgorica.79.
102(Similar  problems  can  be  found  in  the  book)  Perotti  A.(1995):  Pledoaje  za  interkulturalni  odgoj   i 
obrazovanje.Educa, Zagreb.80.
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• Different history, 

• Differences in lifestyle, 

• differences in shaping of the collective identity and differences in the history of 

their development, 

• Different stereotypes, old and new prejudices, 

• acculturative influences (the processes through which one culture takes over the 

elements  of  other  culture,  adopts  the  cultural  elements,  which  results  in  the 

mingling  of  cultures  in  the ethnological  and sociological  sense)  that  operate 

within the country, but also a globally. Within the country the best example is 

the  culture  and  traditions  of  Serbs,  Montenegrins  and  Muslims  who  are 

becoming closer day by day- almost identical, while in the gro plan the example 

is that of music, sports and art, 

• egocentrism, socio-centrism, ethnocentrism etc. necessarily lead to closure and 

isolation,  which  haze  the  views  and possibilities  of  perception,  opinion  and 

practical activity, 

• individual and collective,  stated or hidden, fears (hetero-phobias) nationalism 

and chauvinism, etc. 

"Intercultural education in the education of young people must focus primarily on the 

interaction, not abstraction." 103  This is why the learning is necessary and that is where the 

schools and pedagogues have a chance to make a difference

4. 5. Education for Sustainable Development

Sustainable development is a process made up of the efforts of individuals associated 

with the tendency of the state government to improve social, economic and cultural conditions 

of life and work of individual communities. It has an effect on their integration into the life of 

the people so they could actively participate in the overall progress. Development is a process 
103Perotti A.(1995): Pledoaje za interkulturalni odgoj  i obrazovanje.Educa, Zagreb.78.
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by which people in the society work together to move toward a better future.  In this better  

future the basic needs of all people are met. Development is based on freeing people within the 

society from limitations that prevent them from achieving their maximum potential within their 

culture.   Limitations  are  found  in  individuals,  families,  communities  and  the  society  as  a 

whole.   Facilitating  development  involves  working with  people,  systems  and  structures  to 

become  aware  of  limitations  in  their  situation.  It  is  the  goal  of  development  to  lead  to 

sustainable  impact  and  create  outcomes  associated  with  sustainability.  Sustainable 

development includes the adaptation to the developmental situations on which depend many 

aspects of human activity. Depending on the context, the outcomes of sustainable development 

vary, but some examples include: 

• Society members have the knowledge and skills required to acquire necessary 

resources for meeting basic needs of all citizens

• Improvements  are  compatible  with  maintaining  ecological  integrity  in  the 

environment.

• Society  leaders  are  capable  of  planning,  implementing,  monitoring  and 

evaluating affordable and appropriate development activities.

• Representatives  from  all  socity  groups  are  participating  in  decisions  about 

development.

• Community improvements are compatible with just social and cultural patterns.

• Local institutions are capable of providing needed services.

• Local  agencies  are  in  appropriate  networks  for  sharing  knowledge  and 

experience.

• Society members are able and willing to maintain appropriate technologies.

• Benefits from development activities are distributed equitably.

Sustainable  development  means  a  new attempt  towards  the  idea  of  survival  in  the 

relations between: the State and the market, international politics, intercultural learning, etc. A 
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part of the solution that allows sustainable development rests in the cultural relativism that is in 

the ability to understand that the theories and values of other groups are just as reasonable as 

our own. In the early 21st century, under the pressure of globalization, the understanding of 

national culture started changing. The solution of the problem lies in the exchange of opinions, 

exchange and acceptance of differences and contradiction through global education. Without 

that,  we  cannot  get  to  the  new  findings,  which  are  indicated  by  the  various  scientific 

researches. The shifts in the economy are measured by the social needs and protection of the 

rights of future generations. 

4. 6. Education for life under the conditions of globalization

At the same time the globalization is at the same time subtly present and obvious in our 

society. It is a process of strong, fast and comprehensive linking of the world through flow of  

knowledge,  goods  and  capital,  economy,  technology,  media,  international  law,  military 

alliances, as well as through free association of countries. 

Today,  the main movers  of the globalization  are the multinational  corporations and 

laws of the market. Considering the common interests of the multinational companies it is clear 

that the old ideas of racism, colonialism and nationalism do not correspond to their business, so 

the new forms of domination of a  very large market  for goods and services were created. 
104Globalization  is  triggered  by the  economic  interests,  which  threaten  and destroy  natural 

resources. Economic growth affects the reduction of mental circuit and the culture of people 

and lifestyles in different parts of the world. Lifestyle is a routine form of behavior, selected 

from the offered opportunities, considering the socio - economic conditions and an alternative 

to the account of others. In order to increase profits a broader network of trade is being created 

as well as the area where the world does not offer equal opportunities and solidarity. We see a 

creation  of  a  new world where  the  material  gain  overshadows the  basic  characteristics  of 

humanity and "sustainable future". In many countries we see the disappearance of the so-called 

"Middle class", which is increasingly impoverished. The disparity between the rich and the 

104Dašić D.(2003): Diplomatija - ekonomska multilaterala i bilaterala. Univerzitet u Beogradu,Beograd.189. 
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poor  is  continuously  increasing.  The  intermingling  of  the  economic  uncertainty  and  the 

processes of globalization are causing "conflicts and new forms of rejection." 105

Compulsions of the material opportunities, which are characteristic for the post socialist 

countries, almost leave no space for pluralism and individualized mode of behavior. We are 

talking about the essential elements for the process of education of every society. The Dutch 

anthropologist,  Geert Hofstede, introduces the concept of "national culture“ under which he 

means the behavior of people, and not the national culture in the sense of the past. Hofstede has 

compared national cultures of people from different continents examining their attitudes that he 

dived into: 

• Established  hierarchy  -  shows  how  much  the  society  accepts  the  unequal 

distribution of power among individuals with regard to common institutions and 

organizations 

• Individualism  and  collectivism,  is  the  (un)  acceptance  of  behaviour  of  the 

majority as well as of one’s own position, or forms of behaviour without the 

desire for change or juxtaposition 

• manhood or womanhood - division by the genders roles, i.e. manhood is a clear 

social division of the gender roles while the role of womanhood is a symbol of 

society in which  the social gender roles overlap 

• anxiety is a painful condition of waiting for something bad to happen, and it is 

accompanied by anguish, turmoil, concerns, because of something that does has 

not have clear object. 

Hofsted  in  his  research  concluded  the  closeness  of  certain  dimensions  of  national 

culture between the individual societies that at a glance do not have tangible points. 106 

4. 7. Pedagogic understanding of differences and inequalities
105More about this in: Avramović Z.(2005):  Globalističke protivrečnosti i obrazovanje za demokratiju,Zbornik 
Instituta za pedagoška istraživanja, br. 2,Beograd.5-20.  
106 Mijatović A.-Previšić V.- Žužul A.(2000): Kulturni identnet i nacionalni kurikulum. Napredak 141/2,
 Zagreb.135-146.
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The term difference (differences) in itself raises different understandings and different 

interpretations. It is taken with different purposes, that is – it is used in different contexts: the 

differences  among the gender,  religious differences among groups,  the differences between 

cultural  groups,  the  differences  among  national  affiliations,  social  groups,  ethical 

understandings, differences with regard to the geographical area from where people come from 

or where they live, etc. It can also be talked about in terms of gender differences of children,  

about  gender  differences  and  personality  traits,  gender  differences  and  cognition,  gender 

differences in children’s games, about the differences in socialization and choices of groups, 

the differences between adolescents and adults, the differences among the employed and the 

unemployed etc. 107  

When one talks and thinks about the differences at the global level, most of the time it  

is  the  racial  differences  that  we have  in  mind,  but  also  differences  with  regard  to  power, 

wealth, the level of development of doctrines, techniques and technologies. Race differences 

are always in the context of language and geographical climate. One of the central questions is 

related  to  how  one  perceives  the  differences  specifically  the  ways  in  which  students 

experience/view themselves. Research on "how one perceives himself/herself," among pupils 

found that the boys and girls - students, do not differ much when it comes to how they perceive 

the image of self.108  However, the boys were slightly more positive and had a better picture of 

themselves than the girls. 

Some research that was performed in England109 showed that the black students have a 

worse perception of themselves, because they are ashamed of their skin colour in front of the 

white people, however the results of other research are completely opposite. 110

In the process of socialization, the children at a very early age learn who is a girl, who 

is a boy, who is of what ethnic or racial origin. It is at this early age, that they create first  

prejudices and adopt their first stereotypes. Later in their life the children confirm many of 

107 Hargreaves D.- Hester H.K. -  Mellor F. J.(1975): Deviance in classrooms, Routledge, Boston.
108Champan  J.NJ.-  Boersma  F.J.(2001):  A  cross-national  study  of  academic  self-concept  using  the  Student’s 
Perception of Ability Scale.New Zealand Journal of Educational Studies, br. 18,New Zeland.69-75.
109Milner, D.(1983): Childern and race: Ten years on. Ward Lock Educational, London.
110Stone, M.(1981): The education of black childern in Britain: The myth of multiracial education. 
Fontana,London.
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these stereotypes and prejudices at school. So, for example, in many East European society it is 

noticeable that the parents devote more attention to their sons than daughters, they praise them 

more and forgive them more,  support their  aggressiveness, arrogance and wildness. On the 

other hand with their daughters the parents insist on their looks and kindness.

These  stereotypes  continue  in  school,  "The  teachers  think  that  the  boys  are 

aggressive..They approve of one behavior for boys and other for girls, and they value the same 

behavior differently, depending on the child gender. They allow boys to be louder and more 

aggressive, but think that it is not appropriate to see a girl fight." 111 One is born as either male 

or female. Gender is a biological category. Gender identity is attributed at birth based on our 

biological  gender  specifications.  The  organization  of  gender  is  specific  to  each  particular 

society,  culture  and  historic  period.  Gender  is  given  different  meanings  and  abilities  in 

different social  and historical periods. The gender systems are constantly changing. Gender 

refers  to  the  apprehension,  assumptions,  explanations,  conduct  and  activities  that  create 

differences  between  women  and  men.  The  concept  of  gender  is  viewed  as  a  pedagogic-

psychological  and sociological  category.  Gender refers to the socially learned (determined) 

behavior. In most societies in the world, there exists a privilege of male power and control, 

while the female sex is marginalized, without power and with dependencies on men. 

Such  systems  are  inviting  women  to  use  their  femininity  (femininity  -  socially 

constructed gender identity of women) in interactions with men, at the same time expecting 

and accepting masculinity (masculinity - socially constructed gender identity of a man) from 

men. According to the definition of the European Council gender is “a socially constructed 

definition of a man and a woman." It is a social shaping of the biological sex that understands 

specific tasks, actions and the roles attributed to men and women in a society, in a public and 

private life. It is a culturally specified definition of femininity and masculinity, and therefore it 

is a subject to change in time and space.

Policies and structures often unintentionally reproduce the gender inequality.  Gender 

systems as the system of values are actively changing and reproducing in the processes of 

education and socialization. Children learn their sex from birth. They learn how to behave to be 

perceived in a certain way by others, but also by them very selves, as men and (or) women.  

111Desforges S.(2001): Uspješno učenje, psihologijski pristup.Educa, Zagreb.237.
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During the course of life this is supported by their parents, teachers, generation, culture and 

society in which they live. The process of education also involves learning of gender roles that 

are associated with stereotypes, which are often a function of reproductive roles of men and 

women.  Some stereotypes  are adopted immediately after a child’s birth.  Depending on the 

gender, that actually determines very little, each gets a clear role that implies certain forms of 

behaviour. Boys are socialized to repress the feeling of pain and crying. They are taught by 

adults, as well as their cohort, to be strong, vigorous and not sensitive, to be independent and 

confident. Boy’s assertiveness, confidence and competitive spirit are encouraged and valued. 

On the other hand, the girls are taught to be sensitive and to help each other and cooperate.  

They are pointed to play with dolls and the models of households so they could later take on 

the role of the person who will care for the future of the family. 

The gender system is an important part of social organization, which includes all the 

routine  models  of  behaviour,  law  and  meaning,  the  rights  and  obligations,  freedom  and 

responsibility.  ”The  result  for  women  in  all  their  different  roles  is  the  perpetuation  and 

institutionalisation,  intentional  or  unintentional,  of  gender  inequality.  ”112 In  many  East 

European  societies,  with  the  transition  to  a  market  economy,  discriminatory  practices  in 

employment have increased, especially in the private sector.113  Both women and men from the 

transitional  countries  had  to  face  the  fact  that  the  “certainties”  of  the  state  commanded 

economy  have  disappeared.  Unemployment  rates  have  gone  up  in  the  past  two  decades. 

However, there is a significant disparity in employment rates between men and women. The 

women, whose employment history in the communist regime showed high presence in public 

life, have now withdrawn from the labour market.  Occupational segregation, relating both to 

type of work and level of responsibility,  as well  as differences in wages, is  evident,  as in 

Western Europe. Women are often the first victims of recession, although this depends on the 

industrial structure of the country.114  

112OSCE – ODIHR(1998):  Women and Democratization.  OSCE Human Dimension  Implementation  Meeting, 
Background Paper 3. Vienna.6.  
113 Heiner,J.(1996): Le Monde Diplomatique, France.12-13.
114 OSCE – ODIHR(1998):  Women and Democratization.  OSCE Human Dimension Implementation Meeting, 
Background Paper 3. Vienna.16.  
Countries with higher percentage of light industry, like Bulgaria and Hungary, experienced higher unemployment  
for men than for women, as the light industry was not so severely hit by restructuring. 
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Violence  against  women  has  been  an  issue  throughout  the  history  of  civilization. 

However,  it  has  received  increased  attention  at  international  level  in  recent  years.  This 

attention is directed towards all forms of violence against women, weather committed by state 

or non state actors. For women to be full participants in society at all levels, it is important to  

live in supportive environment  that  provides physical  and psychological  security for them. 

Educational institutions are in a unique position to offer a seccful strategies for dealing with 

this complex issue and bring about sustainable solution to this challange.

For  our  study  of  this  topic  as  a  concept  of  schools  as  institutions  for  peace  and 

tolerance, the research done by the American researchers on the topic of teachers’ views and 

perception of difference among students and others, is of special interest.  115 These researchers 

have found that the teachers are often not aware of their unfair statements said to children that 

characterize the following differences: gender, nationality, place of residence, racial affiliation, 

social affiliation, religious affiliation. However, what is particularly painful is that the children 

accept this as their reality: they believe that the teachers look at them in those certain ways 

because  they  realistically  differ  from each other.  Mac an Ghaill  noticed  similar,  unaware, 

mistakes of the teachers, "Mr. Yong was surprised when I showed him how he reacted to the 

students who were „interrupting " the classes. Even though the class had 34 students, where 

only five were black, the black students were almost twice as much accused to be a cause of 

the interruption compared to others.”116

The  important  assumption  of  the  concept  of  schools,  as  places  where  one  will  be 

brought up in peace and tolerance, are the teaching plans and programs, and flexible contents 

that accept the differences. We are talking about the official  educational programs but also 

about the so called "Hidden curriculum’s", i.e. the unofficial programs conducted by teachers 

based on their personal experiences, education and understanding of the world, human society 

and themselves, or the contents that are conducted within certain age groups, in the hallways, 

in the courtyard,  sports courts, in direct contact and mutual relations between the students. 

English researchers have found that the "... school educational plans, programs, and texts lack 

115Serbin, l. A. (1978): Techers, peers and play preferences. In: B. Sprung (ed.): Perspectives in non-sexist early 
childhood education. Teachers College Press, New York.
116Mac an Ghaill M.(1993): Beyond the white norm: The use of qualitative methods in the study of black youths 
schooling in England. In:Woods P. – Hammersley M. (ed.): Gender and ethnicity in schools: Ethnographic 
accounts.Routledge,London.150. 
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the experiences and presence of the minority ethnic groups, and that the racist practices in the 

institutions prevent further progress of the black children on the educational scale." Finally, "... 

irrespective of the displayed abilities, the black students are classified among the children of 

lower ability, compared to the white children and therefore their schooling is limited." 117 

As far as the "hidden curriculum" for education for peace and tolerance, one of the most 

important fields of it is the micro climate, which governs the mutual relations of the students. It 

is about how a group of peers views a student, because of the differences, how they accept 

him/her,  and if  they  give  him/her  labels,  or  not,  whether  they always  or  occasionally  put 

him/her into a difficult situation, etc. Especially important is the question of the existence of 

dualism: boy-girl,  rich -  poor, dignified -  unsightly,  belongs- not belongs.  There are many 

studies of these problems, some of them well renowned like the onee done by Ball, 1987. His 

research examined the behavior of peers (individuals and groups), provoking of intolerance on 

the  basis  of  differences,  but  also  influences  of  micro  politics  lead  by  the  schools  on  the 

elimination of such phenomena. 118Among others, the important ones are labels, created on the 

basis  of  differences,  that  the  students  call  each  other,  as  well  as  how  the  school  or  its 

professional services react on it, but also how this is viewed by those who create labels, i.e. 

cause, and how the labeled feel.

All these issues impose a need for the formation of the culture of peace. Education for 

peace and tolerance is not possible without the formation of culture of peace The essence of the 

block division mirrors in the doctrine of fear and armed peace. The doctrines of balance of fear 

and armed peace grow from the doubt in man's ability to freely and responsibly manage his 

fate. The fear of block division was based on differences. Intolerance, the lack of respect for 

some other habits and belief, reflects in the fact that someone is not willing to allow others to  

work in a different way or to have a different opinion. The lack of positive peace leads to the 

shut down or rejection of all that is symbolized by the differences (religious, sexual, gender, 

traditional, or differences related to the education needs). In contrast, the solutions that arise 

from the positive peace symbolize the introduction of new views on the society and a man as 

individual. 

117Wright C. (1987): The relations between teachers and Afro-Caribbean pupils: Observing multicultural 
classrooms. In: G. Wiener - M. Arnot (ed.): Gender under scrutiny. Hutchinson, London.

118Ball S.J. (1987): The micro politics of the school: Towards a theory of school organisation.Methuen, London.
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Positive peace does not only represent the absence of violence and war, but requires a 

responsibility  of  nations  and  of  the  international  community  in  the  implementation  and 

protection  of  human  rights,  diversity,  equality,  social  justice  and  democracy,  but  also  the 

responsibility of each individual within their micro structure.

Positive peace is based on the recognition of closeness, similarity that is  equality or 

diversity. It can be built on the following levels: 

a) The level of "national culture", 

b) The level of regional, ethnic, religious and linguistic symbols, 

c) The level of gender, 

d) The level of generation (grandparents, parents and children), 

e) The level of social classes and groups, 

f) The level of achieved education, occupations and / or profession, 

g) The level  of  employment  in  different  types  of business  organizations 

(corporations, civil service, small enterprises, multinational companies, 

or employers and the employees, 

h) At the level  of  urban and rural  population  in  the  frame of  the  same 

"national culture", etc. 

In the school environment,  it  is  possible  to implement  the  education  for peace and 

tolerance, in the framework of building the culture of peace, on these levels: on the basis of 

ethnicity  and  national  culture,  on  the  level  of  religious  affiliation,  on  the  level  of  ethnic 

affiliation,  territorial  affiliation,  linguistic  marks,  gender,  different  generations,  social 

affiliation, educational level, etc.  The culture of peace in its existence assumes the resistance 

to violence, which can be achieved by respecting the human rights and dignity of a man, and 

by raining the people to use peaceful strategies to solve conflicts.  Violence includes a wide 

range of behavior that one member or a group uses to gain power and control over the other 

member or group. It includes achievement of personal satisfaction on the harm of others and 

their  needs. Most often the very word violence awakens an association to weapons, crime, 
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looting, murders, drugs and other forms of similar behavior. It is one of the possible responses 

to conflicts. We can differentiate between two important forms of violence: 

• brutal violence, is the direct use of physical power with a goal to gain material 

goods, positions in the social structure or establish power over people

• structural violence,  which acts indirectly,  and which affects  the poor, weary, 

hungry, people of other, race, religion, ethnicity, gender, children etc.

Violence  is  not  caused by the cultural,  social,  geographic,  intellectual  or  economic 

factors. Its roots  are complex phenomena that are caused by the factors on several levels, from 

the psychological structures of the attacker, over the symbols of interaction in the family, the 

available funds in the local community, to the influences of the broader community that are 

related to the attitudes about violence and abuse. 

Violence is, unfortunately, a part of the process of socialization between women and 

men. It is one of the most powerful and cruel instruments, because it forces those who are the 

survivors  of  violence  to  integrate  the  experience  of  it  into  their  consciousness,  and  their 

concepts  of  life.  This  leads  to  blindness  to  the  fact  that  the  violence  in  its  appearance  is  

violence and that it should be named and overcome as such. Violence is an instrument that 

provides  power  and  domination.  In  article  1.,  Declaration  on  the  Elimination  of  violence 

against women (UN, 1993.) the violence against women is defined as "any act of violence 

based on the gender differences, which results in physical, sexual or psychological abuse or 

harm of women, including threats, force or intentional deprivation of freedom, which can occur 

in the private or social life. " 

Complete harmony among people does not exist. When it appears that the relations are 

perfect, there is a possibility of concealment, suppression or negation of problems. Unresolved 

problems lead to the understanding that the issue is intensifying and becoming more difficult to 

resolve. The group in which the consideration and conflicts of opinion do not exist becomes 

static, unable to adapt to changes and innovations. For creativity, the rhythm of life and self-

criticism of a group (personal, family, School Board, work team, political party or the nation) a 
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certain  amount  of  conflict  is  needed.  In  conflicts  there  are  many positions,  mainly  with a 

negative mark. 

The  conflict can  be  viewed  as  part  of  everyday  life,  the  opportunity  for  negative 

changes and a loss for both sides, but also as an opportunity for a positive change, and a gain 

for both conflicted sides. These are mutual behaviors and experiences of tensions between two 

or more parties, where an individual or groups can participate, which have opposite goals or 

contradicting  ways  and means  of  achieving  the  same goal.  Learning  the  skills  of  conflict  

transformation represent  knowledge  without  which  it  is  difficult  to  imagine  an  effective 

education for peace and tolerance.

Conflict transformation approach in peace building is different from conflict resolution 

and  conflict  management because it reflects a better  understanding of the nature of conflict 

itself.  Conflict  resolution  implies  that  conflict  is  bad,  hence  something  that  should  be 

eradicated. It also assumes that conflict  is a short-term phenomenon that can be” resolved" 

permanently  through  mediation  or  other  intervention  processes.119 Conflict  management 

correctly assumes that conflicts are long-term processes that often cannot be quickly resolved, 

but the notion of "management" suggests that people can be directed or controlled as though 

they were physical objects. In addition, the notion of management suggests that the goal is the 

reduction  or  control  of  volatility  more  than  dealing  with  the  real  source  of  the  problem. 

Conflict  transformation,  does not  suggest  that  we simply eliminate  or control  conflict,  but 

rather recognize and work with its dialectic nature, that is social conflict is naturally created by 

humans who are involved in relationships, yet once it occurs, it changes (i.e., transforms) the 

events, people, and relationships that created the initial conflict.120 Thus, the cause-and-effect 

relationship goes both ways-from the people and the relationships to the conflict and back to 

the people and relationships. In this sense, "conflict transformation" is a term that describes a 

natural occurrence. 

Such transformation must take place  at both the personal and the institutional level. 

Successful programs of violence prevention are applied broadly, with a special emphasis on the 

119 Lederach John Paul(1995): Preparing for Peace: Conflict Transformation Across Cultures. Syracuse University 
Press,Syracuse,USA.
120 Ibid.
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wider social and work environment, family and children. The prevention has three key levels: 

primary, secondary and Tertiary level.

Primary prevention consists of the support of proactive action with an aim to prevent 

violence, opposite to the reactive action at the time of or after the events of violence. This 

means that the focus is toward prevention (primary level, secondary level or tertiary levels) of 

various  forms  of  violence,  and  not  towards  elimination,  fixing  or  legal  sanctions  of  the 

consequences of violence. Suitable form of prevention is the increase of awareness about the 

consequences that come from the violence and introduction of the public, children, parents and 

professionals to the widespread phenomena of ways to recognize the act of violence and acts of 

ill-treatment and the need and duty of every person, regardless of age, that suspects abuse to 

report  it  to the police or the institution of social  protection.   Activities geared towards the 

primary level (preventive level) include all members of a particular community, regardless of 

whether they are at risk of violence or not, but are above all geared towards the activation of 

healthy  forces  in  each  individual,  family  and  opportunities  of  local  and  wider  social 

community. 

The goal of primary prevention is the control and prevention of the risk factors and 

circumstances  that  lead  to  violent  forms  of  behavior.  Primary-preventive  programs  should 

prevent and suppress the possibility of stigmatization of any individual, on the basis of any 

type  of  difference,  as  well  as  any  "specific"  group,  which  will  improve  the  life  of  the 

community  as  a  whole.  The  successful  protection  of  potential  victims  of  abuse  assumes 

systematic  implementation  of  preventive  educational  programs  aimed  at  different  areas  of 

child’s environment. 

Activities of primary-prevention programs that include a wider workplace and social 

context relate to: 

a) The systematic education of all members of the community and experts of any 

profile  who  come  in  contact  with  professional  perpetrator  or  victims  of 

violence, teachers, professional colleagues and associates, foreigners, partners, 

children, minorities, about possible forms of violence. It is necessary to publicly 

denounce  violence  as  a  major  social  problem  and  at  this  level  to  pursue 

preventive idea of zero tolerance of this phenomenon; 
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b) Encouragement  and  support  of  creative  and  conscious  development  of  all 

participants in the community through educational forms (formal, informal and 

information) as well as the media. 

Primary-preventive  programs  in the  first  place  must  involve  the  family  and all  the 

potential in it and in this environment build positive patterns of behavior. Families can be with 

more  members;  a  community  of  two members,  as  a  community  that  consists  of  only  the 

partners or parent and a child, but one person living alone also assumes the role of the family. 

From the aspect of violence,  the family is considered from a partner and parents relations. 

Violence is transmitted as a trans-generational pattern of behavior hence from that aspect the 

parents, who are in most recorded cases the perpetrators, consider as such. 

Primary-preventive programs that are created for the perpetrators influence: 

• Improvement  of  quality  of  life  in  preparation  for  taking  over  the  role  of 

responsible partnership; 

• advisory-educational  programs  that  prepare  new  parents  for  responsible 

parenthood as an integral part of preparations for the upcoming establishment of 

partner relations; 

• enforcement of programs intended to remove or reduce unsolicited behavior of 

parents, through: obtaining knowledge about the developmental stages of a child, 

learning basic communication skills, with a partner as well as with a child, and 

identification of sources of stress in the community, which influence the violent 

behavior and reduce or prevent the influence of further stress on the behavior. 

The purpose of primary-prevention programs that are intended for the potential victims 

and (or) children, is that they, as users of law, learn to identify violence in all its forms, as well 

as the ways and places where they can protect their rights. 

Secondary prevention refers to  the high and recorded perpetrators,  as well  as their 

victims. The goal of the secondary- prevention program is to identify the violence factors as 

early as possible, as well as to provide timely assistance to people who are involved in the 

violent forms of behaviour as victims or as perpetrators. The implementation of the majority of 
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secondary  prevention  measures  is  mainly  based  on  legal  regulations.  The  activities  of 

secondary prevention programs include a wider workplace and the social context, relating to: 

• The research of facts, risk and spread of the violence phenomena with the aim of 

strengthening the network of social support for victims of violence; 

• Increasing the range of government services and non-governmental organizations 

(telephones for assistance,  shelters for victims of violence,  counsel,  penal work 

with the perpetrators in the institutions) with all the actors of the violence circle; 

• Ongoing education of experts who work with the victims and perpetrators 

• Supervision in educational work with the victims and perpetrators. 

The activities of the secondary prevention programs that include perpetrators relate to: 

• Recognition of the increased risk in the family and partner relationships; 

• Strengthening of the potential of the families at risk through the existing network 

of support in the narrow and wider environment. 

• Programs can be designed for an individual and (or) teamwork. 

The activities of the secondary-prevention programs that include victims relate to: 

• Education - therapeutic  work with people who are growing up under a highly 

risky  circumstances  of  abuse  (children  of  divorced  parents,  children  whose 

parents  are drug addicts  or have other addictions,  children  who have survived 

abuse,  various  stresses  or  belong  to  the  delinquent  groups,  children  who  are 

exposed  to  early  sexual  experiences  etc.).  This  activity  consists  of  creating 

conditions for full acceptance of victims of violence; 

• Group and individual  therapeutic  work with victims of abuse with the aim of 

strengthening their self-confidence and self-respect and healthy development of 

mechanisms to cope with what they survived. Control and security are increased 

by acquiring the skills of self-defence and assertiveness; 
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• Enabling the feeling of stability and security for the victims of violence with the 

establishment of „Safe house."

Tertiary prevention, is being undertaken once the violence is committed. The aim of 

undertaking the  tertiary prevention measures  is  to  prevent  violence  repetition  and to  make 

easier integration of victim into social environment and to decline the traumas. That implies 

expertise,  rehabilitation  and  therapy  work,  whether  with  violence  victims  or  violence 

offenders.  In  our  society,  professional  rehabilitation  work  with  the  violent  persons  is  not 

pedagogically  designed,  nor  makes  a  part  of  the  education  system or  school  system.  It  is 

implemented by the sanction-penitentiary institutions and their work on re-education.

Tertiary  prevention  program  activities  that  involve  wider  working  and  social 

environment are related to:

• Clear, secure and organized violence reporting systems,

• Initiation  of  sensibilisation  work  in  the  local  community  regarding  violence 

appearance and importance of reporting the violation itself,

• Systematically and timely implementation of monitoring in all forms of violence 

and executed measures, as well as their effects at all system levels: educational, 

health, social protection, judicial, consulting.

• Regulation methods for investigation and court procedure execution in order to 

avoid victim traumatization, witnesses and violence reporters.

Tertiary prevention program activity which involves the work with a violence offenders 

or abusers is related to:

• Treatment approach to victims and violence offenders by setting up the codes of 

parental  and  family  behavior.  Primary  goal  cannot  be  isolation  of  violence 

offenders into prison, nor placement of victims into „safe houses“, yet induction 

into  regulations  and standards  of  parental,  family,  partner,  colleague,  business 

manners and its regulation methods  for the offences; 
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• Setting up an obligatory pedagogic, if necessary also psycho-social treatment for 

violent offenders. The work objective is to meet the offenders with causes and 

consequences of their behavior, as well as to learn new self control methods and 

manner control.

Tertiary prevention program activities that involve  work with the victims of violence  

refer to:

• Organising of shelters in order to isolate juveniles from violent environment, if 

the risk of re-abusement still exists;

• Organising  of  work  for  the  families  who  have  facilities  and  want  to  accept 

traumatized  victim  of  violent  behaviour  in  order  to  provide  normal  family 

conditions;

• Organising of various treatment forms (individual and group) which comprehends 

guardians, parents, close and wide social environment members (brothers, sisters 

and closer family members),

School and educational work within it, has a significant role and importance in relation 

with prevention of violence, recognition of violence and assistance to victims of violence or 

violence offenders. Educators-teachers have a special role to play in this process. In order to 

capacitate teachers for this role, it is necessary to organize continuous teacher education within 

the school based on conflict  transformation,  peace and tolerance education where they can 

meet problem and education resolving possibilities at all three levels: primary, secondary and 

tertiary. 

Communication  possibilities  for  pedagogical  intervention  at  the  beginning  of  21st 

century are much more advanced and represent a potential that educational systems need to 

harness.  Information  streams  and  cognitive  processes  are  considerably  changed  and  they 

demand pedagogical measure adjustment. Prevention program success will be proportionally 

larger  if  the  peace  and  tolerance  education  implementations  adjust  programs  to  its 

specifications,  possibilities  and  environmental  needs  where  such  program  is  being 

implemented.
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4. 8.  Culture of human rights and responsibility  

The post communist countries in East Europe are faced with a difficult challange of 

reestablishing humanity, rule of law and prosperous societies. “Full reclamation of humanity 

entails equal emphasis on what it takes to be human.”121  

Ideally, equal emphasis have to translate into o equal enforcement of all human rights, 

whether civil and political or economic and social right , without discrimination. The national 

and international mechanisms for implementation and protection of the economic and social 

rights  are  still  far  behind  the  ones  developed  and adopted  for  protection  of  the  civil  and 

political rights. Despite the fact that the South East European countries are all signatory parties 

to the ICESCR, the violations of this Treaty are a part of everyday reality for millions of their 

citizens.  

The countries in East Europe region often fail to remove obstacles that prevent most 

vulnerable members of their society to benefit from their right to an adequate standard of living 

(including adequate clothing, housing, and food), the right to a high standard of health and 

health care, social security, including government assistance during the times of unemployment 

as well as the right to assistance and protection for them and their families. This consequently 

leads  to  growing  instances  of  severe  poverty;  lowering  educational  levels  of  population; 

growing family violence,  substance  abuse  and crime.  As a  cumulative  effect  of  all  of  the 

factors  listed  above,  many  working  capable  individuals  seek  opportunities  for  better  life 

elsewhere and dream about leaving their country. 

In  the  social  environment  of  such  micro-structure,  children,  learn  to  use  the  signs 

(symbols) of that environment. Learning of the own culture is implied. A culture of this region 

has  throughout  history  been  shaped  by  various  military  forces  with  a  different  national, 

religious, social and cultural characteristic, which took over a part of those patterns.122 

121Shedrack  C.(2003):  Agbakwa†,  Reclaiming  Humanity:  Economic,  Social,  and  Cultural  Rights  as  the 
Cornerstone  of  African  Human  Rights.  http://www.yale.edu/yhrdlj/vol05/Shedrack_Agbakwa_YHRDLJ.doc 
[2009.12.09.]

122To read more on this topic, please refer to: Bogdanović M. (2004): Prokletstvo nacije. Beograd.
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Open,democratic  societies  can  understand  each  other,  meaning  that  module  of 

understanding between cultures, people and nations is closely related with a global expansion 

and  development  of  such  social  relations.  Understanding  is  at  the  same  time,  source  of 

communication.  Responsibility  is  being  shown  with  an  education  understanding,  at  all 

educational  levels  from  preschool  education  to  the  lifetime  education  work  with  each 

individual.  Learning  to  understand  is  the  key  issue  of  democratization  of  education.  An 

effective  democracy  implies  informed,  responsible  citizens,  citizens  that  are  aware  that 

community  life  doesn’t  involve  rights  only  but  also  the  engagement.  Education  for  the 

democratic  citizenship  is  leading to  the  mentality  change,  which  requests  opening  of  new 

educational  possibilities.  Valuation  of  understanding,  behavior  and  beliefs  is  becoming 

unquestionable  demand  in  the  learning  process.   The  understanding  development  requests 

planetary mentality reform: it is an act of the education for a future.123

123This issue attracts the scientists’ attention even today, with the various scientific areas:  Morin E. (2002): Odgoj 
za  budućnost,  Sedam  temeljnih  spoznaja  nužnih  u  odgoju  za  budućnost.  Educa,  Zagreb.;Mićević  J.(2005): 
Ispitivanje uticaja tolerancije roditelja i učitelja u formiranju tolerancije kod dece : empirijski pristup problemu 
tolerancije.  Istorijsko-zavičajno  društvo  "Kinđa",  Kikinda.;  O'Šej,  K.(2005):Obrazovanje  za  demokratiju  i 
građansko društvo : 2001-2004 : razvoj unificirane terminologije : pojmovnik za obrazovanje za demokratiju i  
građansko društvo. Vijeće Evrope-Ured za Srbiju, Belgrade.;  Joksimović S.(2005)(ed.) :  Vaspitanje mladih za 
demokratiju. Institut za pedagoška istraživanja, Beograd.; Danilović  M.(2002): Kakvo je obrazovanje potrebno 
Evropi  za  društvo  sutrašnjice  -  ciljevi  i  očekivanja.  Pedagogija,  god.  40,  br.  ½,  Belgrade.19-33.;  Gurp  van 
Heti(2003): Škole mira : odgovornost svih nas. Knj.2, Semena mira - obrazovanje za mir u Srbiji. Grupa Most,  
Belgrade.;Birviš A.(1993): Vaspitanje za toleranciju danas i u Budućnosti. Kultura, Br. 91/92,Belgrade.71-77.; 
Krulj R.(2001): Pedagoška tolerancija uvek aktuelno pitanje teorije i  obrazovanja. Pedagogija,  God. 39, br. 1, 
Belgrade. 1-8. and others.
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EDUCATION FOR PEACE AND TOLERANCE-PREPARATION FOR A 

LIFE WITHIN THE DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY 

A  look  into  the future  highlights  the  need  for  the  world  of  justice  and  equal 

opportunities for all in democratic societies. Pedagogical contribution in lieu of education for 

life is the important precondition for successful education for a democratic society.124 

Democracy in its absolute form of equalities and possibilities is unreachable ideal. It is 

necessary to prepare the future generations for creation and life within the democratic society. 

Democracy is a cultural element of social being, that came out of historical development of 

civilization, a complex political system which implies plurality, competition and antagonism, 

at the same time common sense is remaining. Democracy, or ‘rule of majority’, is accepted 

today as one of the best political  community organization models,  but often used as label, 

without deeper abstract. It means union of unity and contrariety unity (non unity). 

This  is  a  reason  for  conflict  toleration.  Democracy  is  stronger  because  of  these 

conflicts.  It  is  bonded with  a  plurality  that  is  clear  even at  the  state  level  (three  level  of 

governance at the executive, legislative and judicial) and has to maintain that plurality in order 

to maintain itself. Democracy depends on conditions that are correlated to its existence (civil 

spirit,  democratic  game  rule  adoption).  The  most  present  today  is  the  representative 

democracy. It is performed through chosen representatives of all nations. Representatives are 

making decisions instead of those who chose them. Participatory democracy, where everyone 

would participate equally, is possible only in the well developed civil society. A civil society is 

expressed through the social freedom, freedom of act and responsibility of individuals-citizens. 
124O'Shay Karen(2005):Obrazovanje za demokratiju i građansko društvo - 2001-2004 - razvoj unificirane termino-
logije : pojmovnik za obrazovanje za demokratiju i građansko društvo. COE-Mission in Serbia, Belgrade.
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Citizen is an active civil society subject, interested in the social issues, for the progress of its 

closer and wider community that participates and anticipates in the social life. 

An  individual  responsibility  toward  community  lies  in  person’s  contribution-

participation  and  activity  directed  towards  achievement  of  a  common  goal.  There  are 

individuals within the cultures who disagree with the common rules, making the subculture. 

Subculture members are often non tolerance victims in many societies. Targeted person are 

people  with  disabilities,  traditional“  minorities”,  people  with   different  sexual  orientation, 

religion groups and a broad spectrum of subculture youth groups.  Democratic citizens are 

autonomous and interdependent at a same time.125 For responsible inclusion of individuals at 

the democratic civil society,  a person must possess many competencies that can be classified 

in the cognitive, affective and social competency area.  126 The cognitive competencies imply 

democracy concepts and their involvement in the function system. Some of the most important 

ideas  and  concepts  are  human  rights,  democratic  principles  (rule  of  law,  non  violence, 

pluralism,  social  solidarity,  equality,  minority  protection,  peace,  freedom,  and  stability), 

citizen, globalisation and sustainable development.

Social competencies depend on adopted skills of concept usage and implementation of 

democratic ideas. Social competency skills can be considered by the basic skill aspect (skills of 

argumentation  and  critical  opinion,  creative  and  productive  skills,  problem  solving  skills, 

valuing and evaluation skills,  knowledge application  skills  in the specific  situations,  moral 

reaction skills) and social skills (participation skill, communication skill, cooperation skills and 

team work skills, debating skills, negotiating and compromising,  intercultural skills, conflict 

resolution  and  prevention  skills,  mediation  skills  and  equal  leading  participation  skills, 

assertive skills, democratic dialogue skills and leadership and lobbying skills). 

Education for peace and tolerance implies fact adoption and generalization that point to 

the constructive problem solving among people, but also noticing the cause of the relation 

undermining, as well as value adoption that bring human relation at the higher level.

125Various seminars have been organized for the workshop leaders within the tolerance area. See also: Vidović 
Stanislava (2006): Unlock the tolerance: manual for the workshop leaders within the tolerance area for the work 
with adolescents.  Ministry of  human and minority rights  of  Serbia and Montenegro,German organisation  for 
technical cooperation (GTZ), Belgrade.
126See  also:   Joksimović  S(2005)(ed.):Vaspitanje  mladih  za  demokratiju.  Institut  za  pedagoška  istraživanja, 
Belgrade.
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This is how necessary characteristics are developed for the life within democratic social 

community:

• peace loyalty,

• loyalty to non violent and constructive problem solving,

• respect of different cultures,

• affiliation toward sustainability development principle,

• respect of rule of law and freedom,

• respect of justice,

• respect of equality and egalitarianism,

• personal responsibility and

• a belief in regularity of own democratic actions

General  guidance  emphasizes  education  policy  creation  and implementation  for  the 

democratic society, which is necessary to look from the lifetime education sphere. It means: 

inclusion of all educational system parts and levels that is primary, general and high school, 

university  education  and  education  of  adults;  inclusion  of  instruments,  institutions  and 

organisation of formal, non formal and informal education.127 

Peace and tolerance education needs culture establishment,  knowledge adoption and 

awareness development on their cause and need. For such education it is necessary to change 

technical  and  material  resources  and   basis  where  schools  work  on  professional  teacher 

qualification and didactic-method work basis, and student position in the education process, 

and teaching content.

Learning, as the part of culture rights and responsibilities, is being implemented partly 

through so far known institutionalized learning forms, but it is necessary to upgrade knowledge 

through all education levels: family, preschool education institutions, formal and non formal 

peer groups, schools, media, leisure time, social reality, labour organisations. 

127More on this topic: Kulić R. – Despotović  M.(2005): Uvod u andragogiju. Univerzitet u Zenici, Zenica. 
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Dominant approaches need to be replaced with new forms that encompass not only 

individual studies, unlimited with a time or space, but also cooperative studies that are present 

as  the  direct  social  interaction.  Thus,  the  motivation  is  increased  and  individual  need 

awareness, but also the society role ensuring the conditions for individual aim implementation 

for  the  common benefit.  The  peace  and tolerance  studying  should  be  encompassed  in  the 

sequence  of  formal  education  systems,  non  formal  organized  social  forces  and  informal 

individual activities initiatives in the European education system. 

The human dimension to the peace and tolerance education is shown in the possibility 

to influence that each individual has through democratic institutions, minority protection and 

rule of law.An educational institution has its responsibility towards society and the community 

in its function and it needs to exhibit care for its health and sustainability. Public or collective 

protection implemented through educational institutions contributes to increased life standard 

and necessary human resources for sustainable development. 

An education for peace and toerance represents a democratic institution empowerment 

and  sets  up  the  higher  levels  of  organization  and  institutional  action  and  cooperation. 

Accepting the model form in which education is being acknowledged, at all levels, one of the 

most  important  roles,  is  guarantee  for  peace  building,  values  and  human  dignity,  equality 

among  nations  and gender  and life  condition  improvement  for  all.   The  role  of  education 

process,  especially  the  educators,  teachers  and  pedagogues  is  in  encouragement,  pointing, 

indicating, leading and own positive experience sharing.

Educating educators, teachers and pedagogues is an important precondition and ground 

of what is meant to achieve for the children coexistence, youth and adults within the plural 

society and multicultural community. 

To provide general guidelines for inclusion of education for  peace and tolerance in the 

school system, the following concepts need to be discussed:

• Goal, content and peace and tolerance education methods 

• Professional teacher specialization for education for peace and tolerance,

• Role of media and new informatics technologies in the education for peace and 

tolerance conception.
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• Education for integration and inclusion.

 5. 1. A goal, content and peace and tolerance educating methods

Goal of peace and tolerance education is preparation for life in the democratic society. 

In order to achieve this, a special attention needs to be given to the critical opinion, adoption of 

necessary attitudes for a life in multicultural  societies – attitudes that are based on a value 

system  that  respects  differences,  values  proactivness  and  participation  and  care  for  the 

environment.

The first step towards incorporation of peace and tolerance education is the insertion of 

educational contents into school plans and programs. To include peace and tolerance education 

often doesn’t require introduction of new subjects, a simple induction of new teaching content 

and interpretation of those contents in the new way will yield results.

There is a grave misunderstanding about peace and tolearnce education. It is thought to 

be a separate subject and teachers feel the burden of teaching another subject to their students. 

Peace and tolearnce education is neither a distinct ‘subject’ in the curriculum, nor an initiative 

separate  from  basic  education,  but  it  is  a  process  to  be  mainstreamed  into  all  quality 

educational  experiences.  Peace  and  tolearnce  education  is  a  process,  often  taught  using 

participatory approaches,  that  helps  to  work with  the  idea  of  inclusiveness  among  various 

cultures,  languages,  traditions,  history  and  there  by  transforming  stereotypes,  prejudices 

against one another. 

In order to be able to effectively incorporate new content or interpret existing content in 

a way that teaches tolerance and develops a value system, the teachers should have:

• Skills for non violent conflict solving,

• listening, understanding and other people interpretation of prove,

• Argumentation,

• Constructive, non-aggressive relation establishment with others
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• critical  approach  to  information  using philosophical,  religious,  social, 

political  and  cultural  model  of  understanding,  at  the  same  time  retaining  the  basic 

values outlined earlier.

Human rights education and active citizenship are one of the main assumptions for 

peace and tolerance education. Methods for peace and tolerance education are not limited to the 

one pedagogic strategy, yet they comprehend integrated, multiple approaches. Basic approach 

to a selection of adequate teaching methods and classification is  participation. Selection of 

methods  should  be  done  in  a  participatory  manner  in  which  main  peace  and  tolerance 

education subjects- students and teachers, participate equally in the process itself. There are 

number  of  researches  that  affirm  use  of  such  approach  and  show  results  on  learning 

improvement  upon  teacher  strategy  application.128 On  that  criteria  base  we  distinguish 

following teaching methods:

• participatory methods (that ensure an active participation of all subjects in the 

education process-students and teachers in accordance to their possibilities);

• Interactive methods (methods that are based on two way communication and 

active rebound informing of all process participants);

• anticipating  methods  (that  stimulate  foreseeing  and  variations  instead  of 

adjustment).

5. 2.  Professional teacher specialization for peace and tolerance education

Countries  in  Eastern  Europe  have  made  extraordinary  strides  in  improving  their 

educational system over the poast two decades.  There is also a recognition that more needs to 

be done within the reform process. The educational systems were confronted with the fact that 

change requires more then shifting the philosophical approach in transforming the education 

system.  What  is  needed  is  a  support  system within  the  decentralized  structure  that  builds 

capacity  of  stakeholders  at  all  levels  to  realize  their  potential  in  their  newly  introduced 

128COE: Informational materials.www.coe.mt/hr/portal/Information material 
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responsibilities of participation and contribution to the new system. To establish the support 

system needed, acadre of skilled educatiors at all levels of the educations system is needed. In 

response  to  this  demand,  many  capacity  buidling  programs  and  teacher  specialisations 

opportunities were introduced by both national and international actors. 

Educators within the professional education for peace and tolerance specialization, gain 

knowledge,  skills,  philosophy,  history  and  other  scientific  disciplines  in  the  forms  of: 

postgraduate (formal)  studies,  professional  specialization  and  non  formal  and  informal 

educational measures.

To be effective, these programs must be inter-disciplinary and involve mutliple expert 

groups.  Expert  knowledge  and  skills  highlighting  affirmation  of  human  rights  protection, 

democracy reinforcement, peace keeping and development are some examples. 

General postgraduate teacher education is mostly organized at  the teacher  or other 

pedagogic faculties in three/four year duration period (Bachelor). Teacher education concepts 

need  to  ensure  theoretical  and  practical  activity  integration.  In  our  environment  teacher 

preparation still  gives the priority to theoretical base that considerably limits their practical 

preparedness and increases the risk of young teachers adopting,  in the first  school contact, 

education stereotypes from elder colleagues. 

Professional teacher staff education involves organized forms of learning implemented 

non  formally:  formal,  non  formal  and  informal  studying  forms.  Such  programs  include 

professional specialization classes inside of formal education are adequate when teachers need 

to obtain new skills in order to respond the new teaching content needs. These are professional 

specialization  forms  organized  by  schools  and  faculties.  A  professional  specialization 

implemented by faculties is adequate when it is necessary to enable larger number of teachers 

in a short term. (For example: the new communication technologies).

However, the best professional specialization is the experiential learning based, catered 

to  the  individual  teacher  in  his  direct  educational-pedagogic  practice.  Peace  and tolerance 

education implies pedagogical-instructive work within the setting of the formal  educational 

system  (class  work)  implied  as  well  as  non-formal  and  informal  aspects  of  educational 

influence  (non formal-where education is being implemented outside of these organizations 

(commune or peoples education) and informal education, where adults learn through personal 
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interaction and participation). This is particularly important given that formal education is not 

available to everyone. Formal education is sometimes organized through rigid selection. Non 

formal education however, retains a more natural form, because it is happening in the context 

which is intertwined with other work place activities:  in family,  leisure activities,  with the 

other attendant activities. The most popular modular informal education forms today are online 

learning and different workshop „aspects“. An advantage of this professional specialization 

form is  that  it  can  be organized  for  a  certain  time  and be connected  with other  attendant 

activities.  That  sort  of  form  provides  comparison  of  previously  gained  knowledge  and 

experience and applied methods,  as well  as other participant  experience (realistic  meetings 

with other people in realistic situations, simulation and creativity).

5. 3. Role of media and new information technologies in the concept of peace and 

tolerance education 

Massive  communications  have  an  important  role  in  peace  and  tolerance  education. 

With  the  rapid  progress  and  expansion  of  modes  of  communication  and  informatics 

technologies,  there  are  changes  influencing  the  content,  methods,  values  and  means  of 

communication.  Media  can  be  manifest  in  various  forms,  the  most  often  include  printed 

materials  (newspapers,  magazines,  textbooks,  photography’s,  comics  or  statistic  data 

publishing), audio visual form (TV shows, movies, tapes, CDs), online form (Internet, E-email, 

Computer programmes) etc.

Media are an adequate source for peace and tolerance education and an adequate form 

for youth life preparation within democratic society. Media have a paramount significance in 

representation of certain social  phenomena, giving it a sound basis for peace and tolerance 

education. Alike, media can be a source in the learning process or discussion issue (interactive 

media). 

New technologies demand an important change of pedagogical-educational work. The 

changes  are  based on the  role  change of  the  teacher  and students  as  well  as  the  fact  that 

traditional classroom setting did not keep a pace with the technological advancement.  The 
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teacher is not activity maker, source of information nor knowledge transmitter, rather, he is a 

facilitator  and  pedagogue,  associate  and  active  user  of  technical  sources  and  information 

collected with a goal for further adaptation, not only for arid transmitting.

The high technologies are based on the new resource consumption, an information and 

human  thought  (microelectronic  and informatics  technologies,  material  technology,  genetic 

engineering, biotechnology and cosmic technology). The new technologies seek tertiary and 

quarter activity development, because the primary and secondary activities are prevailed with a 

new technologies and materials.129 

An information and knowledge is virtually and readily available regardless of place and 

time, sending or receiving. The amounts of information in written, sound or visual forms are 

increasing at an incredible pace creating a significant educational clutter and overcrowding. 

 The schools cannot afford to neglect this change and are faced with a challenge that 

requires them to be nimble and adapt to rapid changes adequately. 

Oportunities  for  information  gathering  and  exchange  are  vast.  Media  transfer 

information  and  experience  that  influences  the  change  in  the  culture  elements,  such  as 

language, communication forms and expression and scientific cognitions. The role of a teacher 

is  to  analyze  acquired  information-that  encompasses  joint  commenting,  description, 

representation,  discussion, solution finding and considering and analysis of given information 

including previous knowledge and student skills.

One necessary competency for contemporary educators is the ability to access, process 

and deliver information using modern information technologies. This also includes research 

ability.  Education  through  media  requires  diverse  perception  nourishing  and views  on the 

world and inclusive identities, non violent communication and peace keeping skills.

5. 4. Education for integration and inclusion

129Muradbegović  A.(1992): Tendencije razvoja osnovne škole u funkciji nove uloge ličnosti učenika i učitelja. 
Napredak 1/139, Zagreb.60-66. 
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The societies have struggled with inclusion of people of disabilities throughout history. 

People with special needs have been separated in the specialized institutions (mentally retarded 

cells, institutions, sanction-penitentiary homes), and have been educated and rehabilitated in 

specialized schools. This segregating and stigmatic treatment has been re-examined by the mid 

of  twentieth  century.    Prior  to  this  renaissance,  the  accent  was  primarily  given  to  one’s 

limitations  in  abilities,  namely  the  defect,  but  other  abilities  were  not  considered  enough. 

Education-pedagogic integration is the result of a belief that people with disabilities are equal 

and should be equally involved in the public life and work of community from the human 

rights and fullness of life view.130Education-pedagogic integration is the process of making 

education conditions suitable for children with disabilities out of specialized institutions, and 

can be discussed on three levels: 

• Physical integration - realized with an elimination of physical obstacle to access 

and performance. 

• Functional integration, as the higher level implies joint realization of activities,

• Social  integration  is  being  realized  through  mutual  contacts  and  in 

communication. 

• Education-pedagogic  integration refers  to  joint  education  of  children  with and 

without development disabilities. This includes adjustment of scheduled programs 

and  setting  up  specific  rehabilitation  procedures  and  education  of  educators 

(especially pedagogues and teachers) for the individual children support with a 

professional  pedagogic-psychological  service,  organization  of  the,  so  called, 

partial education integration (special programmes adjusted to the specific needs),

• A  specific  integration  -  special  teaching  subjects,  special  educational-

rehabilitation programs in the specialized sections. 

• Special  rehabilitation  procedures  and  support  (such  as  the  patronage-mobile 

service, help in house and school).

130Vejnović Dusko(2003):Politička kultura, dijalog, tolerancija i demokratija u Bosni i Hercegovini. Udruženje 
defendologa Republike Srpske, Banja Luka.

 A Dystrophy association of Republica Srpska is dealing, among others, with a democracy, peace and 
tolerance education issues. 
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For the successful integration process, it  is necessary to  establish school system and 

school modulation that integrates people with disabilities, ensure financial sources related to 

the  environment  and  premises  equipment,  supply  of  teaching  facilities,  existing  program 

adjustment) and ensure subjective which includes preparation and education of all participants 

in  integration  process  (students,  teachers,  parents,  pedagogic-psychological  service,  school 

management, public awareness and policy).

Analyses  conducted  by  the  expert  group  of  the Council  of  Europe131 show  that 

integrated education takes over a leading role also in those states that have national legislation 

on specialized education. Integration is interpreted as well as equal possibilities of education 

regardless of child’s ability. Children with disability have very important role in the integration 

process.  When  special  needs  of  individual  are  fulfilled,  they  don't  exist  anymore,  and 

individual is no longer in the position of disability. That is a primary idea of inclusion. 

An integration and inclusion are not synonyms but semantically and practically superior 

terms. An inclusion as the pedagogic form of work with a disabled children is occurring by the 

end of  20th ,  that  is  beginning of  21st century  and characterizes  student  inclusion  that  are 

different in any way and the ones that need adjustment to please their needs (methods, forms, 

resources,  approach,  content,  technique,  premises,  communication  and  other).  Inclusion 

implies  direct  involvement,  an  adjustment,  of  disabled  person  in  the  social  environment, 

appreciation and respect of their rights, contrary to the compassionate and merciful relation 

toward them, as well as the special protection forms (treatment).

This approach has surfaced as the reaction on the separation of disabled children into 

specialized  schools  and  special  departments,  where  the  work  with  them  was  inefficient. 

However, opposite to that, in many countries in Eastern Europe, education integration is found, 

but not with a completed inclusion. An integration process represents „transitional period“on 

the way to qualitative inclusion preparation.

Procedures and behavior of the educators towards integration and inclusion processes 

are  determining  factors  of  its  success.   A  positive  attitude  of  all  participants  (especially 

executives-educators,  teachers  and  pedagogues)  are  a  necessary  precondition.  Examples  of 

negative attitude among educators towards integration and inclusion are found across board. 
131 Luyckx R.(2002): Stručno osposobljavanje i rehabilitacija osoba s invaliditetom: komparativna analiza, 
Integracija osoba s invaliditetom. Državni zavod za zaštitu porodice, materinstva i mladeži, Zagreb 
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This is just one indicator of the fact of poor implementation of a legal framework for inclusion 

as well as insufficient teacher preparation, insufficient equipment and physical conditions for 

successful practice as well as general awareness levels etc. An integration implementation in 

the last decades of past century, insufficiently reached the goals social and public awareness in 

Eastern Europe, and failed to offer sufficient professional specialization of existing staff. 

There are the factors influencing formation of attitude in the society about education 

integration creating results lesser then expected overall.  By fighting for the rights of all, an 

individual creates conditions for protection and personal rights enjoyment.
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EMPIRICAL PART  

6.1. Research topic

This study seeks to investigate the perspectives and attitudes of teachers and students 

about the determining factors that influence actualization of peace and tolerance education in 

the primary and high-schools of post-war Bosnia and Herzegovina. 

Fifteen years after the war, society of Bosnia and Herzegovina (BIH) is still displaying 

many warning signs of increasing tensions and violence.  There are deeply established fault 

lines  and continuous ethnic tensions and political  pressures from inside and outside of the 

country,  which,  coupled  with  weak  economy  and  lack  of  hope,  drive  people  away  from 

working together  to  sustain peace and ensure prosperity for their  country.  This division is 

deeply  rooted  into  many  BIH communities,  especially  in  remote  rural  areas  where  ethnic 

tensions are still strong and where citizens do not feel a connection and national commitment 

to  BIH. The tensions  and tendencies  to  divide the country along entity  lines  are  growing. 

Some  of  the  early  warning  signs  of  conflict  and  violence132 such  as:  prevalent  feeling  of 

insecurity among people (physical, economic, political); political turmoil and tensions, broken 

economy, deep ethnic divide and rampant crime and violence, are raising red flags for potential 

conflict in Bosnia today. This points to a need for a structural prevention to address the root 

causes  of  conflict  in  the  longer  term,  which  would  include  focusing  both  on  peace  and 

tolreance education and conflict transformation. However, while many of causes of conflicts 

132 Schmid  Alex P.(1998):  Thesaurus and Glossary of Early Warning and Conflict Prevention Terms.  In: 
Anderlini  Sanam Naraghi: for FEWER. Synthesis Foundation, Rotterdam.
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are common, in an ethnically divided and diverse BIH, each community has a specific social 

milieu and particular combination of factors that could cause or contribute to a conflict. 

A particularly  critical  segment  of  the  population  to  include  in  peace  adn tolerance 

education activities are young people. Research shows that 62% of the youth in BIH would 

leave the country if they had the opportunity to do so. This alarming information indicates the 

very difficult material and moral situation in which youth are. In 2000 alone more than 35000 

youth left the country133. When young people live in such circumstances such as those in BIH, 

where they are faced with ethnic hatred, joblessness, alienation and exclusion, they are prone to 

violence and an easy target of recruiters.134 At the same time, the experience shows that youth 

often are a positive force in their societies one that may lead the society to a new vision and 

break out of ideology and divisions of older generations135. 

In order to understand the role of the social context in the success of integration of 

peace and tolerance education and identify effective models of its implementation in post-war 

and transitional societies, the study is supported by examples of peace and tolerance education 

in  three  post-conflict  and  transitional  countries:  Rwanda,  Romania  and  Sri  Lanka.  These 

countries were selected for their context similarities to Bosnia and Herzegovina. Romania is a 

post-communist and a post conflict country from the same region that has undergone a painful 

transition to market economy. Sri Lanka and Rwanda experienced violent ethnic conflicts at 

around the same time as Bosnia  and Herzegovina  in  the 1990s.  These countries  faced the 

problem of ethnic  tensions  and hatred  and struggled  with similar  issues when it  comes  to 

integration of peace and tolerance education into their school system. The comparative study is 

not confined only to descriptive information on education for peace and tolerance in different 

countries, but provides a comparative study of the theoretical and practical perspectives for its 

integration as well. 

6.2. Research goal

133 UNDP(2000): Human Development Report . http://hdr.undp.org/en/reports/global/hdr2000/ [2010.05.12.]
134 USAID(2005): Youth & Conflict, A Toolkit for Intervention. USAID, Washington DC.3.
135 Ibid.2.
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The  goal  of  the  research  is  to  improve  educational  practice  of  primary  schools  in 

actualization of peace and tolerance education through examination of modern pedagogical 

literature, historical construction and criticism, as well as through data collection and analyses 

of findings gained through the empirical research. 

6.3. Research Objectives

1. To  study  teachers  viewpoints  about  technical  and  material  resources  and 

conditions and its interdependency with peace and tolerance education.

2. To  examine  teachers  attitudes  towards  inclusion  of  peace  and  tolerance  

education in the concept of the education system.

3. To  examine  viewpoints  of  primary  and  high  school  students  on  various  

educational levels and their suitability for formation of behaviors and beliefs  

related to tolerance, understanding and acceptance of others. 

4. To  examine  perceptions  of  teachers  and  students  about  interaction  effect  

between  various school activities on intensity of peace and tolerance education

5. To  examine  viewpoints  of  teachers  and  students  about  peace  and  the  most  

important  preconditions  for  peace  and  tolerance  education,  student  

socialization and identity preservation

6. To examine  perceptions  of  teachers  and students  about  what  education  and  

non-formal education  areas  are most  suitable  for  effective  peace  education,  

tolerance training, understanding of others and accepting of others

7.  To  examine  opinions  of  teachers  and  students  about  changes  needed  in  

didactic-methodical sense for a more efficient peace and tolerance education

8. To examine opinions of teachers and students about what should be changed in  

the school concept in order to implement more effective peace and tolerance  

education
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9.  To examine  the  levels  of  understanding and attitudes  of  primary and high  

school  students  about  the  basic  concepts:  peace,  tolerance,  understanding  

between people and acceptance of others. 

6.4. Research hypothesis

General hypothesis:

H: The school is one of the most effective means for peace and tolerance education.

Special hypothesis:

H1:  Peace  and  tolerance  education  depends  a  great  deal  from  the  material  and  

technical  conditions in which schools are working,  yet  schools in  Bosnia and  

Herzegovina  do  not  have  adequate  technical  and  material  resources  and 

conditions

H2:  In  the  school  system,  education  for  peace  and tolerance  can  be  planned and  

carried out systematically; both horizontally (the same class level) and vertically  

(from pre-school to university institutions).

H3: A family is very important social environment in which tolerance, understanding  

and accepting  of  others  basis  are  adopted,  but  other  forms  of  education  are  

relevant, too.

H4:   In  the  existing  education  system in  Bosnia  and Herzegovina,  as  well  as  the  

existing school work practice, peace and tolerance education is a part of general  

education  goals  and  objectives,  and  is  not  systematically  incorporated  as  a  

specific objective. This is why improvements in this aspect of education cannot be  

streamlined, rather they require multi-action approach.

H5: In order to work more efficiently on peace and tolerance education in the modern  

school it is necessary to incorporate new didactic-methodical approaches in the  

educational work.
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H6:  For  peace  and  tolerance  education,  student  socialization  and  identity  

preservation, the schools need to accomplish planned and systematically relevant  

predispositions (specified in the comparative scale)

H7:  Group  of  educational  and  non  formal  education  activities,  sorted  in  five  

categories: social group of subjects, natural group of subjects, so called „skills“,  

sections  and  visits,  trips  and  excursions,  do  not  provide  equal  peace  and  

tolerance education possibilities.

H8: For effective peace and conflict education, it is necessary to radically change the  

concept  of  school  in  the  following  segments:  student  position,  teacher’s  role,  

education  contents,  interior  pedagogical  climate,  cooperation  between  school  

and  social  environment,  school  work  financing,  the  school  management  and  

pedagogue-psychological service.

H9: Primary and high school students do not comprehend and distinguish the concepts  

of  peace,  tolerance,  understanding  between  people  and  accepting  of  others  

sufficiently

6.5. Research variables

Dependent variables are the concepts included in the objectives of the research, initial 

hypothesis, questions and comparative scales.

The status of independent variables has the following categories of respondents:

 a) Students:  gender, age, learning success, school (position); 

 b)  Teachers:  gender,  years  of  past  service,  school  (employer),  professional 

qualification

6.6. Research methodology
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Given the aim of this research which is meant to contribute to the application of peace 

and tolerance education in the primary school, we approached this study as an  operational  

(applied) research. The concept marked in the tasks and hypothesis of the research have been 

continuously monitored, through the long term period.  In fact, we have monitored number of 

concepts  during  professional  practice,  where  we  applied  ex-post-facto  procedure.  Alike, 

numerous  concepts  have  been  followed  at  the  same  time,  through  the  application  of  a 

transversal  approach. The  author  of  this  study  worked  extensively  in  the  post  conflict 

contexts, so the findings and interpretation are based on first hand information gathered within 

the context studied.  This research is directed towards finding and offering practical solutions  

for direct and timely improvements the present practice and problem solving in the peace and  

education area.

We think that a pedagogic study and the research of this problem is fully justified. In 

fact,  the  needs for improvement of pedagogical practice were noted through objective and 

subjective criteria, as well as the opportunity to contribute to pedagogy as the science and to 

education as the widest pedagogical concept and process. 

For a more complete,  comprehensive and overall  research it  would be necessary to 

engage expert teams and to do an interdisciplinary study. The expert team for a comprehensive 

study  of  this  problem  should  include:  pedagogues,  psychologists,  sociologists,  teachers, 

evaluation and scientific interpretation experts. 

However, providing the work purpose and the scope of this study,  we feel that this 

research  yielded  sufficient  results.  We  applied  a  descriptive  method  in the  discussion  of 

findings and pedagogical concepts. Our intention was to show concept characteristics and to 

find certain causal relationships and cohesion between the concepts.

In the interest of gaining a best understanding of the complete pedagogical causalities 

among  concepts,  we went  beyond  pedagogical  description  looking  for  cause-consequential 

connections.  We've applied a causal method for this purpose.

The  research  was  carried  out  on  the  basis  of  systematic  non-experimental 

observation.  We  gathered  data  about  viewpoints,  perceptions  and  attitudes  of  research 
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respondents, where  questionnaires were the main research element consisted of open-ended 

and  closed-ended  questions  and  comparative  scale.  The comparative  scales  as  the  part  of 

questionnaire  demand  a  high  level  expertise  in  preparation,  so  we  consulted  modern 

methodological and expert literature.136 

6.7. Research sample

The research sample for this study encompassed teachers and students of the four high 

schools  and  three  primary  schools  of  Bosnia  and  Herzegovina,  that  are,  considering  the 

population  structure  and  history  of  conflict  and  ethnic  tensions,  especially  in  need  for 

intensifying peace and tolerance education (Table 1, 2. and 3).  Teacher sample was taken in 

the same student sample school. This is a purposive research sample.

Table 1: Teacher sample

No Total
Sex Professional Past service

qualification
Male Female High Higher 1–10 11–20 21–30 31–40

F 120 46 74 47 73 29 38 15 38
% 100,00 38,33 61,67 39,17 60,83 24,17 31,67 12,50 31,67

Table 2: High school students sample137

No School CLS TOT Sex School achievement
Male Female ADV PRO Good Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

1. Electro-technical High 
School Tuzla  

I 107 107 0 4 19 42 2 40
II 27 27 0 1 8 15 1 2
III 23 23 0 2 2 12 0 7
VI 84 80 4 12 40 17 1 14

136For  the  research  methodology  and  sample  development  following  sources  were  consulted:  Mužić 
Vladimir(1986):  Pedagogical  research  methodology-Metodologija  pedagoških  istraživanja.  Svjetlost 
,Sarajevo.;Potkonjak  Nikola(1982):  Methodological  problems  of  system  research  in  pedagogy-  Metodološki 
problemi sistemnih proučavanja  u pedagogiji,  Prosveta,  Belgrade.;  Ristić  Živan(1983):The research  draft  and 
hypothesis  verification- Nacrt  istraživanja i  proveravanje  hipoteza.  Prosveta,  Belgrade.  ;  Kundačina  Milenko- 
Brkić Milenko(2004): Pedagogical  statistics- Pedagoška statistika. University of Kragujevac,  –Department in 
Užice, Užice.

For  the  scale  judgement  creation  following  source  has  been  consulted:  Blum  S.  Benjamin  (1981): 
Tacsonomy -Taksonomija. Prosveta, Belgrade.

137 Abbreviations:  CLS- Class; TOT-Total; ADV-Advanced; PRO-Proficient
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2. Technical-Transport 
High School  Tuzla

I 2 0 2 0 0 2 0 0
II 16 16 0 0 2 10 3 1
III 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

3. Hotel-Tourism High 
School Tuzla

I 33 10 23 0 15 8 2 8
III 45 6 39 6 25 7 0 7

4. Tuzla Medical High 
School

I 24 10 14 6 12 4 0 2
III 20 5 15 9 10 1 0 0

Total 382 285 97 40 133 119 9 81

Table 3. Primary school student sample

No School CLS TOT Sex School achievement
Male Female ADV PROF Good Satisfactory Unsatisfactory

1. LIPNICA Primary 
school  

VII 13 8 5 7 4 2 0 0
VIII 17 8 9 11 5 0 0 1

2. KISELJAK
Primary school VII 41 16 25 27 8 4 1 1

3.
TUSANJ

Primary school
Tuzla

VII 49 25 24 25 16 9 0 0

Total 120 57 63 70 33 14 1 2

6. 8. Statistic Data Analysis 

The elemental research instruments are comparative scales with the variation ranking 

from 1 to 5.  Considering research subject  sensitivity and multidimensionality,  it  is  hard to 

accurately define and level the scale on specific issues and set up different value aspects that 

respondents prefer or not prefer. This is a reason for occasional reduction of scale level from 

five to three degree scale based on data calculation from a final level.

For the statistical data analysis, the following procedures were used:

- ponder calculation, by this formula: 

                         ∑ f1 . 3 +∑f2. 2+∑f3.1

                    P = 

                                               ∑ N        

Written symbols of the ponder calculation formula have the following meaning:
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P = ponder,

∑ f1=a positive constant answer frequency sum,

∑f2= an ambivalent attitude answer frequency sum,,

∑f3= a frequency summary response with a negative connotation,

∑ N= respondents sum (those who answered certain questions).

Considering that the measuring was carried out using an ordinary (attributive) scale, in 

data collected analysis the following non-parametric statistical techniques have been applied:

1. X2 - test

Suština korišćenja ove tehnike je u tome  da se utvrdi u kom stepenu se neka empirijska 

distribucija frekvencija približava analognoj teorijskoj frekvenciji. Za izračunavanje X2 - testa 

smo koristili sledeću formulu:

The rationale for using this technique was to confirm the degree by which a certain 

empiric frequency distribution is approaching analogue theoretic frequency. For X2 test 

calculation we've used the following formula:

                                       ( fe - ft)

                       X2=          ∑

                                                    Ft

Observed variables, tested by X2 – tests carried the following characteristics:

• the distribution is defined from 0 to &,

• the distribution is asymmetrical,

• for each variation level an adequate  X2 – distribution was applied,
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Following symbols in the X2 – test calculation formula had the following meanings: 

fe = empiric frequency,

ft = theoretical frequency,

&= infinity symbol.

2. Spirman's (ro) correlation ranking coefficient, by formula:

                                           6∑ D2

                    δ =   1 - 

                                          N(N2-1)

          Following symbols had the following meanings: 

δ   = Spirman's  correlation ranking coefficient 

D = ranking differentiation,

N = number of data pairs.

3. Median test – calculated the joint ponder median and comparison groups

4. Other statistic data:

-Mid value determination (mode and arithmetic mean)

-Frequency distribution collation,

 -Frequency percentage calculation,
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 -Variation scale insight.

 -Diversity degree result insight in the mid value, that is.

 - Average variance of arithmetic mean, etc...

5. A graphic preview of findings/ figures

 -table preview,

-curves and 

- histograms.

Considering the statistical  procedure complexity that we've chosen, statistic analysis 

was implemented with consultations and assistance by experts in this area.

6.9. Context analyses – Post war Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Despite a significant investment in rebuilding of the post war Bosnia and Herzegovina 

and securing peace and reconciliation, the country remains divided along its ethnic lines and on 

the verge of potential inter-ethnic instability and violence. Its state of a delicate and fragile 

political, economical, and social transition, compiled with conflict sensitivity gives emphasis to 

the need for confidence building, peace education and collaboration among different ethnic 

groups, especially in rural and smaller urban areas that still remain ethically homogeneous. 

During the four years of war in Bosnia and Herzegovina, the children there experienced 

extreme situations that severely affected their physical and psychological development. Focus-

ing on their daily survival, they were lacking the most basic conditions for their natural and 

healthy development  and maturity.  Many children suffered from malnutrition,  no access to 

clean water and heating during the winter. Normal child behaviour such a play and recreational 

activities were largely impossible. This, together with the loss of close family members, often 
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caused stress and trauma that had lasting effects on the children’s development. A considerable 

number of children that are still attending the education system of Bosnia are orphans or war 

victims. 

War violated every right of a child, the right to be with family and community, the right 

to health, the right to the development of the personality and the right to be nurtured and pro-

tected. 

The social environment of these children offers little support. Most parents and teachers 

have also suffered repressed and unresolved trauma. They lack both, specific skills and the ac-

cess to wider professional support networks to support their children in the development of 

their coping abilities. Their stress level remains high as they feel politically vulnerable and so-

cially isolated from the other parts of the region. Consequently,  the children in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and those directly concerned with their development are unsupported, and unable 

to make the situation better and stimulate their children’s development on their own.

The rights of the children in Bosnia and Herzegovina are violated even now, 15 years 

after  the war; The Right to a Suitable Family Environment (Article 20 and 22, CRC), The 

Right to Protection from Violence (Article 37, CRC), The Right to Be Heard, Non Discrimina-

tion and Identity (Articles 2, 8 and 12, CRC). Bosnia and Herzegovina has ratified the CRC but 

the additional protocols specifically protecting children do not exist. The mechanisms ensuring 

compliance with the convention are weak. Severe violations of the Child Rights in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina that threaten the development of children require stronger action and need to be 

supported through peace building and reconciliation projects with psycho-social framework.

High school and primary school aged children in BIH and were born during the war or 

right after it. They are particularly severely affected, not only through their own exposure to 

loss of relatives and displacement but mainly through their dependence on traumatised parents. 

Approximately 35% of the post war population of BIH are displaced persons (DPs), who have 

been forced to leave their homes fleeing ethnic cleansing and war in the country. Parents are 

often unemployed or underemployed.  A large number of adults therefore turn to violence or 

drinking to vent their frustration.

Participatory education does not have a strong base in this formerly socialist country, 

where  institutionalised  education  and  lack  of  parental  participation  were  the  norm.  This 
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educational  structure  combined  with  low  post-war  funding  and  teacher  morale  provides 

particularly poor support to traumatised children. Parents are not sufficiently involved in their 

children’s education nor is there a strong tradition in voluntary activities. Teachers are often 

unable to deal with the difficult behaviour of some of their pupils that suffer from trauma and 

loss of supportive family environments. 

Ethnic  segregation  between  the  entities  –  the  hard-line  Republic  of  Srpska  and 

Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina is still pronounced. Despite the geographical proximity 

of  these  entities  there  has  been  very  little  contact,  and  attitudes  of  ethnic  mistrust  and 

intolerance have been widespread. Children grow up not knowing their neighbours on the other 

side  of  the  Inter  Ethnic  Border  Line  (IEBL)  and  have  to  rely  on  the  myths  and  ethnic 

propaganda of their social environment. 

In order to address complex issues in the country that is still deeply divided, the peace 

and tolerance education has to be based on the values of multiculturalism, co-existence and 

tolerance. To overcome deep divide, people in Bosnia and Herzegovina, particularly youth and 

children have to learn about their culture, the culture of others living in their society as well to 

learn to respect the differences and celebrate the diversity of their society. In addition, peace 

and tolerance education has to include elements of teaching the rights and responsibilities of all 

people for a life in a democratic society.

The peace and tolerance education has been a focus of many projects  financed and 

implemented by key actors in the Bosnia and Herzegovina society – from government entities 

to international community and non-governmental structures. There is a wide network of civil 

society organizations operating in BIH in addition to a cumbersome and complex government 

structure at multiple and often insufficiently connected levels including state, entity,  canton 

and municipality level. 

Peace and tolerance education programs have started with implementation right after 

the war in 1995. Programs were implemented without much sustainability and coordination 

and have  often  been focused on convenient  areas  locations  such as  large urban areas  and 

communities that have been proven to be “more open”. These programs have varied in scope 

and focus from community based, school based and programs that were targeting individuals, 
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and have been focused on civic education, participation, conflict resolution, tolerance training, 

economic development, development of joint actions between conflicted sides etc.

The government of BIH started a formal peace and tolerance education in 2003 when 

civic education was introduced into school curriculum as an independent subject throughout 

the  country.  This  is  considered  to  be  a  huge  success  given  the  divisions  between  school 

organizations, goals of education and programs between two deeply divided entities in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina. The civic education is the only subject that is taught in all primary schools 

based on the same curriculum in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

However, the tolerance aspect of peace and tolerance education is still lagging behind 

the focus on civic education. Today, fifteen years since Dayton Peace agreement, joint actions 

and interaction of children from different ethnic backgrounds is still a taboo, and the political 

climate is further worsening. 

6.9.1.  Brief  conflict  analyses  in  Bosnia  and  Herzegovina  along  the  Inter  Ethnic 

Boarder Line 

As part of this research, we carried out a rapid assessment of the regions along the IEBL in 

Northern  Bosnia and Herzegovina  in  2007 and found that  people  felt  unhappy with the  state 

government  but  have  understanding for  local  government  that  seems  very poor  comparing  to 

others.  We held  three  focus  groups  discussions,  one in  each target  municipalities,  with  equal 

presence  of  women  and men  as  well  as  age  balance,  aimed  at  identifying  primary  causes  of 

tensions in the area.

 The following were identified as three main reasons: 

1. Political Differences; 2. Religious Differences; and 3. Ethnic Differences. 

At present, there is no conflict between the groups in the areas that were the focus of this  

research, but political situation creates some tensions and dissatisfaction among people. There is 

occasional tension in the mixed communities (Muslims and Orthodox Christians) mostly caused or 

created by young people under influence of alcohol.  People emphasized that these young people 

mostly come from the other neighboring communities.  However, regardless of their background, 
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people from this area are concerned for their security because this mountainous area is a transit for 

the groups that deal with black market, trafficking, and illegal drugs trade between Bosnia and 

Herzegovina and Serbia. Their biggest concern is the faith of their children who are exposed and 

unprotected from organized crime groups. 

There was a general sense of powerlessness in regard to the political and security issues. 

There is a common feeling that they can not change anything and that everything is controlled by 

those who have political power. The following is a summary of identified connectors and dividers 

in the area as identified by the communities.

Table 1: Summary of connectors and dividers

Connectors Sources of tensions / Dividers

• Desire for better future of children 

• Education / Schools

• Sports competitions 

• Environment protection

• Different community festivities 

• Inter-entity collaboration of preschool insti

tutions 

• Religious holidays and celebrations 

• Economic opportunities (local market)

• Reconstruction/construction of infrastruc-

ture           

• Unemployment

• Health care institutions                            

• Political party differences

• Municipal and state government is cor-

rupt and  doesn’t manage development

• Religious differences

• Lack of trust, natural suspicion between 

groups

• Unequal economic/credit opportunities 

for all 

• Violation of human rights

• Property issues

• Envy between people 

• Violence

• Geographic location (situated close to the 

border  line)
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• Solidarity (in joint actions)

• Cooperation between different community 

associations

• International holidays          

• Democratic process of decision making

• Willingness to contribute to the develop-

ment 

• Agriculture cooperative / activities

• Programs and projects where people work 

together

• Humanity 

• Historical background

• School curricula / programs

• Hidden arms

Unemployment  is  very high in  this  part  of  the country.  According to  the official  data 

unemployment  rate  is  47%.  However  there  is  a  discrepancy  between  official  numbers  and 

estimates of local people who claim that the unemployment is as high as 75%. 

6.9.2. Education for Peace Program

A significant contribution to peace and tolerance education in BIH has been made by the 

Education for Peace (EFP) project, which was initiated in 2000 in Bosnia and Herzegovina by the 

International Education for Peace Institute and in partnership with the Ministries of Education of 

the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Republika Srpska.  The project was focused on 

primary and secondary schools and targeted students, teachers and parents. It was focused on the 

development  of  e-learning  and media  with  an  aim to  offer  a  comprehensive  peace  education 

program and make it available online or on CD ROM to schools. Therough this program a specific 
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curriculum was developed and implemented in 100 secondary schools with approximately 60 000 

students and 5 000 teachers and school staff.138

The curriculum was developed by teachers from both entities and wuth the support from 

the  Ministries  of  Education  in  the  Federation  BiH and Republika  Srpska  BiH as  well  as  the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The Ministries of Education is working on refining this program and 

is expected to introduce it into the standard educational program throughout. 

Supporting local  capacities  for peace -  Do No Harm (DNH) and Local  Capacities  for 

Peace (LCP) are two terms that describe a methodology that has been implemented by World 

Vision  International  in  Bosnia  and  Herzegovina  in  partnership  with  local  schools  and  local 

municipalities in both entities. The methodology was developed to help humanitarian assistance 

organizations analyze the context of a conflict and the way aid interacts with it. To “do no harm” 

and to support local capacities for peace requires careful analysis of the aid program, examining 

how aid interacts with the conflict, and a willingness to create options and redesign programs to 

improve its quality. It also calls for careful reflection on staff conduct and organizational policies 

so that the “implicit ethical messages” that are sent are congruent messages that strengthen local 

capacities for peace.139 World Vision is actively applying the DNH/LCP Framework for analysis 

and programming in the context of Bosnia and Herzegovina incorporating lessons learnt in apply 

this methodology in other context around the world. 

6. 10. Research Result Interpretation 

6.10.1.  An independence of  technical  and material  resources  and  school  work 

conditions and peace and tolerance education 

138 International Education for Peace Institute (2008):Education for Peace (EFP) project-Assessment of Selected 
Elements of the Programme. Programme Desk Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bern.

139 Bill Lowrey Bill(2006): Do No Harm (DNH)/Local Capacities for Peace (LCP). World Vision CEO Briefing Number 44, Washington DC. 1-2. 
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The first research task was to examine the  teachers’ viewpoints about technical and 

material  resources  and   conditions  and  its  interdependency  with  peace  and  tolerance  

education.

An  initial  assumption  related  to  this  research  task  was  that  peace  and  tolerance 

education,  in  a  great  deal,  depends  on  school  work  technical  and  material  resources  and 

conditions. We've collected respondent’s opinions using assessment scale, where ten questions 

should be assessed on five levels (Table 4).

Table 4: Teacher estimation of material technical conditions influence related to peace and 
tolerance education

No Technical and material 
resources conditions

Assessment scale

Scale 
value RankIn a very 

large scale
In a large 

scale Average In a small 
scale

In a very 
small scale

1. School building 62
51,67

31
25,83

21
17,50

4
3,33

2
1,67

4,22 3.

2. Teaching premises 56
46,67

28
23,33

16
13,33

6
5,00

14
11,67

3,88 5.

3. The gym premises 39
32,50

26
21,67

10
8,33

20
16,67

25
20,83

3,28 6.

4. Laboratory 15
12,50

17
14,17

6
5,00

29
24,17

53
44,17

2,26 9.

5. Library and reading 
room

74
61,67

25
20,83

21
17,50

0
0,00

0
0,00

4,44 1.

6. School yard 68
56,67

27
22,50

21
17,50

2
1,67

2
1,67

4,21 4.

7. Sport and recreation 
training ground

71
59,17

25
20,83

24
20,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

4,39 2.

8. Teaching facilities 18
15,00

21
17,50

26
21,67

22
18,33

33
27,50

2,74 7.

9. Technical accessories 14
11,67

17
14,17

22
18,33

35
29,17

32
26,67

2,56 8.

10.
Didactic material which 
is created and prepared 

by teacher itself

0
0,00

0
0,00

30
25,00

38
31,67

52
43,33

1,88 10.

The scale is estimating the influence of technical and material resources and  aspects of 

school on peace and tolerance education.

Table  contains  data  expressed  in  absolute  and percentage-based frequency for  each 

category  of  answers  on  a  five  level  assessment  scale,  scale  values  (arithmetic  mean)  and 

ranking. The data provides an overview of the assessment of the influence of technical and 
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material resources and  conditions on research domain. An arithmetic means show an average 

factor of intensity of influence of certain factors from viewpoints of our respondents. 

The analyses of responses show that the first priority is given to a role of library and a  

reading room in peace and tolerance education, then sport and recreation training ground, and 

then  the  conditions  of  the  school  building  as  a  whole.  The  least  peace  and  education 

contribution,  among  technical  and material   factors  of  school  work and life  was given  to 

didactic materials. Teachers assign a relative significance to laboratories and teaching facilities.

This  data  leads  us  to  conclude,  based  on teacher’s  opinion,  that  the  technical  and 

material resources and conditions have high importance for peace and tolerance education. A 

high proportion of teachers,  as many as 50%, think that sport gym is the place that highly 

influences peace and tolerance education as a general value. Objectively viewed, the school’s 

material and technical conditions of work determine the capacity of school to provide relevant 

opportunities for peace and tolerance education and construction of beliefs and attitudes among 

pupils.  The fact  that a high proportion of teachers  positively values technical  and material 

resources and conditions is reasonable due to the fundamental existential individual values.

Considering that we noticed certain differences in the distribution of answers, we have 

decided to disaggregate data and examine teacher's  gender as an independent  variable.  We 

started this research with an assumption that different gender groups of teachers assess the 

importance  of  technical  and  material  resources  and  conditions  differently.  These  data 

disaggregated by gender in response to this hypothesis is distributed in the table 5.

Table 5: Teacher assessment of material technical conditions

No material technical con-
ditions

Assessment  scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceIn a very 

large scale
In a large 

scale Average In a small 
scale

In a very 
small scale

1. School building

M 20
43,48

12
26,09

10
21,74

2
4,35

2
4,35 3,777

3
0.05

No

F 42
56,76

19
25,68

11
14,86

2
2,70

0
0,00
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2. Teaching premises

M 16
32,61

10
21,74

4
8,70

2
4,35

14
30,43 18,214

3
0.001

Yes

F 40
54,05

18
24,32

12
16,22

4
4,40

0
0,00

3. The gym premises

M 15
32,61

14
30,43

2
4,35

2
4,35

13
28,26 13,108

4
0.05

Yes

F 24
32,43

12
16,22

8
10,81

18
24,32

12
16,22

4. Laboratory

M 8
17,39

8
17,39

5
10,87

5
10,87

20
43,48 8,211

4
0.05

No

F 7
9,46

9
12,16

1
1,35

24
32,43

33
44,59

5. Library and read-
ing room

M 28
60,87

8
17,39

10
21,74

0
0,00

0
0,00 1,195

2
0.05

No

F 46
62,16

17
22,97

11
14,86

0
0,00

0
0,00

6. School yard

M 25
54,35

7
15,22

10
21,74

2
4,35

2
4,35 5,135

2
0.05

No

F 43
58,11

20
27,03

11
14,86

0
0,00

0
0,00

7.
Sport and recre-

ation training 
ground

M 29
63,64

7
15,22

10
21,74

0
0,00

0
0,00 1,430

2
0.05

No

F 42
56,76

18
24,32

14
18,92

0
0,00

0
0,00

8. Teaching facilities

M 6
13,04

5
10,97

11
23,91

10
21,74

14
30,43 8,591

4
0.05

No

F 12
16,22

16
21,62

15
20,27

12
16,22

19
25,67

9. Technical ac-
cessories

M 5
10,87

6
13,04

10
21,74

11
23,91

14
30,43 1,684

4
0.05

No

F 9
12,16

11
14,86

12
16,22

24
32,43

18
24,32

10. Didactic material 
which is created 

M 0
0,00

0
0,00

13
28,26

16
34,78

17
35,42

1,309 No
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and prepared by 
teacher itself

2
0.05F 0

0,00
0

0,00
17

22,97
22

29,73
35

47,30

Additional  analyses  of  disaggregated  data  confirmed  a  significant  difference  in 

perceptions between female and male teachers related to two condition factors of peace and 

tolerance  education  among pupils.  These are  classroom and gym room,  both places  where 

students spend most of their school time. 

N`o Material technical con-
ditions

Assessment scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceIn a very 

large scale
In a large 

scale Average In a small 
scale

In a very 
small scale

1. Teaching premises

M 16
32,61

10
21,74

4
8,70

2
4,35

14
30,43 18,214

3
0.001

Yes
F 40

54,05
18

24,32
12

16,22
4

4,40
0

0,00

2. Gym premises

M 15
32,61

14
30,43

2
4,35

2
4,35

13
28,26 13,108

4
0.05

Yes

F 24
32,43

12
16,22

8
10,81

18
24,32

12
16,22

A frequency motion in parts of the table show that male teachers are more critical at 

this  point then female teachers  The difference is  double in assessment  of the value of the 

classroom contribution to the peace and tolerance education where male teaches consider this 

value to be very small as oppose to female teachers.  In further teacher assessment analysis of 

material  technical  condition  for  fulfillment  of  peace  and  tolerance  education,  we've  been 

focused on teacher working experience as an independent variable. Considering the length of 

working experience among respondents, we've selected four categories.
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We've started from an assumption that teachers with a different working experience 

have a different assessment of the technical and material resources and conditions as a factor  

in peace and tolerance education.  Teachers’ answers, in relation to the work experience are 

distributed in Table 6:

Table 6: Contribution assessment of material technical condition to the teachers working ex-
perience

No material technical con-
ditions

Assessment  scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceIn a very 

large scale
In a large 

scale Average In a small 
scale

In a very 
small scale

1. School building

1–10 3      10,34 11    37,93 11    37,93 2        6,90
2      

  6,90

13,305
6

0.05 Yes

11–20 12    31,58 9      23,68 17    44,74 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 5      33,33 6      40,00 3      20,00 0        0,00 1        6,67

31–40 18    47,37 11    28,95 5      13,16 3        7,89 1        2,63

2. Teaching 
premises

1–10 5      17,24 15    51,72 5      17,24 2        6,90 2        6,90

12,686
6

0.05
Yes

11–20 14    36,84 8      21,05 16    42,13 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 8      53,33 4      26,67 2      13,33 0        0,00 1        6,67

31–40 17    50,00 9     23,68 6      15,79 4      10,53 2        5,26

3. Gym premises

1–10 5      17,24 12    41,38 6      20,69 4      13,79 2        6,90

13,479
12

0.05
No

11–20 10    26,32 6      15,79 7     18, 42 8      21,05 7      18,42

21–30 7      46,67 4      26,67 2      13,33 1        6,67 1        6,67

31–40 15    39,47 7      18,42 5      13,16 6      15,79 5      13,16
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4. Laboratory

1–10 6      20,64 10    34,98 5      17,24 6      20,69 2        6,90

38,613

12
0.01

Yes
11–20 4      10,53 3        7,89 2        5,26 18    47,37 11    28,95

21–30 5      33,33 4      26,67 3      20,00 2      13,33 1        6,67

31–40 9      23,68 5      13,16 3        7,89 13    34,21 8      21,05

5. Library and 
reading room

1–10 9      31,03 14    48,28 6      20,69 0        0,00 0        0,00

14,587
6

0.05
Yes

11–20 12    31,58 9      23,68 15    39,47 2        5,26 0        0,00

21–30 8      53,33 5      33,33 0        0,00 1        6,67 1        6,67

31–40 20    52,63 10    26,32 8      21,05 0        0,00 0        0,00

6. School yard

1–10 5      17,24 10    34,48 9      91,03 5      17,24 0        0,00

9,948
6

0.05
No

11–20 11    28,95 10    26,32 17    44,74 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 7      46,67 4      26,67 2      13,33 1        6,67 1        6,67

31–40 19    50,00 9      23,68 10    26,32 0        0,00 0        0,00

7.
Sport and recre-

ation training 
ground

1–10 5      17,24 11    37,93 10    34,48 3      13,34 0        0,00

19,133
6

0.01
Yes

11–20 12    31,58 11   28,95 15    39,47 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 9      60,00 2      13,33 3      20,00 0        0,00 1        6,67

31–40 22    57,90 12    31,58 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00

8. Teaching facilit-
ies

1–10 7     24,14 12    41,28 8      27,59 2        6,90 0        0,00 55,341
6

0.01

Yes
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11–20 6      15,79 2        5,26 2        5,26 18    47,37 10    26,32

21–30 6      40,00 3      20,00 3      20,00 1        6,67 2      13,33

31–40 5      13,16 1        2,63 16    42,13 7      18,42 9      23,68

9. Technical ac-
cessories

1–10 5      17,24 9      31,03 9      31,03 6      28,69 0        0,00

51,403
6

0.01
Yes

11–20 5      13,16 3        7,89 2        5,26 21    55,26 7      18,42

21–30 6      40,00 1        6,67 4      26,67 2      13,33 2      13,33

31–40 5      13,16 1        2,63 22    57,90 7      18,42 3        7,89

10.

Didactic material 
which is created 
and prepared by 

teacher itself

1–10 3      10,34 8      27,59 8      27,59 1        3,45 9      31,03

30,726
6

0.01
Yes

11–20 5      13,16 3        7,89 1        2,63 22    57,90 7      18,42

21–30 8      53,33 4      26,67 3      20,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 3        7,89 2        5,26 12    31,58 13    34,21 8      21,05

A contingency table  data  shows that  significant  assessment  differences  exist  for  as 

many as eight factors (conditions) in relation to a teacher’s work experience. It is perceivable, 

on the basis of frequency percentage motion, that teachers from the third and fourth category of 

working experience (over 20 years)  assign high value to  technical  and material   factors in 

peace and tolerance education.  This was expected, because those teachers are more able to 

analyze the role of these global values than younger teachers due to a fact that they directly 

experienced dramatic changes in working conditions over time and their effects on educational 

outcomes at large. 

Finally, we have studied teacher professional qualification as an independent variable. 

There are two categories of teachers in relation to the professional qualification: teachers with 
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university  degree  and  academic  degree.  We  have  approached  the  research  with  the 

assumption  that the level of professional qualification of teachers influences perceptions of  

technical and material resources and conditions as the peace and tolerance education factor.  

The teacher’s answers are distributed in the Table 7.

Table 7: Assessment on technical and material resources and conditions related to the  

teachers professional qualification

No Material technical con-
ditions

Assessment scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceIn a very 

large scale
In a large 

scale Average In a small 
scale

In a very 
small scale

1. School building

VI 25
34,25

22
30,14

17
23,29

3
4,11

6
8,22

4,099

4
0.05

No

VII 10
21,28

15
31,91

17
36,17

3
6,38

2
4,25

2. Teaching premises

VI 26
35,62

20
27,40

19
26,03

3
4,11

5
6,85 5,335

4
0.05

No

VII 13
27,66

20
42,55

9
19,15

4
8,51

1
2,13

3. Gym premises

VI 27
36,99

24
32,88

12
16,44

7
9,59

3
4,11 2,531

4
0.05

No

VII 15
31,91

15
31,91

9
19,15

3
6,38

5
10,64

4. Laboratory

VI 14
19,18

13
17,81

12
16,44

12
16,44

22
30,14 10,987

4
0.05

Yes

VII 14
29,79

13
27,66

12
25,53

3
6,38

5
10,64

5. Library and read-
ing room

VI 29
39,73

22
30,14

22
30,14

0
0,00

0
0,00

3,430

2

No
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0.05VII 14
29,79

22
46,81

7
14,89

2
4,25

2
4,25

6. School yard

VI 24
32,88

25
34,25

24
32,88

0
0,00

0
0,00 3,156

3
0.05

No

VII 15
31,91

12
25,53

13
27,66

3
6,38

4
8,51

7.
Sport and recre-

ation training 
ground

VI 25
34,25

26
35,62

22
30,14

0
0,00

0
0,00 1,165

2
0.05

No

VII 16
34,00

13
27,66

14
29,79

2
4,25

2
4,25

8. Teaching facilities

VI 7
9,59

6
8,22

6
8,22

33
45,20

21
28,77 23,666

4
0.1

Yes

VII 15
31,91

8
17,02

9
19,15

13
27,66

2
4,25

9. Technical ac-
cessories

VI 5
6,85

4
5,48

8
10,96

29
39,73

27
36,99 4,511

3
0.05

No

VII 0
0,00

6
12,76

11
23,40

12
25,53

18
38,30

10.

Didactic material 
which is created 
and prepared by 

teacher itself

VI 4
5,48

2
2,74

6
8,22

38
52,05

23
31,51

11,746
4

0.05
Yes

VII 2
4,25

8
17,02

9
19,15

12
25,53

16
34,04

Statistical analyses of data confirmed significant differences in opinions based on the 

professional qualification of teachers for three conditions: teaching sources, didactic material 

that  teachers  develop  and  laboratory.  Teachers  with  a  university  diploma  see,  in  higher 

percentage, laboratory as the peace and tolerance education factor. 
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6.10.2.  Peace  and  Tolerance  Education  Presence  in  the  concept  of  Education 

System 

The second research task was: to examine the teacher’s opinions about the presence of  

peace and tolerance education in  the concept  of  a system of  education.  In relation  to  this 

appointed task we set up another sub hypothesis: In the school system,  education for peace  

and tolerance can be planned and carried out systematically; both horizontally (the same class  

level) and vertically (from pre-school to university institutions).

The  responses  from a  sample  of  teachers  about  the  peace  and  tolerance  education 

presence in the education system conception are distributed in Table 8.

Table  8  :  Teacher's  assessment  on  influence  of  individual  level  of  teaching  and  

educating

No Education system 
scale

Assessment scale

In a very 
large scale

In a large 
scale Average In a small 

scale

In a very 
small 
scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portance

1. Pre-school education 72
60,00

24
20,00

12
10,00

12
10,00

0
0,00 4,30 3.

2. Primary school 78
65,00

31
25,83

8
6,67

3
2,50

0
0,00 4,53 2.

3. Secondary school 92
76,67

15
12,50

10
8,33

3
2,50

0
0,00 4,63 1.

4. High and higher edu-
cation schools 

46
38,33

32
26,67

24
20,00

11
9,17

7
5,83 3,82 4.

5. Postgraduate studies 34
28,33

22
18,33

38
31,67

9
7,50

17
14,17 3,39 6.

6. Doctoral studies 36
30,00

25
20,83

16
13,33

19
15,83

24
20,00 3,25 7.

7. Permanent education 38
31,67

32
26,67

31
25,83

15
12,50

4
3,33 3,71 5.

Teachers  see  high-school  as  the  most  important  venue  for  a  peace  and  tolerance 

education. Primary school received a second place, then  pre-school institutions, while the least 

place is given to the doctoral studies.

The findings are completely logical, considering the age and developmental stages of 

students at various educational levels in relation to their ability to comprehend and acquire 

peace and tolerance knowledge and values. Research results show that a great percentage of 
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teachers have a positive attitude toward this social value and thinks that peace and tolerance 

education should be a part of the school system. This could be expected, because it's realistic  

that inclusion of elements of peace and tolerance education is inevitable at certain education 

levels. 

We'  analyzed the gender variable  in teachers’  assessment  of presence of peace and 

tolerance in the education system.(table 9.)

Table 9: Teacher assessment of presence of peace and tolerance education in education seg-
ment related to the gender 

No Education system 
scale

Assessment scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceIn a very 

large scale
In a large 

scale Average In a small 
scale

In a very 
small 
scale

1. Pre-school edu-
cation

M 29
63,04

17
36,96

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

1,949

1
0.05

No
F 37

50,00
23

31,08
3

4,05
5

6,76
6

7,89

2. Primary school

M 36
78,26

7
15,22

0
0,00

3
6,52 0 36,621

2
0.01

Yes

F 43
58,41

19
25,68

8
10,81

4
5,40

0
0,00

3. Secondary school
M 24

52,17
15

32,61
4

8,70
3

6,52
0

0,00 1,501
3

0.05
No

F 46
62,46

17
22,97

6
8,11

5
6,76

0
0,00

4. High and higher 
education schools 

M 15
32,61

11
23,91

10
21,74

8
17,39

2
4,35

15,621

3 Yes
F 42

56,76
21

28,38
9

12,16
2

2,70
0

0,00

5. Postgraduate 
studies

M 12
26,09

8
17,39

14
30,43

7
15,22

5
10,87 2,948

4
0.05

No

F 24
32,43

17
22,97

20
27,63

10
13,51

3
4,05
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6. Doctoral studies
M 11

23,91
7

15,22
16

34,78
7

15,22
5

10,87
2,785

4
0.05

No

F 16
21,62

14
18,92

22
29,73

12
16,22

10
13,51

7. Permanent edu-
cation

M 9
19,56

5
10,87

12
26,09

15
32,61

5
10,87 8,374

4
0.05

No

F 12
16,22

18
24,32

24
32,43

10
13,51

10
13,51

 Disaggregation of data showed significant differences among male and female teachers 

in  the  perceptions  of  primary  school  as  the  place  for  the  peace  and  tolerance  education 

contribution. In this respect, male teachers are giving favorable marks, which show percentage 

frequencies in the contingency table part that is related to this term.

We further examined the independent variable of work experience in relation to this 

topic (Table 10).

Table 10: Teacher assessment on the peace and tolerance education segment influence  

in relation to the work experience

No Education system 
scale

Assessment scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceIn a very 

large scale
In a large 

scale Average In a small 
scale

In a very 
small 
scale

1. Pre-school edu-
cation

1–10 14    48,28 5      17,24 9      31,03 0        0,00 0        0,00

3,044
6

0.05
No

11–20 24    63,16 7      18,42 5      13,16 2        5,26 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 2      13,33 2      13,33 1        6,67 0        0,00

31–40 24    63,16 8      21,05 4      10,53 2        5,26 0        0,00

2. Primary school 1–10 17    58,62 7      24,14 5      17,24 0        0,00 0        0,00 5,899
6

0.05

No
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11–20 16    42,13 12    31,58 7      18,42 3        7,89 0        0,00

21–30 12    80,00 3      20,00 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 17    44,74 10    26,32 7      18,42 4      10,53 0        0,00

3. Secondary 
school

1–10 13    44,83 10    34,48 4      13,79 1        3,45 1        3,45

19,735

6
0.01

Yes
11–20 18    47,37 15    39,47 5      13,16 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 4      26,67 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 19    50,00 17    44,74 2        5,26 0        0,00 0        0,00

4.
High and high-

er education 
schools 

1–10 6      20,69 9      31,03 12    41,28 2        6,90 1        3,45

6,444

6
0.05

No

11–20 13    34,21 11    28,95 7      18,42 7      18,42 0        0,00

21–30 4      26,67 6      40,00 4      26,67 1        6,67 0        0,00

31–40 14    36,84 9      23,68 8      21,05 7      18,42 0        0,00

5. Postgraduate 
studies

1–10 3        3,45 7      24,14 9      31,03 6      20,69 3      10,34

3,702
9

0.05
No

11–20 0        0,00 9      23,68 14    36,84 8      21,05 7      18,42

21–30 1        6,67 3      20,00 5      33,33 2      13,33 4      26,67

31–40 0        0,00 10    26,32 16    42,13 7      18,42 5      13,16

6. Doctoral stud-
ies

1–10 2        6,90 7      24,14 9      31,03 3      10,34 3      10,34 5,154

9

No
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0.05

11–20 0        0,00 10    26,32 15    39,47 9      23,68 4      10,53

21–30 2      13,33 3      20,00 5      33,33 1        6,67 4      26,67

31–40 0        0,00 12    31,58 15    39,47 7      18,42 4      10,53

7. Permanent edu-
cation

1–10 8      27,59 6      20,69 10    34,48 0        0,00 3     34,48

7,274

6
0.05

No
11–20 7      18,42 8      21,05 17    44,74 6      15,79 0        0,00

21–30 6      40,00 6      40,00 2      13,33 0        0,00 1        6,67

31–40 6      15,79 7      18,42 19    50,00 6      15,39 0        0,00

Statistical analyzes revealed that the teachers with a long term working experience in 

comparison to teachers with the working history of up to 20 years, consider high school as the 

favorable peace and tolerance education factor. 

Additional  analyses  show  the  differences  in  perceptions  about  education  system 

segments  and peace and tolerance  education in  relation to  the professional  qualification of 

respondents (Table 11). 

Table 11: Teacher assessment on the professional qualification basis

No Education system 
scale

Assessment scale

In a very 
large scale

In a large 
scale Average In a small 

scale

In a very 
small 
scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portance

1. Pre-school edu-
cation

VI 39
53,42

14
19,18

11
15,07

9
12,33

0
0,00 0,665

df  = 2
0.05

No

VII 22
46,81

9
19,15

16
34,04

0
0,00 0,00

2. Primary school VI 45
61,64

21
28,77

7
9,59

0
0,00

0
0,00

0,296
df = 2
0.05

No
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VII 28
59,57

13
27,66

6
12,77

0
0,00

0
0,00

3. Secondary school

VI 39
53,42

29
39,73

5
6,85

0
0,00

0
0,00 22,220

df = 2
0.01

Yes

VII 19
40,42

9
12,33

19
40,42

0
0,00

0
0,00

4. High and higher 
education schools 

VI 12
16,44

19
26,03

24
32,88

17
23,29

1
1,37 1,449

df = 2
0.05

No

VII 12
25,53

11
23,40

24
51,06

0
0,00

0
0,00

5. Postgraduate 
studies

VI 7
9,59

17
23,29

23
31,51

14
19,18

12
16,44 4,228

df = 2
0.05

No
VII 11

23,40
9

19,15
27

57,45
0

0,00
0

0,00

6. Doctoral studies

VI 6
8,22

21
28,77

27
36,99

12
16,44

7
9,59 4,251

df = 2
0.05

No
VII 10

21,28
11

23,40
26

55,32
0

0,00
0

0,00

7. Permanent edu-
cation

VI 15
20,57

19
26,03

22
30,14

9
12,33

8
10,96 7,090

df = 2
0.05

Yes

VII 22
46,81

7
14,89

18
38,30

0
0,00

0
0,00

Associate degree graduate teacher in comparison with University degree teachers see a 

high school as an important  factor for the peace and tolerance education.  However,  in the 

permanent education contribution assessment, the differences are statistically significant where 

the university graduated teachers see this contribution to be much higher.  

6.10.3. Peace and tolerance education presence at the different education levels 

One of the beginning research tasks was to: Examine the primary and high school  

students on which education levels they’ve adopted certain forms of tolerance, understanding  
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and accepting of others. Our initial assumption about that task was that family is a significant  

education level factor where all forms of tolerance, understanding and acceptance of others  

are being adopted, but other education levels are also very important.

Table 12: Pupils assessment on micro social environment influence on the tolerance,  

understanding and acceptance forms

No
Forms of tolerance , 

understanding and ac-
ceptance of others

Micro-social environment

Total     %

Family Kindergarten School Friends Radio, TV 
, etc..

1.

Equal acceptance of 
other nation members, 
ethnic communities/ 

groups

214
42,63

12
2,39

175
34,86

33
6,57

68
13,55     502 100.00

2. Equal acceptance of 
other religions

216
43,03

23
4,58

163
32,47

50
9,96

50
9,96 502 100,00

3. Equal acceptance of 
other gender

191
        38,

05

25
4,98

164
32,67

73
14,54

49
9,76 502 100,00

4.
Equal acceptance of 
urban and non urban 

children

220
43,83

24
4,78

177
35,26

51
10,16

30
5,97 502 100,00

5.

Equal acceptance of 
disordered children 

and children without 
disorder

199
39,64

20
3,98

170
33,86

39
7,78

74
14,74 502 100,00

In the social environment possibility factor pupil assessment was justified to achieve an 

influence that is expected from them in the tolerance understanding development toward the 

others and to set up a research task in this direction. Education factor ranking based on the 

subjective  pupil  assessment  on  role  of  individual  micro  social  environment  certain  forms 

regarding tolerance, understanding and acceptance of others, shows family education dominant 

influence existence on these social values. Since the parents influence the most on the youth 

moral understanding and their human perspective, and that family influences intensively, these 

results were expected.
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According to frequency percent role of school is in the second place. However, school 

and life in it are classical and stereotyped without sufficient attention devotion to the education. 

School teachers are insufficient moral identification source as parents.

Globally seen, the role of micro social environment in socialization influence forms- 

education for peace,  tolerance and understanding is  diverse by intensity and duration what 

should be analyzed in the next researches.

Table 13: Pupils estimation on micro social environment influence on the tolerance, under-
standing and acceptance forms based on gender

No
Forms of tolerance , 

understanding and ac-
ceptance of others

Micro-social environment
χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceFamily Kinder-

garten School Friends Radio, TV 
, etc..

1.

Equal acceptance 
of other nation 

members, 
ethnic communit-

ies/ groups

M 145
42,40

8
2,34

112
32,75

26
7,60

51
14,91 36,635

4
0.01

Yes
F 69

43,12
4

2,50
63

39,37
7

4,37
17

10,62

2. Equal acceptance 
of other religions

M 142
41,52

16
4,68

106
30,99

39
11,40

39
11,40 5,801

4
0.05

No
F 74

44,37
7

4,37
57

35,62
11

6,87
11

6,87

3. Equal acceptance 
of other gender

M 129
37,72

16
4,68

110
32,16

55
16,08

32
9,36

2,239
4

No
F 62

38,75
9

5,62
54

33,75
18

11,25
17

10,62

4.
Equal acceptance 
of urban and non 
urban children

M 149
43,57

14
4,09

120
35,08

39
11,40

20
5,85

2,748
4

0.05
No

F 71
44,37

10
6,25

57
35,62

12
7,50

10
6,25

5. M 135
39,47

11
3,22

109
31,87

30
8,77

57
16,67

6,963 No
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Equal acceptance 
of disordered 

children and chil-
dren without dis-

order

4
0.05F 64

40,00
9

5,62
61

38,12
9

5,62
17

10,62

There are significant, gender related, statistical differences among pupils in the certain 

social  environment  factor assessment  in equal  acceptance  of other nation and nationalities, 

ethnic  communities  and  groups.  Female  pupils  see  family  as  more  important  factor  in 

comparison with male pupils.

Chart 1: An overview of teaching where primary and secondary school male students  

adopted specific forms of tolerance, understanding and accepting of others
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Chart  2: An  overview  of  teaching  levels  where  the  primary  and secondary  female  

students adopted specific forms of tolerance, understanding and accepting of others
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Teachers were assessing an individual micro social environment contribution -Table 14.

 Table 14: Teacher assessment on factors related to the peace and tolerance

No Education factors for 
peace and tolerance

Evaluation scale

Scale value RankVery im-
portant 
factor

Important 
factor

Mid im-
portant 
factor

Less im-
portant 
factor

Irrelev-
ant 

factor

1. Parents 100
83,33

9
7,50

6
5,00

5
4,17

0
0,00 4,70 2.

2.

Members of closer en-
vironment (grandfath-

er, grandmother, 
brothers, sisters, relat-

ives)

0
0,00

0
0,00

47
39,17

35
29,17

38
31,67

2,07 7.

3.
Teachers in a pre-
school institutions

6
5,00

9
7,50

17
14,17

16
13,33

72
60,00 1,84 8.

4. Primary school teach-
ers

37
30,83

61
50,83

7
5,83

9
7,50

6
5,00 3,95 4.

5. High school teachers 74
6,61

26
21,67

9
7,50

5
4,17

6
5,00 4,31 3.

6. Political party repres-
entatives

104
86,67

11
9,17

5
4,17

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,74 1.

7.

Non-governmental or-
ganization and civil 
society representat-

ives  

5
4,17

6
5,00

8
6,67

28
23,33

73
60,83 1,68 9.

8. Public order repres-
entatives

28
23,33

31
25,83

42
35,00

8
6,67

11
9,17 3,47 5.

9. General climate with- 9 20 82 9 0 3,24 6.
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in society 7,50 16,67 68,33 7,50 0,00

The first place in the teachers assessment on social environment contribution for peace 

and tolerance education belongs to the political party representatives, then parents and then to 

teachers.   It  is  obvious  that  political  party  representative  use  mass  Media  to  form public 

opinion.This  was  expected  in  teacher  /parent  category.  The  close  members  of  social 

environment in relation to that are taking the 7th place. General climate in the international 

proportions contributes the least to that perspective and its taking 10th place.

Table 15: Teacher assessment on factors related to the peace and tolerance based on gender

No Education factors for 
peace and tolerance

Evaluation scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceVery im-

portant 
factor

Important 
factor

Mid Im-
portant 
factor

Less im-
portant 
factor

Irrelevant 
factor

1. Parents

M 38
82,61

2
4,35

6
3,04

0
0,00

0
0,00 2,217

df = 2
0.05

No

F 62
83,78

7
9,46

0
0,00

5
6,76

0
0,00

2.

Members of 
closer environ-

ment (grandfath-
er, grandmother, 
brothers, sisters, 

relatives)

M 0
0,00

0
0,00

23
50,00

21
45,65

2
4,35

26,771
df  = 
0.01

Yes

F 0
0,00

0
0,00

24
32,43

14
18,92

36
48,45

3. Teachers in a 
pre-school insti-

tutions

M 5
10,87

1
2,17

7
15,22

3
6,52

30
65,22

3,007
df = 3
0.05

No
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F 1
1,35

8
10,81

10
13,51

13
17,57

42
56,76

4. Primary school 
teachers

M 27
58,60

3
6,52

7
15,22

3
6,52

6
13,04 58,613

df = 2
0.01

Yes

F 10
13,51

58
78,38

0
0,00

6
8,11

0
13,04

5. High school 
teachers

M 25
54,35

3
6,52

7
15,22

5
10,87

6
13,04 31,143

df = 2
0.01

Yes

F 49
66,22

23
31,08

2
2,70

0
0,00

0
0,00

6. Political party 
representatives

M 43
93,48

2
4,35

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00 2,992

df = 2
0.05

No

F 61
82,43

9
12,16

4
5,40

0
0,00

0
0,00

7.

Non-government-
al organization 

and civil society 
representatives  

M 3
6,52

4
8,70

0
0,00

23
50,00

16
34,78 31,078

df  = 2
0.01

Yes

F 2
2,70

2
2,70

8
10,81

5
6,76

57
77,03

8. Public order rep-
resentatives

M 8
17,39

11
23,91

12
26,09

7
15,22

8
17,39 16,189

df  = 3
0.01

Yes

F 20
27,03

20
27,03

30
4,05

1
1,35

3
4,05

9. General climate 
within society

M 4
8,70

9
19,56

31
67,39

2
4,35

0
0,00 1,512

df = 3
0.05

No

F 5
6,76

11
14,86

51
68,92

7
9,46

0
0,00

10.
General climate 
in international 

proportions

M 0
0,00

1
2,17

0
0,00

2
4,35

43
93,48 0,368

df  = 1
0.05

No

F 0
0,00

1
1,35

1
1,35

1
1,35

71
95,95
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There are significant differences in the individual factor assessment among the teachers 

considering  the  gender  division.  Female  teachers  are  more  critical  in  the  close  family 

contribution  assessment,  members  of  NGOs and associations,  while  male  teachers  give  an 

advantage to primary and high school colleagues. 

Table 16: Teacher assessment on factors related to the peace and tolerance based on work ex-
perience 

No Education factors for 
peace and tolerance

Evaluation scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical 
importance

Very im-
portant 
factor

Important 
factor

Mid im-
portant 
factor

Less im-
portant 
factor

Irrelevant 
factor

1. Parents

1–
10 22    75,86 2        6,904      13,79 1        3,45 0 

0,00

12,466
df = 3
0.01

Yes

11–
20 32    84,21 0        0,002        5,26 4      10,53 0 

0,00

21–
30 9      60,00 6      40,000        0,00 0        0,00 0 

0,00

31–
40 37    97,37 1        2,630        0,00 0        0,00 0 

0,00

2.

Members of closer en-
vironment (grandfath-

er, grandmother, 
brothers, sisters, relat-

ives)

1–
10 0        0,00 0        0,0011    37,93 6      20,69 12 

41,28

19,043
df = 4
0.01

Yes
11–
20 0        0,00 0        0,0010    26,32 15    39,47 13 

34,21

21–
30 0        0,00 0        0,002      13,33 6      40,00 7 

46,67

31–
40 0        0,00 0        0,0024    63,16 8      21,05 6 

15,79
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3.
Teachers in a pre-
school institutions

1–
10 0        0,00 0        0,001        3,45 8      27,59 20 

68,97

9,110
df = 3
0.05

No

11–
20 2        5,26 3        7,896      15,79 1        2,63 26 

68,42

21–
30 1        6,67 2      13,334      26,67 4      26,67 4 

26,67

31–
40 3        7,89 4      10,536      15,79 3        7,89 22 

57,90

4. Primary school teach-
ers

1–
10 11    37,93 11    37,935      17,24 1        3,45 1 

3,45

26,748
df = 6
0.01

Yes

11–
20 5      13,16 30    78,951        2,63 1        2,63 1 

2,63

21–
30 10    66,67 1        6,671        6,67 2      13,33 1 

6,67

31–
40 11    28,95 19    23,680        0,00 5      13,16 3 

7,89

5. High school teachers

1–
10 18    62,07 5      17,243      10,34 2        6,90 1 

3,45

17,354
3

0.01
Yes

11–
20 27    71,05 2        5,264      10,53 1        2,63 4 

10,53

21–
30 5     33, 33 5      33,332      13,33 2      13,33 1 

6,67

31–
40 34    89,47 4      10,530        0,00 0        0,00 0 

0,00

6. Political party repres-
entatives

1–
10

23    79,31 4      13,792        6,90 0        0,00 0 
0,00

7,230
6

0.05

No
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11–
20 33    86,84 4      34,211        2,63 0        0,00 0 

0,00

21–
30 12    80,00 2      13,331        6,67 0        0,00 0 

0,00

31–
40 36    94,74 1        2,631        2,63 0        0,00 0 

0,00

7.
Non-governmental or-

ganization and civil 
society representatives 

1–
10 5     17,24 5      17,246      20,69 13    44,83 0 

0,00

41,175
3

0.01
Yes

11–
20 1        2,63 1        2,632        5,26 8      21,05 26 

68,42

21–
30 0        0,00 0        0,000        0,00 3      20,00 12 

80,00

31–
40 0        0,00 0        0,000        0,00 4      10,53 34 

89,47

8. Public order repres-
entatives

1–
10 3      10,34 10    34,485      17,24 1        3,45 10 

34,48

26,914
6

0.01
Yes

11–
20 4      10,53 12    31,5822    57,90 0        0,00 0 

0,00

21–
30 1        6,67 4      26,675      33,33 4      26,67 1 

6,67

31–
40 20    52,63 5      13,1610    26,32 3        7,89 0 

0,00

9. General climate with-
in society 1–

10 1        3,45 4      13,7921    72,41 3      10,34 0 
0,00

3,765
9

0.01

No

11–
20 3        7,89 5      13,1629    76,32 1        2,63 0 

0,00

21–
30

2      13,33 4      26,678      53,33 1        6,67 0 
0,00
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31–
40 3        7,89 7      18,4224    63,16 4   10,53 0 

0,00

10.
General climate in in-

ternational propor-
tions

1–
10 0        0,00 1        3,451        3,45 1        3,45 26 

89,65

2,732

1
0.05

No

11–
20 0        0,00 0        0,000        0,00 1        2,63 37 

97,37

21–
30 0        0,00 1        6,670        0,00 0        0,00 14 

93,33

31–
40 0        0,00 0        0,000        0,00 1        2,63 37 

97,37

There are significant statistical differences in almost all factor assessments regarding 

the teachers work experience. 

Table 17: Teacher assessment on factors related to the peace and tolerance based on profes-
sional qualification

No Education factors for 
peace and tolerance

Evaluation scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portance

Very im-
portant 
factor

Important 
factor

Mid Im-
portant 
factor

Less im-
portant 
factor

Irrelevant 
factor

1. Parents
VI 66

90,41
4

5,48
2

2,74
1

1,37
0

0,00 69,541
df  = 1
0.01

Yes

VII 34
72,34

5
10,64

4
8,51

4
8,51

0
0,00

2. Members of 
closer environ-

ment (grandfath-
er, grandmother, 
brothers, sisters, 

relatives)

VI 0
0,00

0
0,00

27
36,99

25
34,25

21
28,77

33,132
df = 2
0.01

Yes
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VII 0
0,00

0
0,00

20
42,50

10
21,28

17
36,17

3.

Teachers in a 
pre-school insti-

tutions

VI 1
1,37

2
2,74

14
19,18

12
16,44

44
60,27 23,689

df  = 3
0.01

Yes

VII 5
10,64

7
14,89

3
6,38

4
8,51

28
59,57

4. Primary school 
teachers

VI 17
23,29

41
56,16

5
6,85

5
6,85

5
6,85 4,979

df = 2
0.05

No

VII 20
42,55

20
42,55

2
4,25

4
8,51

1
2,13

5. High school 
teachers

VI 43
58,90

15
20,55

6
8,22

5
6,85

4
5,45 2,018

df  = 2
0.05

No

VII 31
65,96

11
23,40

3
6,38

0
0,00

2
4,25

6. Political party 
representatives

VI 70
95,89

2
2,74

1
1,37

0
0,00

0
0,00 13,707

1
0.01

Yes

VII 34
72,34

9
19,15

4
8,51

0
0,00

0
0,00

7.

Non-government-
al organization 

and civil society 
representatives  

VI 2
2,74

1
1,37

1
1,37

2
2,74

67
91,78 75,869

df  = 2
0.01

Yes
VII 3

6,38
5

10,64
7

14,89
26

55,32
6

12,77

8. Public order rep-
resentatives

VI 11
15,07

22
30,14

32
43,84

1
1,37

7
9,59 12,282

df = 3
0.01

Yes

VII 17
36,17

9
19,15

10
21,28

7
14,89

4
8,51

9. General climate 
within society

VI 2
2,74

10
13,70

58
79,45

3
4,11

0
0,00 12,861

df = 3
0.01

Yes

VII 7
14,89

10
21,28

24
51,06

6
12,77

0
0,00
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10.
General climate 
in international 

proportions

VI 0
0,00

1
1,37

0
0,00

1
1,37

71
97,26 2,001

df  = 1
0.05

No
VII 0

0,00
1

2,13
1

2,13
2

4,25
43

91,49

There are significant statistical  differences in certain elements related to the teacher 

professional qualification. Teacher with an associate degree see parents, their primary school 

colleagues,  political  party representatives  and general  social  climate  as  the most  important 

peace and tolerance education factors.

6.10.4. Peace and tolerance education presence activity intensification 

Exploring  the  possibilities  for  peace  and  tolerance  education  intensification  in  the 

context of primary schools in Bosnia and Herzegovina was based on the following task:   To 

examine perceptions of teachers and students about interaction effect between  various school  

activities on intensity of peace and tolerance education

A  research  hypothesis  was  that:  In  the  existing  education  system  in  Bosnia  and  

Herzegovina, as well as the existing school work practice, peace and tolerance education is a  

part of general education goals and objectives, and is not systematically incorporated as a  

specific objective. This is why improvements in this aspect of education cannot be streamlined,  

rather they require multi-action approach.

Table 18: Teacher assessment on peace and tolerance education strengthening activities

No
Strengthening activit-
ies for peace and tol-

erance education

Evaluation scale

SScale 
values RankVery im-

portant Important Mid Irrelevant Completely 
irrelevant

1. To reform our school 101
84,17

15
12,50

4
3,33

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,81 3.
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2.
To establish new 

teaching subjects in 
the education plan

84
70,00

10
8,33

16
13,33

8
6,67

2
1,67

4,38 7.

3.
To interpose new 

teaching contents in 
the education plan

40
33,33

26
21,67

50
41,67

4
3,33

0
0,00 3,854 1.

4.

To give special peace 
an tolerance lectures 
and exercises to stu-

dents

87
72,50

11
9,17

12
10,00

10
8,33

0
0,00 4,46 6.

5.

To give special peace 
and tolerance  lectures 

and exercises to 
teachers

67
55,83

12
10,00

41
34,17

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,22 8.

6.

To give special lec-
tures and exercises to 

pupils parents on 
peace and tolerance

95
79,17

24
20,00

1
0,83

0
0,00

0
0,00

4,78 4.

7.

To ensure  special ex-
perts associates  for 
the peace and educa-

tion work 

101
84,17

18
15,00

1
0,83

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,83 2.

8.
Educate teachers on 

special peace and tol-
erance lectures

96
80,00

14
11,67

10
8,33

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,72 5.

               We derived a rating scale based on analyses of final ambivalent values and frequency  

evaluation showing peace and tolerance education activities necessary to intensify its presence 

in schools. The priority was given to insertion of new teaching contents in the education plans 

and programs, while provision of school experts for the peace and tolerance education work 

was seen as next most important priority. The school reform was ranked third in rating scale. 

Frequency distribution leads us to conclude that respondents highly value all listed activities 

for improvement of peace and tolerance education work.

We tested opinion variation among respondents by independent variables. 
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Table 19: Teacher assessment of peace and tolerance education strengthening activities based  
on gender

No
Strengthening activit-
ies for peace and tol-

erance education

Evaluation scale
χx2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceVery im-

portant Important Mid Irrelevant Completely 
irrelevant

1. To reform our 
school

M 30
66,22

12
26,09

4
8,70

0
0,00

0
0,00 20,112

df  = 1
0.01

Yes
F 71

95,95
3

4,05
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

2.

To establish new 
teaching subjects 
in the education 

plan

M 18
39,13

8
17,39

12
26,09

7
15,22

1
12,17

33,983
3

0.01
Yes

F 66
89,19

2
2,70

4
5,40

1
1,35

1
1,35

3.

To interpose new 
teaching contents 
in the education 

program

M 10
21,74

11
23,91

25
54,35

0
0,00

0
0,00

2,778
df = 2
0.05

No
F 30

40,54
15

20,27
25

33,78
4

5,40
0

0,00

4.

To give special 
peace an toler-

ance lectures and 
exercises to stu-

dents

M 20
43,48

10
21,74

8
17,39

8
17,39

0
0,00

32,942
3

0.01
Yes

F 67
90,54

1
1,35

4
5,40

2
2,70

0
0,00

5.

To give special 
peace and toler-

ance  lectures and 
exercises to 

teachers

M 16
34,78

14
30,43

26
56,52

0
0,00

0
0,00

14,200
2

0.01
Yes

F 51
68,92

8
10,81

15
20,27

0
0,00

0
0,00
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6.

To give special 
lectures and exer-
cises to parents 

on peace and tol-
erance

M 44
95,65

1
2,17

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00

12,282
1

0.01
Yes

F 51
68,92

23
31,08

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

7.

To ensure  spe-
cial experts asso-

ciates  for the 
peace and educa-

tion work 

M 33
71,74

12
26,09

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00

8,638
df = 1
0.01

Yes
F 68

91,89
6

8,11
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

8.

Educate teachers 
on special peace 

and tolerance lec-
tures

M 36
78,22

6
13,04

4
8,69

0
0,00

0
0,00

4,389
df  = 2
0.05

No

F 60
81,08

8
10,81

6
8,11

0
0,00

0
0,00

Table 20:  Teacher assessment on peace and tolerance education strengthening activities  
based on work experience

No
Strengthening activit-
ies for peace and tol-

erance education

Evaluation scale

χ2df
p

Statistical 
importanceVery im-

portant Important Mid Irrelevant Completely 
irrelevant

1. To reform our 
school 1–10 27    93,10 1        3,45 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00

2,594
df = 3
0.05

No

11–20 32    84,21 5      13,16 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 12    80,00 2      13,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00
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31–40 30    79,95 7      18,42 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

2.

To establish 
new teaching 
subjects in the 
education plan

1–10 21    72,41 4      13,79 4      13,79 0        0,00 0        0,00

17,721
df = 3
0.01 Yes

11–20 27    71,05 2        5,26 6      15,79 2        5,26 1        2,63

21–30 7      46,67 2      13,33 2      13,33 4      26,67 0        0,00

31–40 29    76,32 2        5,26 4      10,53 2        5,26 1        2,63

3.

To interpose 
new teaching 

contents in the 
education plan

1–10 20    68,97 5      17,24 2        6,90 2        6,90 0        0,00

38,331
df  = 4
0.01

Yes

11–20 11    28,95 6      15,79 21    55,26 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 8      53,33 2      13,33 4      26,67 1        6,67 0        0,00

31–40 1        2,63 13    34,21 23    60,53 1        2,63 0        0,00

4.

To give special 
peace an toler-
ance lectures 
and exercises 

to students

1–10 26    89,65 2        6,90 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00

2,051
3

0.05
No

11–20 23    60,53 5      13,16 8      21,05 2        5,26 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 2      13,33 1        6,67 2      13,33 0        0,00

31–40 28    73,68 2        5,26 2        5,26 6      15,79 0        0,00

5. To give special 
peace and tol-

erance  lectures 
and exercises 

to teachers

1–10 20    68,97 3      10,34 6      20,69 0        0,00 0        0,00
41,184
df = 3
0.01

Yes

11–20 34    89,47 2        5,26 2        5,26 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 5      33,33 7      47,67 3      20,00 0        0,00 0        0,00
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31–40 8      21,05 0        0,00 30    79,95 0        0,00 0        0,00

6.

To give special 
lectures and ex-
ercises to pu-
pils parents on 
peace and tol-

erance

1–10 23    79,31 6      20,69 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

4.585
df  = 3
0.05

No

11–20 30    79,95 8      21,05 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 4      26,67 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 32    84,21 6      15,79 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

7.

To ensure  spe-
cial experts as-
sociates  for the 
peace and edu-
cation work 

1–10 23    79,31 6      20,69 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

5,786
3

0.05
No

11–20 30    79,95 8      21,05 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 12    80,00 3      20,00 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 36    94,74 1        2,63 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

8.

Educate teach-
ers on special 
peace and tol-
erance lectures

1–10 26    89,65 2        6,90 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00

3,796
df = 3
0.05

No
11–20 31 

81,58
6 

15,79
1 

2,63
0 

0,00
0 

0,00

21–30 9 
60,00

3 
20,00

3 
20,00

0 
0,00

0 
0,00

31–40 30 
79,95

3 
7,89

5 
13,16

0 
0,00

0 
0,00

Table 21:  Teacher assessment on peace and tolerance education strengthening activities based  
on professional qualification

Evaluation scale
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No
Strengthening activit-
ies for peace and tol-

erance education

χ2df
p

Statistical 
importance

Very im-
portant Important Mid Irrelevant Completely 

irrelevant

1. To reform our 
school

VI 58
79,45

12
16,44

3
4,11

0
0,00

0
0,00 3,120

df = 2
0.05

No

VII 43
91,49

3
6,38

1
2,13

0
0,00

0
0,00

2.

To establish new 
teaching subjects 
in the education 

plan

VI 52
71,23

0
0,00

12
16,44

7
9,59

2
2,74 0,140

df = 1
0.05 No

VII 32
68,08

10
21,28

4
8,51

1
2,13

0
0,00

3.

To interpose new 
teaching contents 
in the education 

plan

VI 31
42,47

9
12,33

30
41,10

3
4,11

0
0,00 11,785

df = 2 
0.01

Yes

VII 9
19,15

17
36,17

20
42,55

1
2,13

0
0,00

4.

To give special 
peace an toler-

ance lectures and 
exercises to stu-

dents

VI 51
69,86

3
4,11

10
13,70

9
12,33

0
0,00

 11,398
df = 2
0.01 Yes

VII 36
75,60

8
17,02

2
4,25

1
2,13

0
0,00

5.

To give special 
peace and toler-

ance  lectures and 
exercises to 

teachers

VI 41
56,16

5
6,85

27
36,99

0
0,00

0
0,00

2,292
df = 2
0.05

No

VII 26
55,32

7
14,89

14
29,79

0
0,00

0
0,00

6. To give special 
lectures and exer-

cises to pupils 

VI 50
68,49

22
30,14

1
1,37

0
0,00

0
0,00

12,869
df = 1
0.01

Yes
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parents on peace 
and tolerance VII 45

95,75
2

4,25
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

7.

To ensure  spe-
cial experts asso-

ciates  for the 
peace and educa-

tion work 

VI 55
75,34

17
23,29

1
1,37

0
0,00

0
0,00

11,040
df = 1
0.01

Yes

VII 46
97,87

1
2,13

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

8.

Educate teachers 
on special peace 

and tolerance lec-
tures

VI 51
69,86

2
2,74

10
13,70

0
0,00

0
0,00 6,615

1
0.05

Yes

VII 45
95,74

2
4,25

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

The data in the table is illustrative and self explanatory.   Our initial assumption has 

been confirmed by the findings in relation to this task: In the existing education system, as well 

as in the existing school work practice, there is an insufficient impetus for peace and tolerance 

education,  and  it  is  necessary  to  undertake  additional  activities  in  order  to  improve  and 

intensify that vision.

6.10.5. Didactic-methodical peace and tolerance education achieving aspects 

We set  up  the  following question  in  this  research:  What  is  the  necessary  didactic-

methodical basis for an efficient inclusion of peace and tolerance education? The research task 

was the following:  To examine opinions of teachers and students about changes needed in  

didactic -methodical sense for a more efficient peace and tolerance education. 

The research hypothesis was: In order to work more efficiently on peace and tolerance  

education  in  the  modern  school  it  is  necessary  to  incorporate  new  didactic-methodical  

approaches in the educational work.
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Answers of all teachers’ respondents are distributed in the table 22. 

Table 22:  Teacher assessment on peace and tolerance achievement based on didactic method-
ical aspects

No

Didactic-methodical 
aspects of peace and 
tolerance education 

achievement

Evaluation scale

Scale 
value RankVery im-

portant 
activity

Important 
activity

Mid im-
portant

Not im-
portant 
activity

Completely 
irrelevant activ-

ity

1.

Adoption of the  new 
work methods in edu-
cational and non edu-
cational system activ-

ities

73
60,83

21
17,50

26
21,67

0
0,00

0
0,00

4,39 5.

2.
Adoption of the new 

type of education 
classes

76
63,33

14
11,67

28
23,33

2
1,67

0
0,00 3,52 3.

3. Adoption of the new 
didactic systems

88
73,33

30
25,00

2
1,66

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,72 1.

4.
Organisation of spe-
cial visits, field trips 

excursions

61
50,83

42
35,00

17
14,17

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,37 6.

5.

Organisation of spe-
cial   peace and toler-
ance thematic work-

shops

71
59,17

36
30,00

13
10,83

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,48 4.

6.

Facilitating inclusion 
through organization 
of special workshops 

for children

86
71,67

31
25,83

3
2,50

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,69 2.

7.

Writing slogans high-
lighting the need for 

unity, common-sense, 
understanding, peace 

and tolerance

70
58,33

17
14,17

29
24,17

0
0,00

4
3,33

4,21 8.

8.

School decoration 
(school premises) 
with a symbols of 

majorities, minorities, 
religion communities 

and associations 

61
50,83

33
27,50

20
16,67

4
3,33

2
1,67

4,22 7.

The following didactic-methodical categories were ranked as top five priorities:

1. The new didactic system establishment,

2. Facilitating inclusion through organization of special workshops for children, 
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3. Development of the new education contents,,

4. Special peace and tolerance based workshops,

5. The  new  work  method  establishment  in  the  educational  and  non  formal 

educational activities.

We conducted additional analyses through disaggregation in order to examine possible 

differences  in  the  teacher’s  assessment  of  didactic-methodical  for  achieving  peace  and 

tolerance education goals. Analyses were conducted on all independent variables. We bring 

results in the table: 23, 24 and 25.

Table 23: Teacher assessment on didactic methodical aspects of peace and tolerance achieve-
ment based on gender

No

Didactic-methodical 
aspects of peace and 
tolerance education 

achievement

Evaluation scale

χ2df
p

Statistical 
importance

Very im-
portant 
activity

Important 
activity

Mid im-
portant

Not im-
portant 
activity

Completely 
irrelevant 
activity

1.

Adoption of the 
new work meth-
ods in education-
al and non educa-

tional system 
activities

M 23
50,00

17
36,96

6
13,04

0
0,00

0
0,00

12,136 
df  = 2
0.01

Yes

F 50
67,57

4
5,40

20
27,03

0
0,00

0
0,00

2.
Adoption of the 
new type of edu-

cation classes

M 27
58,70

11
23,91

7
15,22

1
2,17

0
0,00

11,556 
df  = 2
0.01

Yes

F 49
66,22

3
4,05

21
28,38

1
1,35

0
0,00

3. Adoption of the 
new didactic sys-

tems

M 38
82,61

7
15,22

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00

3,286 
df = 1
0.05

No
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F 50
67,57

23
31,08

1
1,35

0
0,00

0
0,00

4.

Organisation of 
special visits, 

field trips excur-
sions

M 21
45,65

20
43,48

5
10,87

0
0,00

0
0,00 2,498

df  = 2
0.05

No

F 40
54,05

22
29,73

12
16,22

0
0,00

0
0,00

5.

Organisation of 
special   peace 
and tolerance 

thematic work-
shops

M 29
63,04

11
23,91

6
13,04

0
0,00

0
0,00 1,023

df  = 2
0.05

No

F 42
56,76

25
33,78

7
9,46

0
0,00

0
0,00

6.

Organisation of 
special  work-
shops for chil-

dren inclusion re-
gardless on  the 
their differences

M 39
84,78

6
13,04

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00

6,313
df  = 1
0.05

Yes

F 47
63,51

25
33,78

2
2,70

0
0,00

0
0,00

7.

Writing slogans 
highlighting the 
need for unity, 
common-sense, 
understanding, 
peace and toler-

ance

M 10
21,74

12
26,09

20
43,48

0
0,00

4
8,69

36,711
df  = 2
0.01

Yes

F 60
81,08

5
6,76

9
12,16

0
0,00

0
0,00
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8.

School decora-
tion (school 

premises) with a 
symbols of  ma-
jorities, minorit-
ies, religion com-
munities and as-

sociations 

M 5
10,87

21
45,65

16
43,78

2
4,35

2
4,35

49,0793
df  = 3
0.01

Yes

F 56
75,68

12
16,22

4
5,40

2
2,70

0
0,00

Table 24: Teacher assessment on didactic methodical aspects of peace and tolerance  

achievement based on work experience

No

Didactic-methodical 
aspects of peace and 
tolerance education 

achievement

Evaluation scale

χx2
df
p

Statistical 
importance

Very im-
portant 
activity

Important 
activity

Mid im-
portant

Not im-
portant 
activity

Completely 
irrelevant 
activity

1.

Adoption of the 
new work 
methods in 

educational and 
non education-
al system activ-

ities

1–10 28    96,55 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

33,575
df = 3
0.01

Yes

11–20 27    71,05 4      10,53 7      18,42 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 6      40,00 5      33,33 4      26,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 12    31,58 11    28,95 15    39,47 0        0,00 0        0,00

2. Adoption of the 
new type of 
education 

classes

1–10 27    93,10 1        3,45 1        3,45 0        0,00 0       0,00
42,390
df  = 
30.01

Yes

11–20 32    84,21 5      13,16 0        0,00 1        2,63 0        0,00

21–30 7      46,67 3      20,00 4      26,67 1        6,67 0        0,00
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31–40 10    26,32 5      13,16 23    60,53 0        0,00 0        0,00

3.
Adoption of the 

new didactic 
systems

1–10 27    93,10 1        3,45 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00

20,01
df = 3
0.01

Yes

11–20 31    81,58 7      18,42 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 12    89,00 2      13,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 18    47,37 20    52,63 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

4.

Organisation of 
special visits, 
field trips ex-

cursions

1–10 21    72,41 7      24,14 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00

17,846
df = 3
0.01

Yes

11–20 22    57,90 7      18,42 9      23,68 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 9      60,00 5      33,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 9      23,68 23    60,53 6      15,79 0        0,00 0        0,00

5.

Organisation of 
special   peace 
and tolerance 

thematic work-
shops

1–10 26    89,65 1        3,45 2        6,90 0        0,00 0        0,00

100,960
df = 3
0.01

Yes

11–20 27    71,05 5      13,16 6      15,79 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 9      60,00 4      26,67 2      13,33 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 9      23,68 26    68,42 3        7,89 0        0,00 0        0,00

6. Organisation of 
special  work-
shops for chil-
dren inclusion 
regardless on 

1–10 20    68,97 8      27,59 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00
12,835
df = 3
0.05

Yes

11–20 33    86,84 3        7,89 2        5,26 0        0,00 0        0,00
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the their differ-
ences

21–30 13    86,67 2      13,33 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 20    52,63 18    47,37 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

7.

Writing slo-
gans highlight-
ing the need for 

unity, com-
mon-sense, un-

derstanding, 
peace and tol-

erance

1–10 15    51,72 12    41,28 0        0,00 0        0,00 2        6,90

0.906
3

0.05
No

11–20 22    57,90 1        2,63 14    36,84 0        0,00 1        2,63

21–30 9      60,00 3      20,00 3      20,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 24    63,16 1        2,63 12    31,58 0        0,00 1        2,63

8.

School decora-
tion (school 

premises) with 
a symbols of 
majorities, 

minorities, reli-
gion com-

munities and 
associations 

1–10 14    48,28 12    41,28 1        3,45 1        3,45 1        3,45

4,298
df = 3
0.05

No

11–20 16    42,13 15    39,47 6      15,79 1        2,63 0        0,00

21–30 11    73,33 2      13,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 1        6,67

31–40 20    52,63 4      10,53 12    31,58 2        5,26 0        0,00

Table 25: Teacher assessment on didactic methodical aspects of peace and tolerance achievement based 
on professional qualifications

Evaluation scale
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No

Didactic-methodical 
aspects of peace and 
tolerance education 

achievement

χx2
df
p

Statistical 
importance

Very im-
portant 
activity

Important 
activity

Mid im-
portant

Not im-
portant 
activity

Completely 
irrelevant activ-

ity

1.

Adoption of the 
new work meth-
ods in education-
al and non educa-

tional system 
activities

VI 37
50,68

11
15,07

25
34,25

0
0,00

0
0,00

17,390
df = 2
0.01

Yes

VII 36
76,60

10
21,28

1
2,13

0
0,00

0
0,00

2.
Adoption of the 
new type of edu-

cation classes

VI 45
61,64

4
5,48

22
30,14

2
2,74

0
0,00 8,282

2
0.05

Yes

VII 31
65,96

10
21,28

6
12,77

0
0,00

0
0,00

3.
Adoption of the 

new didactic sys-
tems

VI 47
64,38

24
32,88

2
2,74

0
0,00

0
0,00 7,626

df = 1
0.01

Yes

VII 41
87,23

6
12,77

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

4.

Organisation of 
special visits, 

field trips excur-
sions

VI 23
31,81

34
46,57

16
21,92

0
0,00

0
0,00 20,407

df = 2
0.01

Yes

VII 38
80,85

8
17,02

1
2,13

0
0,00

0
0,00

5. Organisation of 
special   peace 
and tolerance 

VI 33
45,21

30
41,10

10
13,70

0
0,00

0
0,00

15,197
df = 2
0.01

Yes
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thematic work-
shops VII 38

80,85
6

12,77
3

6,38
0

0,00
0

0,00

6.

Organisation of 
special  work-
shops for chil-

dren inclusion re-
gardless on  the 
their differences

VI 51
69,86

20
27,40

2
2,74

0
0,00

0
0,00

0,257
df = 1
0.05

No

VII 35
74,47

11
23,40

1
2,13

0
0,00

0
0,00

7.

Writing slogans 
highlighting the 
need for unity, 
common-sense, 
understanding, 
peace and toler-

ance

VI 44
60,27

5
6,84

20
27,40

0
0,00

4
5,48

7,797
df = 2
0.01

Yes

VII 26
55,32

12
25,53

9
19,15

0
0,00

0
0,00

8.

School decora-
tion (school 

premises) with a 
symbols of  ma-
jorities, minorit-
ies, religion com-
munities and as-

sociations 

VI 32
43,84

22
30,14

15
20,55

3
4,11

1
1,37

3,890
df = 2
0.05

No

VII 29
61,70

11
23,40

5
10,64

1
2,13

1
2,13

We tested the hypothesis on differences in opinions of  importance with a help of χ2 – 

test.  The  findings  show  that  statistically  significant  differences  exist  in  the  phenomenon 
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assessment  related  to  didactic-methodical  basis  of  the  school  in  realization  of  peace  and 

tolerance  education,  whether  on  the  basis  of  gender,  work  experience  and/or  professional 

qualification.

The most visible differences are in the next categories:

a) In relation with teacher's gender:

1. A new didactic system establishment.

2. Organisation of special workshops for children inclusion regardless on the 

their differences

3. A new educational class’s establishment,

4. Organisation of special peace and tolerance thematic workshops

5.   Writing  slogans  highlighting  the  need  for  unity,  common-sense, 

understanding, peace and tolerance

6.  Adoption  of  the  new  work  methods  in  educational  and  non  educational 

system activities

b) In relation with the work length of teaching experience:

1. Organisation of special visits, field trips and excursions

2. Adoption of the new didactic systems

3. Organisation of special workshops for children inclusion regardless on the 

their differences,

4.  A new educational class establishment,

5. Organisation of special peace and tolerance thematic workshops

c) In relation with professional qualification:

1. Adoption of the  new work methods in educational and non educational 

system activities

2. A new educational classes establishment,

3.  Adoption of the new didactic systems
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4. Organisation of special visits, field trips and excursions

5. Organisation of special peace and tolerance thematic workshops

6. Writing  slogans  highlighting  the  need  for  unity,  common-sense, 

understanding, peace and tolerance

 Our initial assumption in relation to the research task: In order to work more efficiently  

on peace and tolerance education in the modern school it is necessary to use the new didactic-

methodical work education basis - was confirmed based on these results.

6.10.6 Relevant  peace  and  tolerance  education  assumptions  for 

student socialization and identity preservation 

The research sets question: What are the important assumptions for peace and tolerance 

education, student socialisation and identity preservation?

The task was following;  To examine viewpoints of teachers and students about peace  

and the most important preconditions for peace and tolerance education, student socialization  

and identity preservation.

A  research  hypothesis  was  that:  For  peace  and  tolerance  education,  student  

socialization and identity preservation it is necessary, the schools need to accomplish planned  

and systematically relevant predispositions (specified in the comparative scale).

All respondents-teachers answers are distributed in Table 26.

Table 26: Teachers assessment on important assumptions of peace and tolerance education

No
Important precondi-
tions for peace and 

tolerance 

Evaluation scale
Very im-
portant Important Mid import-

ance
Not im-
portant

Completely 
irrelevant

Scale 
value Rank 

1. Favor gender equality 93
77,50

24
20,00

3
2,50

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,75 2.

2.
 Favor equality 

among different  na-
tionalities

87
72,50

31
25,83

2
1,67

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,71 3.

3.
Favor equality among 

different religion 
community members

99
82,50

21
17,50

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,82 1.
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4. Favor equality among 
different social layers 

86
71,67

12
10,00

22
18,33

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,53 4.

5.
Favor equality among 
different  geographic-

al area members

46
38,33

53
44,17

17
14,17

4
3,33

0
0,00 4,17 5.

A rating scale  is  derived from a ponder  calculation  of important  preconditions  that 

school  should  fulfill  in  the  peace  and  tolerance  education,  socialization  and  identity 

preservation.

The respondents ranked specified categories in the following way:

1. Favor equality among different religion community members,

2. Favor gender equality,

3. Favor equality among different nationalities

4. Favor equality among different social layers,

5. Favor equality among different geographical area members.

Hypothesis was tested with calculation of differences in frequency distribution between 

figures  using  the  χ2-test.  Testing  was  implemented  in  regard  to  the  following independent 

variables:  respondents’  gender,  work  experience  length  and  professional  qualification. 

Acquired χ2- test values are shown in the table 27, 28 and 29.

Table 27: Teachers assessment on important assumptions of peace and tolerance education  
based on gender

No

Important assump-
tions for peace and 
tolerance ,pupil so-

cialisation  and iden-
tity preservation

Evaluation scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical 
importanceVery im-

portant Important Mid im-
portance

Not im-
portant

Completely 
irrelevant

1. Favor gender 
equality

M 20
43,48

23
50,00

3
6,52

0
0,00

0
0,00 49,514

df  = 1
0.01

Yes
Ž 73

98,65
1

1,35
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

2.
Favor equality 

among different 
nationalities

M 24
52,17

22
47,83

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00 15,457

df  = 1
0.01

Yes

Ž 63
85,13

9
12,16

2
2,70

0
0,00

0
0,00
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3.

Favor equality 
among different 
religion com-

munity members

M 29
63,04

17
36,96

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

19,558
df  = 1
0.01

Yes

Ž 70
94,59

4
5,49

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

4.
Favor equality 

among  different 
social layers  

M 24
52,17

7
15,22

15
32,61

0
0,00

0
0,00 14,288

df  = 2
0.01

Yes

Ž 62
83,78

5
6,76

7
9,46

0
0,00

0
0,00

5.

Favor equality 
among different 

geographical area 
members

M 5
10,87

30
65,22

7
15,22

4
8,70

0
0,00

23,873
df  = 2
0.01

Yes

Ž 41
55,40

23
31,08

10
31,51

0
0,00

0
0,00

In relation  with the gender of respondents as an independent  variable,  a significant 

statistical difference was found in all five relevant categories of peace and tolerance education, 

socialisation and identity preservation. This data gives us a solid basis for interpreting current 

opinions and attitudes of teachers that will add value in assessing and identifying strategies for 

improvement of practice.  

In relation to the years of teaching experience, significant differences were not found at 

the first figure: „to favor gender equality“. This could be expected due to the fact that many 

gender equality awareness rising campaigns were carried out as well as the nature and history 

of gender balance in pedagogical practice in Bosnia and Herzegovina schools for more than a 

century.  The professional qualification of teachers also did not show statistically significant 

differences. 

Table 28:  Teachers assessment on important assumptions of peace and tolerance education  
based on work experience

Evaluation scale
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No

Important assump-
tions for peace and 
tolerance ,pupil so-

cialisation  and iden-
tity preservation

χx2
df
p

Statistical im-
portance

Very im-
portant Important Mid im-

portant
Not im-
portant

Completely 
irrelevant

1. Favor gender 
equality

1–10 25    68,21 4      13,79 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

3,952
df = 3
0.05

No

11–20 31    81,58 7      18,42 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 12    80,00 2      13,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 25    65,79 11    28,95 2        5,26 0        0,00 0        0,00

2.

Favor equality 
among differ-
ent  nationalit-

ies

1–10 28    96,55 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21,248
df = 3
0.01

Yes

11–20 30    79,95 8      21,05 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 11    73,33 3      20,00 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 18    47,37 19    50,00 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

3.

Favor equality 
among differ-
ent religion 
community 
members

1–10 26    89,65 3      10,34 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

19,800
df = 3
0.01

Yes

11–20 37    97,37 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 13    86,67 2      13,33 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 23    60,53 15    39,47 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00
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4.

Favor equality 
among  differ-
ent social lay-

ers  

1–10 9      31,03 4      13,79 16    55,17 0        0,00 0        0,00

31,818
df  = 3
0.01

Yes
11–20 32    84,21 2        5,26 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 14    93,33 0        0,00 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 31    81,58 6      15,79 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

5.

Favor equality 
among differ-

ent geographic-
al area mem-

bers

1–10 12    41,28 10    34,48 4      13,79 3      10,34 0        0,00

20,212
df = 3
0.01

Yes

11–20 20    52,63 7      18,42 10    26,32 1        2,63 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 4      26,67 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 4      10,53 32    84,21 2        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

Table 29: Teachers assessment on important assumptions of peace and tolerance education based on  
professional qualifications

No

Important assump-
tions for peace and 
tolerance ,pupil so-

cialisation  and iden-
tity preservation

Evaluation scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical 
importanceVery im-

portant Important Mid im-
portantce

Not im-
portant

Completely 
irrelevant

1. Favor gender 
equality

VI 57
78,08

14
19,18

2
2,74

0
0,00

0
0,00 0,026

df = 1
0.05

No

VII 36
76,60

10
21,28

1
2,13

0
0,00

0
0,00

2.
Favor equality 

among different 
nationalities

VI 48
65,75

23
31,51

2
2,74

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,255

df  = 1
0.05

Yes
VII 39

82,98
8

17,02
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00
3. Favor equality 

among different 
VI 57

78,08
16

21,92
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00
10,155
df  = 1

Yes
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religion com-
munity members 0.01VII 42

89,36
5

10,64
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

4.
Favor equality 

among  different 
social layers  

VI 47
64,38

10
13,70

16
21,92

0
0,00

0
0,00 5,236

df = 2
0.05

Yes

VII 39
82,98

2
4,25

6
12,77

0
0,00

0
0,00

5.

Favor equality 
among different 

geographical area 
members

VI 27
36,99

33
45,20

10
13,70

3
4,11

0
0,00 2,857

df = 2
0.05

No

VII 19
40,42

20
42,55

7
14,89

1
2,13

0
0,00

Our initial hypothesis was confirmed based on these results as related to this research 

task. The respondents ranked specified figures in the following way:

1. Favor equality among different religion community members,

2. Favor gender equality,

3. Favor equality among different nationalities

4. Favor equality among different social layers,

5. Favor equality among different geographical area members.

6.10.7 Formal  and non  formal  education areas  as  the  peace  and 

tolerance education source and content

 

The initial  research was based on perceptions  of  teachers  and students about  what  

education and non-formal education areas are most suitable venues for effective integration of  

peace education, tolerance training, understanding of others and accepting of others.
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The  research  hypothesis  was:  Group  of  educational  and  non  formal  education  

activities,  sorted in five categories: social group of subjects,  natural group of subjects,  so  

called  „skills“,  sections  and visits,  trips  and excursions,  do not  provide  equal  peace  and  

tolerance education possibilities.

In the data analyses instrument (evaluation scale) there are five particular questions. All 

this questions had an independent valuable meaning in the statistical data analysis. We created 

a rating scale based on the frequency and percentage of responses. Rating scale is displayed in 

the Table 30.

Table 30: Pupils assessment on the most adequate formal and non formal education  
form in order to achieve certain tasks for peace and tolerance education

No Education system 
levels 

Evaluation scale

Scale 
value RankSocial 

subjects
Natural 
subjects

Sport, art 
and mu-

sical edu-
cation

Work in 
sections 

and asso-
ciations

Visit, field 
trip and 

excursion

1.
Equal reception of 
other nation, ethnic 

group members

305
60,76

12
2,39

68
13,55

75
14,94

42
8,37 3,92 5.

2.
Equal reception of 
other religion com-
munity members

326
64,94

81
16,13

25
4,98

31
6,17

39
7,77 4,24 1.

3.
Equal reception of 
other gender mem-

bers

275
54,78

69
13,74

88
17,53

14
2,79

56
11,15 3,98 4.

4.
Equal reception of 

urban and non urban 
children

299
59,56

48
9,56

78
15,54

29
5,78

48
9,56 4,04 3.

5.
Equal reception of 

children with/without 
development disabil-

ities 

301
59,96

62
12,35

82
16,33

26
5,18

31
6,17

4,20 2.

Thereafter,  we did  Meta analyses  of data  and examined different  opinions  between 

respondents based on independent variables: teacher’s gender, years of working experience and 

professional qualification.

Hypothesis  testing  about  difference  significance  through  χ2  -  test  has  confirmed  a 

significant statistical differences in certain aspects. Whereas the χ2 –test value is crossing limit 

value at relevance level 0, 01; we can confirm that differences are not random (confidence 
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interval  of  99%).  We can  confirm  that  should  this  procedure  to  be  repeated  on  multiple  

samples, the calculated confidence interval would encompass the true population parameter  

99% of the time.  We received very similar results on the basis of all independent variables, but 

for  the  purpose  of  illustration,  we  are  presenting  one  example  here  based  on  gender 

differences. 

Table 31: Pupils assessment on the most adequate formal and non formal education form in  
order to achieve certain tasks for peace and tolerance education based on gender

No Education system 
levels 

Evaluation scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceSocial 

subjects
Natural 
subjects

Sport, art 
and music-
al educa-

tion

Work in sec-
tions and as-

sociations

Visit, field 
trip and 

excursion

1.

Equal reception 
of other nation, 

ethnic group 
members

M
261

        76,3
2

2
          0,

58

26
         7,60

23
          6,72

30
         8,77

134,115
4

0.01
Yes

F
44

       27,5
0

10
          6,

25

42
        26,25

52
       32,50

12
         7,50

2.

Equal reception 
of other religion 

community mem-
bers

M
271

       79,2
4

22
         6,4

3

18
         5,26

5
         1,46

26
        7,60 135,185

4
0.01 Yes

F
55

       34,3
7

59
        36,

87

7
          4,37

26
       16,25

13
        8,12

3.
Equal reception 
of other gender 

members

M
230

        67,2
5

17
          4,

97

57
        16,67

1
         0,29

37
      10,82

115,117
4

0.01
Yes

F
45

        28,1
2

52
        32,

50

31
        19,37

13
         8,12

19
       11,87
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4.
Equal reception 

of urban and non 
urban children

M
245

       71,6
4

6
          1,

75

52
       15,20

7
        2,05

32
        9,36

120,649
4

0.01
Yes

F
54

        33,7
5

42
        26,

25

26
       16,25

22
       13,75

16
       10,00

5.

Equal reception 
of children 

with/without de-
velopment disab-

ilities 

M
272

       79,5
3

11
          3,

22

34
         9,94

4
          1,17

21
         6,14

261,743
4

0.01
Yes

F
28

        17,5
0

51
        31,

87

48
        30,00

23
        14,37

10
          6,25

Table 36: Teachers assessment on the adequate peace and tolerance teaching content 
 

No
Work contents in a 

formal and non form-
al education activities

Evaluation scale

Scale 
value RankIn a very 

large scale
In a large 

scale Average In a small 
scale

In a very 
small 
scale

1 Natural subject con-
tent

67
       55,83

26
      21,67

26
       21,67

1
         0,83

0
          0,00 4,57 9.

2 Social subject content 92
      76,67

27
       22,50

1
          0,83

0
          0,00

0
          0,00 4,76 5.

3 Contents also known 
as  «skills»

91
      75,83

26
       21,67

3
         2,50

0
          0,00

0
          0,00 4,73 6.

4 Practical education 
content

90
      75,00

25
      20,83

5
          4,17

0
         0,00

0
          0,00 4,71 7.

5 Leisure activity con-
tents

105
       87,50

15
      12,50

0
          0,00

0
          0,00

0
          0,00 4,87 2,5.

6 Work contents of 
class teacher 

101
        84,17

16
       13,33

3
        2,50

0
          0,00

0
          0,00 4,82 4.

7 Cooperation with pu-
pils parents

106
        88,33

14
        11,67

0
          0,00

0
          0,00

0
          0,00 4,88 1.

8 Mass communication 98 22 0 0 0 4,00 10.
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contents (movie, TV, 
newspapers, theatre...)         81,67         18,33           0,00           0,00           0,00

9 Perusal and literature 
contents

91
        75,83

15
        12,50

13
        10,83

1
          0,77

0
          0,00 4,63 8.

10 Individual  pupil ex-
periences

105
        87,50

15
        12,50

0
         0,00

0
          0,00

0
          0,00 4,87 2,5.

Based on the analyses of frequency, we have set up the following content rating scale 

where peace and tolerance education is being implemented:

1. Cooperation with the students parents,

2. Free leisure student activity contents,

3. Own individual experience (student),

4. Class teacher work content,

5. Social group subject contents

6. „Skills“ contents

7. Practical education contents

8. Perusal and other literature contents,

9. Natural subject group and

10. Massive communication contents (movie, TV, printed media, theatre...)

Based on these findings we can conclude that our initial assumption is denied and that 

teachers do not consider social subjects to be the most relevant, given that they gave it a rank 

#5 (rating).  However, in statistical  data analysis  we followed these figures through various 

independent  variables.  As  the  results  are  illustrated  in  the  table  bellow,  we  think  that  is 

unnecessary for further comment.

 

Table 37:  Teachers assessment on the adequate peace and tolerance teaching content based  
on gender

Evaluation  scale
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No
Work contents in a 

formal and non form-
al education activities

χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portance

In a very 
large scale

In a large 
scale Average In a small 

scale

In a very 
small 
scale

1. Natural subject 
content

M 30
65,22

12
26,09

3
6,52

1
2,17

0
0,00 8,167

df  = 2
0.05

Yes

F 37
50,00

14
18,92

23
31,08

0
0,00

0
0,00

2. Social subject 
content

M 38
82,61

7
15,2

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00

1,468
0.05 No

F 54
72,97

20
27,03

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

3.
Contents also 

known as 
«skills»

M 35
76,09

10
21,74

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00 0,002

df  = 1
0.05

No

F 56
75,68

16
21,62

2
2,70

0
0,00

0
0,00

4. Practical educa-
tion content

M 37
80,43

6
13,04

3
6,52

0
0,00

0
0,00 1,432

df  = 1
0.05

No

F 53
75,69

19
25,68

2
2,70

0
0,00

0
0,00

5. Leisure activity 
contents

M 36
78,26

10
21,74

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00 5,882

df  = 1
0.05

Yes

F 69
93,24

5
6,76

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

6. Work contents of 
class teacher 

M 40
86,96

6
13,04

0
0,00 0,00 0

0,00 0,433
df = 1
0.05

No

F 61
82,43

10
13,51

3
4,05

0
0,00

0
0,00

7. Cooperation with 
pupils parents

M 41
89,13

5
10,87

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

0,047
df = 1
0.05

No
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F 65
87,84

9
12,16

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

8.

Mass communic-
ation contents 
(movie, TV, 
newspapers, 

theatre...)

M 39
84,78

7
15,22

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

0,482
df = 1
0.05

No

F 59
79,73

15
20,27

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

9. Perusal and liter-
ature contents

M 25
54,35

10
21,74

10
21,74

1
2,17

0
0,00 19,207

df = 2
0.01

Yes

F 66
89,19

5
6.76

3
4,05

0
0,00

0
0,00

10. Individual  pupil 
experiences

M 42
91,30

4
3,70

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

0,986
df = 1
0.05

No
F 63

85,13
11

14,87
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

Table 38:  Teachers assessment on the adequate peace and tolerance teaching content  

based on work experience

No
Work contents in a 

formal and non form-
al education activities

Estimation scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceIn a very 

large scale
In a large 

scale Average In a small 
scale

In a very 
small 
scale

1.

Natural subject 
content

1–10 19    65,52 4      13,79 6      20,69 0        0,00 0        0,00
10,282
df = 4
0.05

Yes

11–20 17    44,74 10    26,32 11    28,95 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 7      46,67 2      13,33 5      33,33 1        6,67 0        0,00
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31–40 28    73,68 6      15,79 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00

2.

Social subject 
content

1–10 21    72,41 8      27,59 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

3,429
df = 3
0.05

No
11–20 30    79,95 8      21,05 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 4      26,67 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 33    86,84 5      13,16 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

3.

Contents also 
known

 as  «skills»

1–10 22    75,86 7      24,14 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

3,718
3

0.05

No
11–20 33    86,84 4      10,53 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 5      33,33 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 27    71,05 10    26,32 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

4.

Practical edu-
cation content

1–10 21    72,41 8      27,59 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

1,320
df  = 3
0.05

No
11–20 27    71,05 10    26,32 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 11    73,33 4      26,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 31   81,58 3        7,89 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00

5.

Leisure activity 
contents

1–10 24    82,76 5      17,24 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00
2,236
df  = 3
0.05

No

11–20 34    89,47 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 12    80,00 3      20,00 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00
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31–40 35    92,11 3        7,89 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

6.

Work contents 
of class teacher 

1–10 26    89,65 3      10,34 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

8,243
df = 3
0.05

Yes
11–20 34    89,47 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 14    93,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 27    71,05 8      21,05 3        7,90 0        0,00 0        0,00

7.

Cooperation 
with pupils par-

ents

1–10 28    96,55 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

6,195
df  = 3
0.05

No

11–20 32    84,21 6      15,79 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 15  100,00 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00 0       0,00

31–40 31    81,58 7      18,42 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

8.

Mass commu-
nication con-
tents (movie, 
TV, newspa-

pers, theatre...)

1–10 26    89,65 3      10,34 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

11–20 28    73,68 10    26,32 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 14    93,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 30    79,95 8      21,05 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

9.
Perusal and lit-

erature con-
tents

1–10 19    65,52 10    34,48 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00
6,323
df = 3
0.05

No

11–20 34    89,47 0        0,00 3        7,89 1        2,63 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 5      33,33 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00
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31–40 28    73,68 0        0,00 10    26,32 0        0,00 0        0,00

10.

Individual  pu-
pil experiences

1–10 26    89,65 3      10,34 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

0,983
df = 3
0.05

No
11–20 33    86,84 5      13,16 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 14    93,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 32    84,21 6      15,79 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

Table 39:  Teachers assessment on the adequate peace and tolerance teaching content based  
on professional qualification

No

Work contents in a 
formal and non form-
al education activities

Estimation scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portance

In a very 
large scale In a large 

scale Average

In a small 
scale

In a very 
small 
scale

1. Natural subject 
content

VI
36

49,31
14

19,18
22

30,14
1

1,37
0

0,00 9,244
df = 2
0.01

Yes

VII
31

65,96
12

25,53
4

8,51
0

0,00
0

0,00

2. Social subject 
content

VI
51

69,86
21

28,77
1

1,37
0

0,00
0

0,00 4,823
df = 1
0.05

Yes

VII
41

87,23
6

12,77
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

3. Contents also 
known

 as  «skills»

VI
49

67,12
21

28,77
3

4,11
0

0,00
0

0,00 7,714
df = 1
0.01

Yes

VII
42

89,36
5

10,64
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

4. VI 46
63,01

22
30,14

5
6,85

0
0,00

0
0,00

14,281
df = 1

Yes
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Practical educa-
tion content 0.01VII

44
93,62

3
4,11

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

5.
Leisure activity 

contents

VI
59

80,82
14

19,18
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00
7,599
df  = 1
0.01

Yes

VII
46

97,87
1

2,13
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

6. Work contents of 
class teacher 

VI
58

79,45
12

16,44
3

4,11
0

0,00
0

0,00 2,955
df  = 1
0.05

No

VII
42

89,36
4

8,51
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

7.
Cooperation with 

pupils parents

VI
60

82,19
13

17,81
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00
6,821
df  = 1
0.01

Yes

VII
46

97,87
1

2,13
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

8.

Mass communic-
ation contents 
(movie, TV, 
newspapers, 

theatre...)

VI
59

80,82
14

19,18
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

0,363
df = 1
0.05

No

VII

40
85,11

7
14,89

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

9.

Perusal and liter-
ature contents

VI
52

71,23
7

9,59
13

17,81
1

1,37
0

0,00 33.069
df  = 1
0.01

Yes

VII
39

82,98
8

17,02
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

10.

Individual  pupil 
experiences

VI
64

87,67
9

12,33
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00 0,005
df = 1
0.05

No

VII
41

87,23
6

12,77
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

Collected  data  confirmed our initial  hypothesis  that  formal  and non formal  activity 

groups, classified in the five categories below do not have equal value for provision of peace 

and tolerance education: 
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• Social group subject contents,

• Natural subject group,

• so called „skills“,

• Sections and  

• Visits, excursion,  do not provide equal peace and tolerance education 

possibilities.

6.10.8. Conceptual work base for peace and tolerance school education  

 We set up the research question: what, and in which measure, should be changed in the 

school conception, in order to implement peace and tolerance education?

The research task was to:  To examine opinions of teachers and students about what  

should be changed in the school  concept  in  order  to  implement  more effective  peace and  

tolerance education.

Our initial assumption was that it is necessary to radically change the concept of school  

in  the  following  segments:  student  position,  teacher’s  role,  education  contents,  interior  

pedagogical  climate,  cooperation  between  school  and  social  environment,  school  work  

financing, the school management and pedagogue-psychological service.

In  order  to  test  this  hypothesis  we've  analyzed  the  teacher's  opinion  in  different 

categories.

Table 32: Teachers opinion on need to change conceptual base for peace and tolerance school  
education

No

Conceptual frame-
work of school for 
peace and tolerance 

education  in schools

Evaluation scale

Scale 
value RankVery im-

portant Important Mid import-
ance

Not im-
portant

Completely 
irrelevant

1. To change pupil posi- 72 22 16 10 0 4,30 10.
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tion in the education 
process        60,00        18,33        13,33         8,33          0,00

2.
To change a role of 

teacher in the educa-
tion system

92
        76,67

26
        21,67

2
         1,67

0
         0,00

0
        0,00 4.75 6.

3. To change education-
al contents

76
        63,33

26
       21,67

14
       11,67

4
         3,33

0
         0,00 4,45 9.

4.
To change internal 

pedagogical climate 
within the school

98
       81,67

20
       16,67

2
        1,67

0
         0,00

0
         0,00 4,80 4.

5.

To change  the meth-
od of cooperation 

between family and 
school 

110
       91,67

10
         8,33

0
        0,00

0
          0,00

0
         0,00 4,92 1,5.

6.

To change labour 
practice in the area of 

culture and public 
school activities

91
       75,83

24
      20,00

5
         4,17

0
          0,00

0
         0,00 4,72 7.

7.
To change relations 
between school and 
social environment

111
       92,50

8
        6,67

1
          0,83

0
          0,00

0
         0,00 4,92 1,5.

8. To change school fin-
ancing methods

112
       93,33

1
        0,83

7
          5,83

0
          0,00

0
          0,00 4,87 3.

9. To change the school 
management system

90
        75,00

25
        20,83

5
          4,17

0
         0,00

0
          0,00 4,71 8.

10.

To change pedagogic-
al-psychological de-
partment within the 

school

93
        77,50

27
        22,50

0
          0,00

0
         0,00

0
         0,00 4,77 5.

We tested the hypothesis through ffrequency pondering and discovered the following 

rating scale related to the research question:

No Conceptual framework of school for peace and tolerance school 
education  

Scale 
value Rank

1. To change pupil position in the education process 4,30 10.
2. To change a role of teacher in the education system 4,72 6.
3. To change educational contents 4,45 9.
4. To change internal pedagogical climate within the school 4,80 4.
5. To change  the method of cooperation between family and school 4,92 1,5.

6. To change practice in the area of culture and public school activit-
ies 4.72 7.

7. To change relations between school and social environment 4,92 1.5.
8. To change school financing methods 4,87 3.
9. To change the school management system 4,71 8.

10. To change pedagogical-psychological department within the 4,77 5.
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school

It's  especially visible that  respondents,  primary and high school teachers,  gave high 

marks to all aspects of school’s conceptual framework which can be found from a comparative 

scale that varies from 4, 30 (minimum value) to 4, 92 (maximum value).

With a hypothesis test through χ2  test we noticed that significant statistical differences 

exist in most of the specified segments. However, all respondents have undivided opinion on 

the top 3 priorities:

1. To change the cooperation model between family and school,

2. To change inner pedagogue climate in the school

3. To change a school financing model

Table 33: Teachers opinion on need to change conceptual base for peace and tolerance school  
education based on gender

No
Conceptual work base 

for peace and toler-
ance school education 

Evaluation scale
χ2
df
p

Statistical 
importance

Very im-
portant Important Mid im-

portant
Not im-
portant

Completely 
irrelevant

1.
To change pupil 
position in the 

education process 

M 18
39,13

6
13,04

14
30,43

8
17,39

0
0,00 30,288

df = 3
0.01

Yes

F 54
72,97

16
8,11

2
2,70

2
2,70

0
0,00

2.
To change a role 
of teacher in the 
education system

M 41
89,13

4
8,70

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00 6,480

df = 1
0.05

Yes

F 51
68,92

22
27,73

1
1,35

0
0,00

0
0,00

3. To change educa-
tional contents

M 12
26,09

18
39,13

12
26,09

4
8,70

0
0,00 46,285

df = 2
0.01

Yes

F 64
86,49

8
10,81

2
4,35

0
0,00

0
0,00
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4.

To change intern-
al pedagogical 
climate within 

the school

M 31
67,39

14
30,43

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00 74,717

2
0.01

Yes

F 67
90,54

6
8,11

1
1,35

0
0,00

0
0,00

5.

To change  the 
method of co-

operation 
between family 

and school 

M 40
86,96

6
13,04

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

2,174
df = 1
0.05 No

F 70
94,59

4
5,40

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

6.

To change labour 
practice in the 
area of culture 

and public school 
activities

M 40
86,96

2
4,35

4
8,70

0
0,00

0
0,00

5,042
df = 1
0.05

Yes

F 51
68,92

22
29,73

1
1,35

0
0,00

0
0,00

7.

To change rela-
tions between 

school and social 
environment

M 42
91,30

3
6,52

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00

0,153
df = 1
0.05

No

F 69
93,24

5
6,76

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

8.
To change school 
financing meth-

ods

M 45
97,83

0
0,00

1
2,17

0
0,00

0
0,00 2,357

df = 1
0.05

No

F 67
90,54

1
1,35

6
8,11

0
0,00

0
0,00

9.
To change the 

school manage-
ment system

M 40
86,96

3
6,52

3
6,52

0
0,00

0
0,00 9,729

df = 2
0.01

Yes

F 50
67,57

22
29,73

2
2,70

0
0,00

0
0,00

10. To change ped-
agogical-psycho-

logical depart-

M 42
91,30

4
8,70

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

8,151
df = 1
0.01

Yes
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ment within the 
school F 51

68,92
23

31,98
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

Considering the statistically  significant  differences  in  respondents opinions  on most 

segments  of  school’s  conceptual  framework  in  relation  to  peace  and  tolerance  education, 

further statistical analysis were conducted through independent variables in the  respondents’ 

sample, primary and high school teachers.

Table 34: Teachers opinion on need to change conceptual base for peace and 

tolerance school education based on work experience

No
Conceptual work base 

for peace and toler-
ance school education 

Evaluation scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceVery im-

portant Important Mid im-
portant

Not im-
portant

Completely 
irrelevant

1.

To change pu-
pil position in 
the education 

process 

1–10 18    62,07 11    37,93 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

5,811
df  = 3
0.05

No

11–20 19    50,00 7      13,16 8      21,05 4      10,53 0        0,00

21–30 7      46,67 2      13,33 4      26,67 2    13,33 0        0,00

31–40 28    73,68 2        5,26 4      10,53 4  10,53 0        0,00

2. To change a 
role of teacher 
in the educa-
tion system

1–10 23    79,31 6      20,69 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00
2,859
df  = 3
0.05

No

11–20 32    84,21 5      13,16 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 11    73,33 4      26,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00
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31–40 26    68,42 11    28,95 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

3.
To change edu-

cational con-
tents

1–10 19    65,52 6      20,69 4      13,79 0        0,00 0        0,00

7,240
6

0.01
Yes

11–20 23    60,53 8      21,05 5      13,16 2        5,26 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 1        6,67 3      20,00 1        6,67 0        0,00

31–40 24    63,16 11    28,95 2        5,26 1        2,63 0        0,00

4.

To change in-
ternal pedago-
gical climate 

within the 
school

1–10 27    93,10 2        6,90 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

8,345
df  = 3
0.05

Yes

11–20 31    81,58 7      18,42 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 14    93,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 26    68,42 10    26,32 2        5,26 0        0,00 0        0,00

5.

To change  the 
method of co-

operation 
between family 

and school 

1–10 28    96,55 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

1,647
df  = 3
0.05

No
11–20 34    89,47 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 13    86,67 2      13,33 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 35    92,11 3        7,89 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

6.

To change la-
bour practice in 
the area of cul-
ture and public 
school activit-

ies

1–10 27    93,10 2        6,90 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

8,294
df  =3 
0.05

Yes

11–20 28    73,68 9      23,68 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 12    80,00 3      20,00 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 24    63,16 10    26,32 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00
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7.

To change rela-
tions between 
school and so-
cial environ-

ment

1–10 28    96,55 1        3,45 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

1,214
df  = 3
0.05

No
11–20 34    89,47 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 14    93,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 35    92,11 2        5,26 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

8.
To change 

school finan-
cing methods

1–10 25    68,21 0        0,00 4      13,79 0        0,00 0        0,00

6,278
df = 3
0.05

No
11–20 38  100,00 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 13    86,67 0        0,00 2      13,33 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 36   94,74 1        2,63 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

9.
To change the 

school manage-
ment system

1–10 25    68,21 4      13,79 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

7,228
df = 2
0.05

No

11–20 26    68,42 11    28,95 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 14    93,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 25    65,79 9      23,68 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00

10.

To change ped-
agogical-psy-
chological de-
partment with-
in the school

1–10 26    89,65 3      10,34 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

7,316
df = 3
0.05

No
11–20 26    68,42 12    31,58 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 14    93,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 27    71,05 11    28,95 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00
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Length of working experience influences opinions among teachers only in the following seg-
ments:

No
Conceptual work base 

for peace and toler-
ance school education 

Evaluation scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical 
importanceVery im-

portant Important Mid im-
portant

Not im-
portant

Completely 
irrelevant

3.
To change edu-

cational con-
tents

1–10 19    65,52 6      20,69 4      13,79 0        0,00 0        0,00

7,240
6

0.01
Yes

11–20 23    60,53 8      21,05 5      13,16 2        5,26 0        0,00

21–30 10    66,67 1        6,67 3      20,00 1        6,67 0        0,00

31–40 24    63,16 11    28,95 2        5,26 1        2,63 0        0,00

4.

To change in-
ternal pedago-
gical climate 

within the 
school

1–10 27    93,10 2        6,90 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

8,345
df  = 3
0.05

Yes

11–20 31    81,58 7      18,42 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 14    93,33 1        6,67 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 26    68,42 10    26,32 2        5,26 0        0,00 0        0,00

6.

To change la-
bour practice in 
the area of cul-
ture and public 
school activit-

ies

1–10 27    93,10 2        6,90 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

8,294
df  =3 
0.05

Yes
11–20 28    73,68 9      23,68 1        2,63 0        0,00 0        0,00

21–30 12    80,00 3      20,00 0        0,00 0        0,00 0        0,00

31–40 24    63,16 10    26,32 4      10,53 0        0,00 0        0,00

Teachers are having difference of opinions in these following segments:
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1. To change the student position during classes,

2. To change the teacher role in the education process

3. To change a school financing model

Table 35: Teachers opinion on need to change conceptual base for peace and tolerance school  
education based on professional qualification

No
Conceptual work base 

for peace and toler-
ance school education 

Evaluation scale

χ2
df
p

Statistical im-
portanceVery im-

portant Important Mid im-
portant

Not im-
portant

Completely ir-
relevant

1.
To change pupil 
position in the 

education process 

VI 36
49,32

13
17,81

15
20,55

9
12,33

0
0,00 14,435

df  = 3
0.01

Yes

VII
36

76,60
9

19,15
1

2,13
        1
2,13

        0
0,00

2.
To change a role 
of teacher in the 
education system

VI 51
69,86

21
28,77

1
1,37

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,829

df  = 1
0.05

Yes

VII 41
87,23

5
10,64

1
2,13

0
0,00

0
0,00

3. To change educa-
tional contents

VI 43
58,90

20
27,40

7
9,59

3
4,11

0
0,00 3,606

df  = 3
0.05

No

VII
33

70,21
6

12,77
7

14,89
1

2,13
0

0,00

4.

To change intern-
al pedagogical 
climate within 

the school

VI 56
77,71

15
20,55

2
2,74

0
0,00

0
0,00

3,060
df  = 1
0.05

No

VII 42
89,36

5
10,64

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

5. To change  the 
method of co-

VI 69
94,52

4
5,48

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

1,980
df  = 1

No
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operation 
between family 

and school 
0.05VII 41

87,23
6

12,77
0

0,00
0

0,00
0

0,00

6.

To change labour 
practice in the 
area of culture 

and public school 
activities

VI 49
67,12

20
27,40

4
5,48

0
0,00

0
0,00

10,423
df = 1
0.01

Yes

VII 42
89,36

4
8,51

1
2,13

0
0,00

0
0,00

7.

To change rela-
tions between 

school and social 
environment

VI 68
93,15

4
5,48

1
1,37

0
0,00

0
0,00

0,115
df = 1
0.05

No

VII 43
91,49

4
5,48

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

8.
To change school 
financing meth-

ods

VI 72
98,63

0
0,00

1
1,37

0
0,00

0
0,00

8,421
df = 1
0.01

Yes

VII 40
85,11

1
2,13

6
12,77

0
0,00

0
0,00

9.
To change the 

school manage-
ment system

VI 53
72,60

18
24,66

2
2,74

0
0,00

0
0,00 0,571

df = 1
0.05

No

VII
37

78,72
7

14,89
        3

      6,38
0

0,00
0

0,00

10.

To change ped-
agogical-psycho-

logical depart-
ment within the 

school

VI 52
71,23

21
28,77

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00 4,207

df = 1
0.05

Yes

VII 41
87,23

6
12,77

0
0,00

0
0,00

0
0,00

Based on the analyses of teacher’s opinion, we have confirmed our initial hypothesis: It  

is necessary to implement radical changes of school conception segments for the peace and  

tolerance  education: student  position,  teachers  role,  teaching  content,  inner  pedagogical 

climate,  cooperation  between  parents  and school,  work  practice  in  the  cultural  and  public 
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school  function,  relation  between  school  and  social  environment,  school  work  financing, 

school management and Pedagogical-psychological service.

6.10.9. Peace and education – Understanding the basic concept 

In the questionnaire,  that  encompassed the respondents opinions, there were several 

open questions in relation to the pupils, especially primary and high school, and their opinion 

and understanding of the peace and tolerance concept.

Initial task was to examine the levels of understanding and attitudes of primary and  

high  school  students  about  the  basic  concepts:  peace,  tolerance,  understanding  between  

people and acceptance of others. 

Our hypothesis  was that primary and high school students do not comprehend and  

distinguish the concepts of peace, tolerance, understanding between people and accepting of  

others sufficiently.  We have only selected response of seventh graders and the first class of 

primary school pupils since we consider them to be most illustrative.  

Public institution KISELJAK Primary school 
7th grade, 32 students (M - 17, F - 15), excel-
lent 13 (M – 6 i F – 7), very good 8 (M -4 i F – 4), 
good 4 (M – 3 i Ž – 1), satisfactory 5 (M- 3,Ž - 2) 

and non satisfactory 2 (M- 1, F -1).

Public institution Tourism-Hotel High School TUZLA 
1st grade, 32 students (M -12,  F – 20), excellent 12 (M 
– 4,  F – 8), very good  8 (M – 3, F – 5), good 3 (M – 1, 
F – 2), satisfactory 4 (M – 2, F – 2), non satisfactory 5 

(M – 2, F - 3):

Describe with one sentence what is the meaning of 
peace among people and nations?

• When everyone talks without fighting; 
• When there is no separatism;
• When they are in great love.
• When there are no wars and human 

grudges.
• Happiness, joy, friendship and respect 

make peace.
• Life in unity.
• Equality.
• Tolerance.
• Solidarity.
• Understanding among people.
• Peace and tolerance.

Describe with one sentence what is the meaning of peace 
among people and nations?

• This is something super man hood that shouldn’t 
be ruined.

• They should be united, to respect each other re-
gardless on nation, religion, race and other...

• We should know that we are safe in one country.
• It represents understanding.
• That’s respect of each-other and foreign reli-

gion. 
• When they get along regardless on religion, 

race, nationality, sex...
• When they respect and help each other
• When the people mutually respect and take care 

about each other.
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• To avoid war and racism.
• To love and respect each other.
• That politicians are gone.
• Good friendship
• Kindness toward people.    
• Respect of other religion. 
• Respect toward all religions.
• Respect towards people.
• Mutual cooperation.

• When people understand each other.
• When unity is present among the people.
• When nations respect each other and try to pre-

serve the world peace. 
• Respect of each other, different attitude under-

standing.
• Mutual respect.
• That people love and care for each other 
• That people cherish each other.
• That everyone lives its own life.
• That everyone takes care about itself.
• That each man has the right on its opinion.
• That everyone respects each other without the 

war.
• People are arguing the most because of race, re-

ligion, what is non-sense,
• Peace between people and nations.
• Peace between people represents love.
• Peace is when is peaceful.
• Peace means that there are no wars and argu-

ments.
• Peace is good relation among people, respect 

among people.
• Peace between people is respect of other nations.
• Understanding, tolerance, respect
• Respect and understanding of others.

Describe with one sentence what is tolerance 
among nations: 

• When you don't touch and respect other re-
ligion

• When people respect each others.
• When people have good relations
• When someone behaves well towards oth-

ers regardless od nation.
• When peace, respect and equality is pre-

vailing 
• When we respect someone and vice versa. 
• When you don’t offend other religions
• Tolerance between rich and poor
• Tolerance of all people and nations
• Tolerance would be higher without the war
• Tolerance is when we respect some person 

and address to her as „You“
• We child appreciate other people like they 

are.
• That is respect of others who do not share 

the same opinion like us.
• Harmony between different religions.

Describe with one sentence what is tolerance among na-
tions: 

• Respect among nations, people and races.
• Accepting of people differences.
• Acceptance of others regardless on gender, reli-

gion, economy status, etc..
• It is necessary to be tolerant in everything, work 

and behaviour.
• Understanding is mutual helping.
• Understanding and respect among people.
• Honesty toward people. 
• When people respect each other.
• When we accept other person opinion, and then 

we have a right to say what we want.
• When everyone is tolerant when we accept 

„your“opinion.
• Tolerance is respect between people, respect of 

their religion.
• Tolerance is honesty between people and peace.
• Tolerance is the respect of elders (professors, 

boyfriends, parents...)
• Tolerance is the sort of respect between people
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• Harmony among people 
• Getting along regardless on faith and beha-

viour.
• First of all respect, then the rest..
• Respect between people and nations.
• The faith among people.
• You shouldn't separate from children of 

other religion because that child respects 
own religion like yourself.

• Tolerance among people is respect for us.
• It's an ability to understand other people and 

help with their problems.
• That’s honesty.
• It is an equal rights enjoyment.
• Honesty toward each other, people freedom, re-

spect...
• Not doing mean things.

Describe with one sentence what is understanding 
between people and nations? 

• There's no argument, we get along and trust 
each other.

• When we understand other person with 
problems

• When we understand other person and we 
get along.

• When one person understands the other and 
helps her as much as possible.

• When we help each other with an advice 
and understanding.

• When elders need to be understood and 
agree with their informing.

• When people support each other.
• We should understand other people because 

they have hard moments, too.
• Understanding is when people understand 

each other at work.
• Understanding of poor people without su-

perior observation
• Understanding of youth and its demands.
• To understand people
• Life without fights 
• Harmony,

Describe with one sentence what is understanding 
between people and nations? 

• It is when some knows what he/she is telling.
• It's when we understand certain person and we 

want to help her in that problem.
• It's when people respect each other.
• This is all that matters.
• To get along in a good or evil..
• Other people’s opinion understanding.
• When the people get along well (at work).
• When they understand each other that is when 

their opinion isn't contradictory or offensive.
• When they understand, respect and help to each 

other
• When people are equal
• Understanding is when people understand each 

other. 
• Understanding is the way of life that people 

should practice.
• Understanding is when people respect each other 

and their rights.
• Understanding is an agreement between people.
• Understanding is something that is necessary to 

all, it is necessary to understand everyone.
• That people get along at least about something.
• That judge to each other fairly.
• To understand and help each other.
• That everyone has the right on opinion and 

should try to understand it. 
• People have to talk between themselves, so that 

other would understand.
• Find the common language of each other.
• Something likes the tolerance. 

Describe with one sentence what is acceptance 
among people and nations?

• Accepting of religions.
• Accepting other life improvement idea.
• That people shouldn’t be thrown out of so-

ciety.

Describe with one sentence what is acceptance among 
people and nations?

• Accepting of others the way they are.
• That is not important who is who.
• We should accept each other, regardless on dif-

ferences, other religion, gender etc..
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• That people accept all nations worldwide.
• It is when people are united regardless on 

skin colour or religion.
• That means that religion is not relevant.
• We should accept each other, regardless on 

differences, other religion etc..
• When we want to accept someone and to 

help him.
• When someone accepts person at work or 

home.
• When people get along well.
• I don’t have anything against the other reli-

gion.
• Friendship. 
• Acceptance is when someone is other reli-

gion member but you still accept it. 
• Acceptance is to adopt state laws.
• Life without hate and disregard.

• It s when we accept people of other race.
• It's when we accept someone in our environment 

and society regardless on race and nationality.
• It's a mixture of tolerance, understanding and 

peace achievement assistance.
• That's acceptance of all nations, different gender
• That is acceptance of all nations as one.
• Accepting of other religions
• Acceptance and respect between people.
• Accepting among people and nations is when we 

want someone to be our friend, to be in good re-
lation with it.

• Accepting among people and nations is a social 
assistance for us.

• To accept other religion, commitment. 
• I think that we should accept them, comparing to 

the others who don’t do that.
• Everyone should accept person the way it is, re-

gardless on its nationality, position, etc...
• When everyone accepts everything.
• When no one doesn’t have problem with others.
• When they like each other.
• To respect each other (what do I know).
• It is not important who is some person, then how 

it’s like, we shouldn’t make differences between 
people, we are all the same.

To further illustrate the findings, we have used the „Wordle“ method of generating the 

“word clouds” from the text. The word clouds make the words that appear more frequently in 

the source of the text more visibility making it possible to receive a visiual representation of 

content.140  

Peace:

140Open source online software for generating word clouds can be found at:  http://www.wordle.net/
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Tolerance: 

Understanding: 
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Acceptance: 

Based on the responses from aour sample of students, we found that the concepts of 

peace, tolerance, understanding and acceptance of others are often mistaken for synonyms and 

no important distinctions are made. Students from age group 12- 15years old understand these 
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concepts as similar, while higher age groups make more visible distinctions which can be 

assigned to maturity and higher educational levels of the high school students. 

In both observed student samples a high degree of understanding of differences and 

awareness of the need for inclusion, equality and acceptance of others is notable, leading us to 

conclude that peace and education programs implemented had positive results on formation of 

values and attitudes of these students.   

However, we noticed the presence of a high level of reservation in student’s responses 

in relation to understanding and acceptance of the definition of the peace and tolerance. We 

estimate that this phenomenon is connected with the events of war and consequences and fresh 

memories and the war trauma that is still present.

6.11. Peace and tolerance education in post conflict and transitional societies- Case 

studies; Romania, Rwanda and Sri Lanka  

6. 11.1. Peace and tolerance education in Romania

Romania lies in the south east of the central European platform. Romania shares the 

border with Hungary and Serbia on the west, Ukraine and Republic of Moldova on the north-

east, and Bulgaria to the south. 

Romania, like many other Eastern European countries, for decades was under the com-

munist regime. Nicolae Ceausescu became the president of the socialist Republic of Romania 

in 1974. During his regime he brought policies that promoted independence from Moscow, 

making him a favorite of the West. After 1971, he began to create a Stalinist regime at home. 

Kurt W. Treptow rightly states that “After 1980, continuation of the Stalinist type economic 

policies and a draconian debt-repayment strategy led economic conditions in Romania to de-

cline drastically, leading to popular discontent.”141The government borrowed huge amounts of 

money from various western credit institutions. In the 1980’s the government ran rigorous aus-

terity program for its people to pay back the loans in less years. After 21 year of painful rule,  

Ceausescu was overthrown in a violent revolution.  Since then, Romania made a significant 

141 Treptow W. Kurt (ed.) (1997): A History of Romania. The Center for Romanian Studies, Romania.538. 
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change in its direction by the firm establishment of a democratic system in the November elec-

tions of 1996. This led to the country’s reemergence as an important member of the European 

and international communities.142  

The political disaster Romania went through affected several key sectors of the state. 

The educational sector was seriously damaged over the decades struggling under different con-

flicts and dictatorships. \One segment of the Romanian population was particularly affected – 

Roma people. Roma were an object of slavery and discrimination and this left a deep mark on 

their collective memory. Poverty still remains at a high level within the Roma community. Ac-

cording to the 2002 census, 80% of the Roma’s are unemployed. Those employed live under a 

very low income scheme. Due to lack of education, majority of the Roma population lack pro-

fessional skills, health benefits, access to public services and social benefits. 

6. 11.1.1. Intervention strategy implemented by the Ministry of Education

In order to deal with the issue of intolerance and racism directed towards Roma, the 

Romanian government took two important steps before setting forth on the principles were, 

acknowledging that Roma minority were treated as slaves and seeing the minority problem as 

the national problem. The Romanian government fully acknowledged that Roma were treated 

as  objects  of  slavery  and  were  always  the  victims  of  discrimination.143 President  Traian 

Basescu was the first president who gave an apology for treating Roma as slaves and even 

sending them to the concentration camps during World War II. None before him ever tried to 

give an apology or acknowledge that Romas were treated badly. The Romanian government 

made a serious impact by taking the minority problem as the national problem. By doing this, 

the government enriched the process of working together with respect for each other. 

• The Consensus Principle: By forming a joint team of government offi-

cials and the representatives of the Roma community based organizations, in planning 

142 Ibid.19.
143 Murvai Laszlo (ed.) (2003): Dimensions of Education for the National Minorities in Romania. Jubilee Editions 
Ministry of Education, Research and Youth, Bucharest.
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and implementing educational projects for the Roma children, they set a good example 

in making consultative and consensus decision for the good of the larger society.144 

• The Social Utility  Principle:   The legislative and institutional  frame-

work of the Romanian government states that ‘this principle strategy corresponds to the 

specific needs which the Roma ethnic group is confronted with and achieves the social 

framework in which the Roma can functionally integrate in the community and society. 

• The Decentralization Principle:  This principle  set the stage for more 

than one actor to play significant role at the same time to create transformative changes 

within the educational institutions in Romania. This brought together government and 

non-government actors in a shared power system to plan, implement and monitor edu-

cational projects. 

• The Legal Compatibility Principle:  All strategy is in consonance with 

the constitution and the Romanian Laws and also in relevant with international laws 

and practice. The Romanian government not only cocooned themselves within their law 

system but also based their strategies inline wit the international law and practice thus 

showing more transparency and commitment to work on the Roma education situation 

to create better changes. 

• The Identity  Differentiation  Principle:  One of the integral  principles 

that can reshape history is the inclusion of this principle. This principle will basically 

“promote intercultural education; reconstruct the identity of the Roma people and fight 

against discrimination.”145 This will further foster the institutional systems to work on 

community development. 

• The Equality Principle: This principle is to determine that equal rights 

are protected for the Roma and other Romanian citizens.  

The above principles were integral for the Romanian government to begin the process 

of involving the Roma children in education. What do these principles suggest in other words? 

144 Ibid.
145 Murvai Laszlo (ed.) (2003): Dimensions of Education for the National Minorities in Romania. Jubilee Editions 
Ministry of Education, Research and Youth, Bucharest.
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This is well captured in the documents of educational policy and affirmative actions for Roma 

Children, pupils and youth.

• “Restoring of equity in education as far as the Roma Child is 

concerned; 

• Ensuring of equal chances for Roma Children in the system of 

native language education; 

• Development  of basic  education  by teaching the Romany lan-

guage (the language of the Roma People) in order to preserve and maintain cul-

tural identity; 

• Ensuring the training and professional  retraining of human re-

sources coming from Roma families in accordance with Romania’s policies on 

social and economical modernization; 

• Increase the efficiency of the didactical act and consequently the 

increase in the learning of the Romany language.”146

Having seen some of the principles set forth by the government it is also important to 

develop  few  key  pedagogical  approaches  in  transforming  existing  Romanian  school 

curriculum. Some of the objectives offered by the legislative framework are: 

• “Knowledge of the historical truth concerning the complexity and spe-

cifics of the relations of the Romas on Romanian territories with the majority popula-

tion 

• Promotion of trust and respect at interethnic level; 

• Recovery of the respective ethnic group.”147 

It is crucial to have the above objectives addressed at the curriculum level so that these 

elements  can  be  institutionalized  on  the  longer  run  to  create  an  effective,  peaceful  and 

intellectual educational system for all people in Romania. In 1997, Andrei Marga, a renowned 

Romanian  academic  and  politician,  “took  over  the  Romanian  Ministry  of  Education  and 

146Romanian  Government:  Public  policies  for  Roma  in  Romania,  2000-2005:  legislative  framework. 
http://www.anr.gov.ro/docs/statistici/Public_policies_for_Roma_in_Romania_2000_2005_190.pdf  [2009.12.10.]
147 Ibid.
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proposed two important  options,  one for a comprehensive reform (curriculum, character  of 

education,  interaction  with  the  social  environment,  infrastructure,  communication, 

management,  forms of cooperation,  etc.);  the other,  for organizational  changes  (legislation, 

institutions, policies, etc which would eventually be reflected in approaches and behaviors)” 148 

Marga was right  in  proposing those two options.  He was able  to  see the larger  picture  of 

creating positive change in the educational sector. A change not just at the text book level but 

also  at  the  structural  and policy  level.  Marga  continues  to  say that  the  six  basic  changes 

envisaged was based on their own analyses and Western European expert advice: 

“Curricular reform (teaching plans, and textbooks); the replacement of 

reproductive  learning  with  problem-solving-directed  learning  and  the 

revalorization of the role of research in higher education institutions; 

Improvement  of  the  infrastructures  and  material  endowments  of 

secondary schools and of universities through the installation of IT equipment; 

A renewed interaction between schools and local communities; 

The  decentralization  and  the  restructuring  of  school  and  academic 

management;

A  push  forward  towards  contemporary  forms  of  international  co-

operation.”149

6. 11.1.2. The Role of NGOs’: The Open Society Institute- A Case Study  

The role of international organizations (IO) is worth mentioning at this stage. United 

Nations  Children’s  Fund  (UNICEF),  and  several  other  Non  Governmental  Organizations 

(NGOs) and local public authorities organized series of projects that aim at stimulating school 

attendance  of  Roma Children  and diminishing of  school  abandon projects  that  incorporate 

article 2 and 8 of the General Plan of Measures. An initiative that did some justice to the said 

148Marga Andrei (2002): Reform of Education in Romania in the 1990s: A Retrospective. In the Higher Education 
in Europe, Vol. XXVII, Nos. 1-2/2002, no.123. 
149 Marga Andrei (2002): Reform of Education in Romania in the 1990s: A Retrospective. In the Higher Education 
in Europe, Vol. XXVII, Nos. 1-2/2002, no 125.
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problem is the Step by Step Roma Special Schools Initiative. This pilot project was supported 

by the Open Society Institute in New York. 

This  project  operates  with the assumption  that  the  Roma children are misplaced in 

special  schools  and special  education.  The goal  of  the  project  is  “to  identify those  Roma 

children who are misplaced in special schools, to improve their academic skills and to integrate 

them into the mainstream education.  To develop viable model  of school success for Roma 

children for Central and Eastern Europe and to propose changes in national education policies 

to support implementation of such a model.”150  

According to Rona and Lee, “64% of grade 2 Roma children, are misplaced in special 

education.” 151 Here special education refers to disabled children. This percentage reveals that 

there is every possibility of a clear discrimination against Roma children. 99% of Roma parents 

in the study placed high value on education and also the project model implemented in the 

project sites revealed the greatest gains in student achievement. The result, voices against the 

stereotype that the Roma parents do not give much importance to the state education. 

The Open Society Institute proposed a five step model152 to deal with the challenges of 

Roma Education. 

• Mainstream primary school curriculum to replace the special school 

curriculum: As long as Roma children follow the special curriculum, they are taught 

approximately half  of  the  material  offered to  children  in  mainstream schools.  Each 

passing year will only make the divide bigger and deeper for Roma children to re-integ-

rate into the mainstream education. To bring in a change, all schools under this project 

use the state approved mainstream primary school curriculum and supplement it with 

individual education plans for those children who are unable to catch up.153

• Teacher Training: Professional development of teachers through work-

shops, conferences,  trainings only enabled the teachers to be skilled and creative in 

150Rona Susan - Lee E. Linda (2003): School Success for Roma Children-Step by Step Special Schools Initiative,  
a Interim Report. Open Society Institute, New York.1.
151 Ibid.
152 Rona Susan - Lee E. Linda (2003): School Success for Roma Children-Step by Step Special Schools Initiative,  
a Interim Report. Open Society Institute, New York.2.
153 Rona Susan - Lee E. Linda (2003): School Success for Roma Children-Step by Step Special Schools Initiative,  
a Interim Report. Open Society Institute, New York.7.
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helping their students to achieve academic excellence. This also helped to the teachers 

to recognize that holding low academic expectations of Roma children prevents them 

from succeeding in school. 

• Step  by  Step  Methodology:  This  particular  methodology  has  been 

tested and found successful. Currently this is in function in 28 countries in eastern and 

central Europe, Central Asia and Haiti. This methodology not only worked on creating 

an appropriate curriculum but also engaged the teachers through additional professional 

training. This is based on five principles: “Educational practices need to be develop-

mentally  appropriate;  the  approach  to  teaching  in  the  classroom  should  be  child-

centered and based on individualization; skills are developed in activity centers through 

presentation of integrated thematic concepts; learning is an active process rather than a 

passive one; and parents are partners in their children’s education.”154

• Anti-Bias Education: The connection in this theme is that if the educat-

ors have an anti-bias approach in education then the academic performance of the stu-

dents will improve. 

For  this  to  materialize  the  teachers  were   needed  to  go  through  workshops  on 

understanding their own self, their actions, their attitudes, beliefs, the bias they hold against 

oneself and the potential other. The teachers were required to have inter-cultural understanding 

and knowledge of Roma communities. The teachers were trained to see how dominant culture 

reinforces myths and stereotypes that are detrimental to children’s learning. 

• Second Language Proficiency: Many Romas who enter the mainstream 

schools do not speak the official language, a system and a model has to be creatively 

constructed and implemented to help these children to learn the language and flow in 

the mainstream educational system. Emphasis should also be laid on understanding the 

cultural context of the language and the meaning that entails to the larger society. 

• Roma Family Coordinator/Teaching Assistant :The inclusion of hav-

ing a Roma adult to serve as a teaching assistant (TA) in classrooms is a big morale 

boost for Roma children and very helpful for the transitioning to the mainstream educa-

154Ibid.8.
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tion. The role of this TA will be to translate difficult words in the Romany language so 

that the Roma children will be able to understand and catch up with other students. 

Few questions  could  still  linger  in  our  minds  at  this  point  of  time.  Is  this  model 

successful in Romania? Have there been any advantage/benefits for the Roma children and 

their community? A Canadian social research company was contracted to do the evaluation of 

the above project. Few of the findings of the evaluation were: 

• “Roma children have positive attitudes towards school. 

• Roma parents place high value on education and want their children to 

succeed. 

• School staff saw benefits, both personally and professionally, from their 

experiences in the project. 

• Many Roma children in schools for the “mentally handicapped” are cap-

able of performing according to the standards of the mainstream curriculum.”155 

From the evaluation, one can conclude that this model is successful and continues to 

show  results  of  Roma  children  becoming  more  successful.  There  are  also  strong  social 

principles laid out and well grounded within the educational systems.  

What is the link between Peace Education and Transforming Educational Environment 

in case of Roma children? One can argue that there is no such as Peace Education within the 

Romanian  Educational  curriculum.  However,  there  are  some  important  connections  and 

integral elements of Peace Education in the transforming educational system of Romania. 

Having considered different approaches to Peace Education in chapter 1, let us now 

retrieve some parallel elements from the Romanian transforming educational institution for the 

Roma people. 

The acknowledgement of the Roma suffering by the Romanian President and a public 

apology that followed was a key step in taking responsibility of one’s negative actions towards 

the  Roma  public  that  resulted  in  institutionalized  discriminations,  injustice,  poverty, 

unemployment,  lack  of  social  benefits  and educational  opportunities  for  the  Roma people. 

155 Rona Susan - Lee E. Linda (2003): School Success for Roma Children-Step by Step Special Schools Initiative,  
a Interim Report. Open Society Institute, New York.15-23.
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Within  peace  education  one  of  the  crucial  places  to  begin  building  relationships  is  to 

acknowledge the status quo and its causes. This process enabled the government and the Roma 

representatives to work towards mutual respect and coexistence. 

Considering  Roma’s  interest  as  national  interest  not  only  acknowledged  Roma’s 

presence and their situation in the country but also strengthened their national identity.  This in 

comparison to the above peace education definition, highlights the principle of respect to one’s 

and other’s identity and to view that a community is made up of individuals and the national 

interests should always be the peoples’ interest.   

Working together to address the need of the community is an integral aspect within the 

umbrella of peace education. Peace Education promotes the idea of working together to create 

individual and collective change. Cultural adaptability and sensitivity used in the legislative 

frameworks  clearly  indicated  that  the  Romanian  Government  is  committed  in  making  this 

transformation possible. 

Schools incorporating and teaching not only the national language but also ‘Romany; 

(the language of the Roma people) was a key step in recognizing the identity of the Roma 

community.  Investing in teachers is an important step to bring in positive change within the 

students  in  the  classroom.  The  Peace  Education  Foundation  rightly  says  that  “the  Peace 

Education Foundation's teaching methodology is based on the premise that the teacher is the 

key to our program's success. It includes the following five strategies:  model peacemaking 

skills, teach skills, coach students, encourage students, and urge students to export their skills 

to others.”156 

In  reforming  teacher  education  in  Romania,  Marin  Manolescu  comments  that  “the 

teacher’s job is becoming increasingly complex in character, with new roles, new behaviors, 

motivations, attitudes, etc.”157 Training for teachers is extremely important as it redefines the 

teachers’ role and steps up the acquisition of new competencies and will have a huge impact on 

the children and their education. 

Andrei Marga’s six basic changes that were mentioned earlier in this paper are crucial 

to  enhance  the quality  of  education  and have  tremendous  opportunities  to  enhance  certain 
156 Peace Education Foundation: Peace education.  http://www.peace-ed.org/about.html [2009.12.10.]
157 Manolescu Marin (2006):  Reforming Teacher  Education in Romania.  In  the Higher Education in Europe, 
Volume 31(1)/2006, no.83.
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aspects  of  peace  education.  The  strengthening  of  relationship  between  schools  and  local 

communities  indicates  that more  of the coming together,  addressing the concerns  together, 

rebuilding the society together, through the educational path. 

The decentralization of school and academic management shares the power between 

various and numerous players that enables in working together to make effective decisions. 

Curricular  reform is  the  fundamental  source  of  transforming  any educational  system.  This 

option  enables  to  think  together  and plan  an effective,  peace  initiated,  textbooks  that  will 

students to acquire knowledge, skills that shapes an attitude to prevent conflict, solve conflicts 

non-violently, interact and build relationships between communities, states, nations. 

The Romanian Government has taken serious actions to step up the fully developed 

policy  ‘aimed  at  facilitating  Roma’s  socio-economic  integration,  the  elimination  of 

discriminatory practices, while ensuring the preservation of cultural specificity.”158  This is a 

holistic approach taking into consideration not just the education aspect but also the socio-

economic aspects.  

6.11.2. Peace and tolerance education in Rwanda

Rwanda,  a  country,  in  the  east-central  Africa,  is  surrounded  by  the  Democratic 

Republic of the Congo, Uganda, Tanzania, and Burundi. Kinyarwanda, French, English and 

Kiswahili are the main languages. As per the 2007 estimate, the population of Rwanda was 

9,907,509 people consisting of Hutu 84 %, Tutsi 15 % and Twa (Pygmoid) 1%. According to 

history, the original inhabitants of Rwanda were the Twa, a Pygmy people who now make up 

only 1% of the population.159

The main two ethnic tribes are Hutu and Tutsi. They speak the same language, have a 

history of intermarriage, and share many cultural characteristics. The physical features between 

these tribes were different, Tutsi are tall and thin, while Hutu are short and square. Hutu were 

involved in agricultural practices and Tutsi in the cattle-owning. According to some historians 

158 Murvai Laszlo (ed.) (2003): Dimensions of Education for the National Minorities in Romania. Jubilee Editions 
Ministry of Education, Research and Youth, Bucharest.
159 Infoplease: Rwanda. http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0107926.html. [2009.12.11.] 
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Tutsi were the elites since they owned cattle. \The Belgian troops in 1916 took over Rwanda 

and  for  the  next  46  years  colonized  the  country.  The  Belgians  at  first  maintained  Tutsi 

dominance, but eventually encouraged power sharing between Hutu and Tutsi. “The year 1962 

marked the Rwandan independence from Belgium. The Hutu majority immediately seized the 

power and reversed the roles. The Tutsis were put through systemic discrimination and acts of 

violence.  Years of discrimination and hatred caused the fateful day that marked one of the 

darkest periods of Rwandan history.  On April  6,  1994 a plane,  in which the Presidents  of 

Rwanda and Burundi was travelling,  was shot down, killing both the presidents. The Hutu 

extremists started targeting the Tutsi leadership, and the moderate Hutu politicians. This then 

spread out of balance, the Hutu militia armed with machetes, clubs, small arms, began killing 

Tutsi civilians. In less than 100 days, around 800,000 Tutsis’ had fallen victim to the hands of 

brutal  Hutu extremists.  This was genocide against  the Tutsi  community and the society at 

large.  Schools,  hospitals,  shops,  all  destroyed.  Property looted,  cows stolen,  land grabbed, 

houses demolished/burnt. Economy of the country crashed that led to lack of food, education 

and health care. This massive and fast pace killing resulted in the international community 

(UN-United  Nations)  forcing  the  conflicting  parties  to  negotiate  for  a  peaceful  settlement. 

‘This led to the creation of Transitional  National  Assembly,  which in turn,  adopted a new 

constitution  on 5,  May 1995, whose thrust  was power sharing,  cessation  of  hostilities  and 

securing peace and reconciliation.”160

6.11.2.1. Intervention strategies by the Government of Rwanda 

The children of Rwanda were exposed to extreme brutalities and volatile situations. To 

address this issue, Rwanda’s government had to readdress the issue of education at the micro 

and the macro level to transform its genocidal situation. As it dealt with the Genocide, “the 

government crafted a long-term strategic plan to realize sustained, predictable and viable socio-

economic  growth,  democracy,  peace  and  harmony.”161 Series  of  workshops,  conferences 

160UNESCO:National  Education  Support  Strategies,  Rwanda.  http://www.education.nairobi-
unesco.org/PDFs/rwanda.pdf [2009.12.12.]
161Ibid.
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brought  together  local,  national  and international  players  to  come out  with  a  Vision  2020 

statement for Rwanda. The following section will highlight some aspects of Vision 2020. 

Just two months after the genocide the ministry of education stepped up the process to 

get  the schools reopened.  The government  used the very media that  was used to send the 

propaganda  message  to  kill  the  Tutsis,  to  campaign  for  social  mobilization.  It  called  the 

children back to the school.  “The Minister himself, with small bang of colleagues, went from 

province  to  province,  from  district  to  district,  from  school  to  school,  speaking  to  heads, 

teachers and parents, to bring children back to school. Each local leader set the dates for re-

opening the school in their local area and the national radio announced it.”162 There was a mass 

wide community effort in committing to restart the schools and to educate the children. There 

was at first hesitant parents to send their children back to school, but after much back and forth 

speaking to government volunteers and local leaders, they sent their kids to the schools. 

Unlike, the previous education policy that was filled with hate and prejudice against the 

Tutsis, the new education policy targeted national unity and reconciliation. It outlawed any 

form of discrimination and specifically prohibited any regional or ‘ethnic’ identification of 

learners  and  teachers.163 Rwanda’s  government  is  committed  to  the  provision  of  quality 

education to all its citizens and this is spelt out in various policy documents. 

The Ministry of Education, Science, Technology and Scientific Research (MINEDUC) 

clearly states in its preamble that “MINEDUC believes that the curriculum is the heart of any 

educational  system  and  that  the  establishment  and  delivery  of  effective  curricula  will 

contribute  significantly  to  MINEDUC’s  ability  to  achieve  its  qualitative  and  quantitative 

targets, including ‘Educational for All’ by 2015 and ‘Universal Primary Education’ by 2010, 

and the realization of governmental aims and objectives as outlined in “Vision 2020” and the 

Poverty  Reduction  Strategy  Programme.”164 This  preamble  very  clearly  reveals  to  us  the 

commitment, vision of the Rwandan government to enhance the role of Education and make 

the curriculum the most effective and inline with the “Vision 2020” statement. At the macro 

162 Obura Anna (2003): Never Again- Education Reconstruction in Rwanda. UNESCO, Rwanda.56.
163 Ibid.58.
164 Ministry  of  Education,  Rwanda:  Education  in  Rwanda.  http://www/mineduc.gov.rw/minenglish.htm 
[2009.12.12.]
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level, “Rwanda is a signatory to various international instruments and charters on education 

such as, Education for All (EFA) and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).”165 

Through the Vision 2020 approach, Rwanda is steering to the stage of a middle income-

economy. Education is a central pillar for the success of Vision 2020. The quality of education 

totally depends on the different education programmes the Ministry is  implementing.  “The 

Ministry of Education has developed a policy document, Education Sector Strategies (ESSP 

2005-2010),  that  outlines  the  framework  for  implementing  education  programmes.  ESSP 

defines objectives, policies, strategies, and main activities in education. The main five focus 

areas  are:  basic  education;  secondary education;  higher  education;  science,  technology and 

research; and planning and management.”166

The Ministry of Education worked alongside with National Curriculum Development 

Centre and several other bodies to draft a detailed curriculum development policy to head the 

field of education in Rwanda. Below are the principles under which the development of the 

curriculum will establish itself: 

• “Support the establishment of an educated, knowledge based and tech-

nologically led society. 

• Be based on the principle that only curricula and delivery systems that 

comply with strict quality criteria will be accepted

• Be a continuous and flexible process, responding to changes in govern-

ment policy and practice and to the changing needs of learners, society and employers. 

• Be the result of carefully revaluated and costed choices within a unified 

comprehensive and rational plan. 

• Drawn from prevailing Ministry of Education, Science, Technology and 

Scientific Research and other relevant non-Ministry of Education, Science, Technology 

and scientific Research governmental policies.

• Take account of the Human Rights of children.

165UNESCO:National  Education  Support  Strategies,  Rwanda.  http://www.education.nairobi-
unesco.org/PDFs/rwanda.pdf [2009.12.12.]
166UNESCO:National  Education  Support  Strategies,  Rwanda.  http://www.education.nairobi-
unesco.org/PDFs/rwanda.pdf [2009.12.12.]
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• Take account of the Linguistic Rights of Children. 

• Promote Peace and Reconciliation and a unified, tolerant national iden-

tity.

• Promote  the  role  of  women  in  society  and  the  education  of  girls  in 

school. 

• Be responsive to differing local needs and aspirations. 

• Promote  traditional  and modern  Rwandan customs,  culture  and skills 

that are beneficial to Rwandan Society.

• Promote respect for and an understanding of the value to society of the 

mentally and physically disabled and those suffering from emotional distress. 

• Take cognizance of the fact that agriculture will continue to be important 

in the life of Rwandans. 

• Cater to all  levels of the ability range from those with learning diffi-

culties to the specially gifted. 

• Be in line with best local, regional and international practice. 

• Be consonant with and supportive of governmental strategies for Human 

Resource Development.”167 

Addressing the burning issues of the society through education was a way to overcome 

the issues for the Rwandan Government. Some of the cross cutting issues addressed were, 

• Education and Gender:  For decades, the society fallen in the grip of 

the patriarchal society, this gender parity was the centre of Rwanda’s education policy. 

Some of the factors that contribute towards this gender parity are “poverty, HIV/AIDS 

pandemic, war and genocide with their consequences on girls and women, parental atti-

167 Ministry  of  Education,  Rwanda:  Education  in  Rwanda.  http://www/mineduc.gov.rw/minenglish.htm 
[2009.12.12.]
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tudes that favour boys, child labor, retrogressive cultural practices, and early marriage 

for girls and poor gender socialization.”168 Due to early marriage, girls become pregnant 

early and results in dropping school. Some of the policies that the government adapted 

that helped to overcome the above concerns, was “a free nine-year basic education; re-

entry policy that allows pregnant girls to resume studies once they have given birth; 

bursaries and other subsidies offered to girls from poor households or AIDS orphan.”169 

• HIV/AIDS and Education :  HIV/AIDS remains a threat to the entire 

African continent. This over the decades has affected several children from continuing 

education.  However,  like few other governments,  “Rwandan government  has recog-

nized that education offers a window of opportunity to tackle HIV/AIDS. For this reas-

on, schools in Rwanda offer HIV/AIDS lessons starting from Grade 5. This has opened 

avenues to sensitize the children and equip these young people with knowledge and 

skills to prevent infection or mitigate the dangers of the scourge in case of infection.”170 

Schools in Rwanda have taken one step ahead, other than teaching HIV/AIDS lessons 

in  schools.  They  have  started  “anti-AIDS club  and  these  clubs  use  theatre,  songs, 

poems, and creative writing to promote anti-AIDS messages.”171 

• Science and Technology: The education system has been charged with 

the responsibility of enabling their pupils with critical and scientific thinking. This for 

the education department was central, especially after the genocide loosing thousands 

of educated thinkers, the department now is committed to raise hundreds of young crit-

ical and scientific thinkers through education. 

• Special Education:  Special education addressed the needs of all chil-

dren with disabilities and special learning needs have equal access to quality education. 
168UNESCO:National  Education  Support  Strategies,  Rwanda.  http://www.education.nairobi-
unesco.org/PDFs/rwanda.pdf [2009.12.12.]
169Ibid. 
170UNESCO:National  Education  Support  Strategies,  Rwanda.  http://www.education.nairobi-
unesco.org/PDFs/rwanda.pdf [2009.12.12.]
171 Ibid. 
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The Ministry of Education has set up a department to deal with inclusive education. 

“Inclusive practice and policy celebrates Equality and Diversity, seeks to eradicate un-

fair and discriminatory practices whenever they occur, and to actively promote a culture 

of equality and diversity, where all staff and students may contribute as fully as pos-

sible.”172 

Paul Kagame, the Rwandan president, said in one his speeches, that “in 1996, Rwanda 

had a single higher education institution with 2,942 students. In 2003, Rwanda had 10 colleges 

and  universities  with  20,393  students.”173 Kagame  said,  at  one  of  the  gathering,  at  the 

Edmond’s Oklahoma Christian University that “Rwanda was a country shattered by divisive 

politics  and  genocide,  in  which  people  were  taught  to  hate  one  another.  But  now,  my 

administration  is  stressing reconstruction,  development,  education,  unification  and security, 

mobilizing its people to find solutions to its remaining problems.”174 It is clear from the above, 

that Rwanda has committed strongly to reconstruct a transforming education system to foster 

positive  growth  for  their  children  and  to  their  society.  The  country’s  leadership  provided 

tangible,  firm direction to reconstruct and heal the educational institutions. The Ministry of 

Education made its presence in every province trying to help people understand the need for 

sending  their  children  to  a  transformed  and unifying  educational  system.  The  government 

closed down all vocational educational centers due to its widespread dissatisfaction among the 

public and it was replaced with youth training centers.  

The Rwandan Government moved very quickly in making the transition from an educa-

tional institution that favored discrimination, and hate that resulted in worst genocide ever in 

the history of Rwanda to a transformative educational institution and favored the importance of 

peace education in schools. Obura rightly states that the Rwandan Government wanted to get 

rid  of  anything  in  the  education  system that  was ‘the  errors  of  the  past’  (‘les  erreurs  du 

passé’).175   However, due to the fast pace of transition, the educational work had its weakness 

172 Ministry  of  Education,  Rwanda:  Education  in  Rwanda.  http://www/mineduc.gov.rw/minenglish.htm 
[2009.12.12.]
173Marie  Price  (2006):  Rebuilding  together:  Rwandan  president  addresses  country's  post-  genocide  future. 
ProQuest Newsstand database , Journal Record, Rwanda.1.   
174 Marie  Price  (2006):  Rebuilding  together:  Rwandan  president  addresses  country's  post-  genocide  future. 
ProQuest Newsstand database , Journal Record, Rwanda.1.   
175 Obura Anna (2003): Never Again- Education Reconstruction in Rwanda. UNESCO, Rwanda.55.
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mounting.  There  was  significant  lack  of  teachers,  text  books,  infrastructure,  revised  cur-

riculum, financial resources, school equipments, laboratories, computers etc. In of the inter-

views, Romain Murenzi,  the education minister  of Rwanda said that  “the lack of qualified 

teachers is a huge problem. We have considerably expanded the education system but the num-

ber of qualified teachers has not been able to follow. In primary school, 65 per cent of teachers  

are qualified, in secondary school, 33 per cent and in universities only 25 per cent of teachers 

have a PhD degree. Another major problem is the lack of textbooks - today we only have one 

textbook per three pupils.”176 

On the contrary, the strong commitment of the Ministry of Education stood strong to 

deal with the rising challenges. With the lack of teachers, the government assisted 12 th-grade 

students to sit their final examinations. The strategy was to channel them as soon as possible 

into primary teaching posts. UNICEF came forward to fund teacher salaries which amounted to 

US $ 800,000, and called it ‘a one-time incentive payment’.177  An emergency curriculum was 

put  forward  that  dealt  with areas  like  landmine-awareness,  trauma alleviation,  training  for 

social workers, and teachers, and peace education178 

In  the  late  1990s  the  Ministry  was  struggling  with  the  idea  of  Peace  Education 

programming and to give a central role to “the civic and the moral education, the universal and 

Rwandan values related to peace, tolerance, respect for others, equity, solidarity, democracy 

and peaceful co-existence,” to producing a “responsible, creative and progressive citizen…. of 

integrity”179 

6.11.2.2. The role of International Community and Non-Governmental actors in 

Rwanda

Several  relief  and  rehabilitation  organizations  poured  into  Rwanda,  soon  after  the 

genocide, to offer relief services to the remaining injured and traumatized people of Rwanda. 

In this section, the paper will look into the role of UNICEF and very specifically its Peace 

176UNESCO:  UNESCO’S  Newsletter-Education  Today. 
http://www.unesco.org/education/education_today/rwanda.html [2009.12.13.]
177 UNICEF: Info by Country-Rwanda. http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/rwanda_45807.html [2009.12.13.]
178UNESCO:National  Education  Support  Strategies,  Rwanda.  http://www.education.nairobi-
unesco.org/PDFs/rwanda.pdf [2009.12.12.]
179 Ibid.
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Education  program in  Rwanda.  Peace  Education  is  an  integral  part  of  UNICEF vision  of 

quality basic education. “The 1990 World Declaration on Education for All clearly states that 

basic learning needs comprise not only essential tools such as literacy and numeracy, but also 

the  knowledge,  skills,  attitudes  and  values  required  to  live  and  work  in  dignity  and  to 

participate  in  development.  It  further  states  that  the  satisfaction  of  those  needs  implies  a 

responsibility to promote social justice, acceptance of differences, and peace.”180 This clearly 

highlights the role of education not just in imparting knowledge but to sharpen ones skills and 

model attitudes and values that respects the human creation and matures to live in peace with 

the society. 

According to UNICEF, Peace Education refers to 

“the process of promoting  the knowledge,  skills,  attitudes  and values 

needed to bring about behavior changes that will enable children, youth,  and 

adults  to  prevent  conflict  and violence,  both  overt  and structural;  to  resolve 

conflict peacefully; and to create the conditions conducive to peace, whether to 

an intrapersonal, interpersonal, intergroup, national or international law.”181 

The rationale for peace education in UNICEF is based on certain international laws. 

Listed below is few of the declarations on which UNICEF basis its fundamental work of peace 

education. 

Article 29 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC-1989) states: 

“…the education of the child  shall  be directed to….the preparation of the child  for 

responsible life in a free society, in the spirit of understanding, peace, tolerance, equality of 

sexes, and friendship among all peoples…” 182

The UNICEF ‘Anti-War Agenda’, set out in the State of the World’s Children 1996, 

declares: “….Disputes may be inevitable, but violence is not. To prevent continued cycles of 

conflict, education must seek to promote peace and tolerance, not fuel hatred and suspicion.”183 

180Susan Fountain (1999):  Peace Education in UNICEF. UNICEF, New York. 2.  
181 Susan Fountain (1999):  Peace Education in UNICEF. UNICEF, New York. 2.  
182 Ibid.
183 Ibid.
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UNICEF’s  approach  aims  to  achieve  are:  Improving  the  School  Environment; 

Curriculum Development; In-service teacher education; and Outside School Activities. 

 According to Baldo and Furniss  “Peace education is most effective when the skills of 

peace and conflict resolution are learned actively and are modeled by the school environment 

in  which  they  are  taught.”184 The  Rwandan  situation  is  shabby  when  it  comes  to  school 

environment. The genocide has destroyed the school environment to a large extent. Due to lack 

of monetary resources there is a lack of infrastructure, class rooms, bathrooms, playground, 

computers, textbooks, etc. 

However, UNICEF’s idea of school environment has more to do with how children’s 

rights are either upheld or denied in school, discipline methods, how the classroom and school 

day is  organized,  and how decisions  are  made.  Training  of  teachers  and administrators  is 

critical to enabling teachers to examine these issues from the perspective of peace education. In 

that sense, we are the witness of the statement accepted by the numerous authors saying that 

the school is more associated with the idea of lack of resources than the school administration’s 

wrong attitude.   

As discussed earlier, curriculum development is an important step to enable the children with 

strong values and principles.  “A number of countries have developed peace education cur-

ricula, usually consisting of activities around themes such as communication, cooperation, and 

problem solving. A series of readers has been developed in Rwanda for primary school chil-

dren and adult  literacy classes  with stories and poems on peace themes.”185 The in-service 

teacher  training has been carried out in Rwanda and focuses on participatory teaching and 

learning methods, as well as some of the content areas such as children’s rights or conflict res-

olution skills.186  

In the outside school activities, the sports and recreation program focuses on building 

teamwork,  cooperation,  sportsmanship  and decision making skills.  These skills  are seen as 

integral elements of peace education programs in Rwanda.   Series of training programs has 

been carried out for Rwandan refugees (internally displaced). These trainings addressed areas 

184 M. Baldo- E. Furniss (1998): Integrating life skills into the primary curriculum. UNICEF, New York.
185 Susan Fountain (1999):  Peace Education in UNICEF. UNICEF, New York. 17.  
186 Ibid.20.
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such  as  leadership,  community  building,  justice,  conflict  transformation,  team  building, 

decision making, etc. Travelling theatre has been used in Rwanda to create awareness among 

the locals in different villages on various social issues. There have been several contests and 

exhibitions that created awareness of peace and conflict issues. “Rwanda, conducted a national 

contest to develop an ‘education for peace’ logo, and a nation wide play-writing competition 

on themes of peace-building and tolerance.”187   

  Obura  states  that  there  are  no  reports  available  today  on  the  peace  education 

programme that was sponsored by UNICEF in 1997-19989, regarding the content or impact of 

these activities since those years.188 There were several sports activities that were initiated to 

work with children during those years and the sports activities has flourished and today has 

branched out into sports for girls and women. The struggling question several scholars hold 

today is has there been more focus on sports rather than on peace.  However, this does not 

mean that peace education has not being implemented in Rwandan educational systems.  

In 2008, UNICEF supported schools distinguished themselves in Rwanda’s first annual 

National School Awards ceremony as part of a campaign to encourage girls’ education and to 

help all children succeed. Six primary school and six secondary schools were awarded for their 

achievements in quality education. The criteria for the award set by the Ministry of Education 

for receiving an award included the school environment, girls’ retention strategies, recreation 

facilities, coaching for underachievers and guidance for girls to enroll in the sciences.189 This 

clearly indicates several years of hard work in shaping children’s knowledge, skills and attitude 

to be successful. 

6.11.3. Peace and tolerance education in Sri Lanka

Sri Lanka, a pear shaped Island located 29 kilometers from the southern coast of India. 

The population  of  the  country according to  estimated  1988 figures  totals  to  16,639,635.190 

Sinhalese 74 percent constitute the majority, Tamil 18 percent the second majority and is in 

constant conflict over the past several decades with the Sinhalese ruling government. Moor 
187 Ibid.23.
188Obura Anna (2003): Never Again- Education Reconstruction in Rwanda. UNESCO, Rwanda.69.
189 UNICEF: Info by Country-Rwanda. http://www.unicef.org/infobycountry/rwanda_45807.html [2009.12.13.]
190 US Library of Congress: Country Studies- SRI LANKA. http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgibin/query/r?
frd/cstdy:@field(DOCID+lk0006 [2009.12.12.]
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(Muslims)  7 percent;  others (Burghers,  Eurasians,  Malay,  Veddha)  1 percent.”191 Sinhalese 

speak Sinhala the official language, Tamil is also the official language since July 29, 1987. 

English  is  spoken  in  government  and  educated  circles,  probably  by  10  per  cent  of  the 

population. 

The civil war within the nation caused serious and long term damage to the economy, 

stability of the society.  The ruling party (Sinhalese) and Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam 

(LTTE) have fought several battles and killed thousands of people over the last three decades. 

LTTE is a Tamil Nationalist organization that wants to establish a Sovereign Socialist Tamil 

State in the North and East of Sri Lanka. 

Over the years, few ceasefire agreements were signed between these two groups but 

constant mistrust has led to attacks on each other through the use of air, ground and sea targets. 

This situation has left the state to be one of the most vulnerable states in South Asia. As the 

World Bank and the Asian Development Bank rightly notes that in 2004, Sri Lanka was con-

sidered one of the world’s most  politically unstable countries.  According to Human Rights 

Watch (HRW) 2008 report, “hundreds of enforced disappearances were committed since 2006 

and this already placed Sri Lanka among the countries with the highest number of new cases in 

the world.”192 Both the Sri Lankan Military and LTTE are involved in the disappearances of 

thousands of Sinhalese and Tamils. From the year 1990-1994 alone, the Sri Lankan govern-

ment, with growing suspicion of their own people (the Sinhalese) revolting against the govern-

ment, sent its army to abduct more than 40,000 young Sinhalese. Many out of this 40,000 are 

dead, several left with trauma from the torture by the hands of the Sri Lankan army. 

This violent conflict had critical impact on children. Children were abducted forcefully 

from the villages to be used as soldiers in the combat. LTTE personnel come in the night and 

forcefully take the kids from homes,  wait  on the roadside and grab the kids going/coming 

to/from school. Once recruited these children should not be in contact with their family. They 

are then walking through the jungles with guns in their hands to fight the Sri Lankan Army. 

LTTE continued to recruit child soldiers even during the ceasefire period in 2006.  According 

to UNICEF, ‘as of October 31, 2004 UNICEF documented 3,516 new cases of underage re-

191 Ibid.
192 HRW: Human Rights Watch Report for year 2008- Sri Lanka. http://www.hrw.org/en/publications/reports?
filter0=**ALL**&filter1=164  [2009.12.12.]
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cruitment since the signing of the cease-fire agreement.”193  The number of cases registered 

only shows the tip of the iceberg, there still is every chance that a large number of children are 

continued to be recruited by the LTTE. On the other hand there are several children, who are 

abused by the Sri Lankan security forces, voluntarily joining LTTE to take revenge on the se-

curity forces. 

One of the biggest hurdles for education in Sri Lanka was the kidnapping of children by 

LTTE. In many cases, the children were taken forcefully to join the LTTE army. This situation 

has affected the children from continuing their studies. Children were often infused with propa-

ganda messages This grave situation calls out for an effective transformative education in Sri 

Lanka. 

6.11.3.1. Intervention strategy for transformative education in Sri Lanka 

The pressing need to rein still in the young, attitudes of compassion, tolerance and un-

derstanding towards each other gave rise to the Sri Lankan government’s collaboration with 

UNICEF in launching the program called “Education for Conflict Resolution” (ECR) in 1992. 

This program was later introduced in many of the conflict stricken countries such as Lebanon, 

Mozambique, and Northern Ireland. Canada and UK introduced this program in their schools. 

The main aim of this program in Sri Lanka is “to introduce ECR into the school cur-

riculum as a life skill, so that children will be better equipped to deal with the conflicts and 

problems of everyday life positively through peaceful means.”194  ECR helps children to under-

stand concepts like positive self image, inner peace, active listening, cooperation, assertive-

ness, critical thinking, decision making, non-violent conflict resolution and community build-

ing. 

UNICEF and  the  National  Institute  of  Education  are  striving  to  introduce  ECR in 

10,062 schools in Sri Lanka. Both the actors are very clear that they are not introducing ECR 

as a separate subject within the existing school curriculum rather it will be integrated into the 

193HRW: Human Rights  Watch Report  for  year  2004-  Sri  Lanka.  http://www.hrw.org/en/publications/reports?
filter0=**ALL**&filter1=164  [2009.12.12.]
194Fernando  Hiranthi:  Building  Bridges-Sri  Lanka  Adopts  Education  for  Conflict  Resolution. 
http://sundaytimes.lk/960728/plus3.html. [2009.12.12.] 
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normal subjects.195  The target group is extensive, consisting of 195,000 teachers and 4.5 mil-

lion school children. 

Nilwala College of Education at Matara is specialized in the field of ECR and they take 

the responsibility of training teachers in ECR. Nilwala has extensive networks with the local 

schools. Between 1992-1994, the ECR project had trained 3500 principals, 500 master teach-

ers, 3000 teachers and 7500 student leaders, who in turn have reached approximately 420,000 

of Sri Lanka’s 4.5 million school children.196  By 1996, over 10,000 teachers have been trained 

and these teachers are sent on a one year internship to some of the local schools. School prin-

cipals are specifically trained to integrate ECR into primary school curriculum. ECR programs 

have been introduced in the  Western, Central and Southern Provinces as well as in selected 

areas of the North and East of Sri Lanka. ECR program has worked in both the Sinhala domin-

ated and the Tamil dominated schools. 

ECR conveys its message through the use of different learning methodologies. Experi-

ential and Participatory methodology as it is called where in painting, story telling, dance, role 

play, group discussions, etc. These activities are fun, creative and very experiential. Here is an 

example to help us understand the experiential learning tool used in one of the social studies 

classes.  “The teacher wants to teach the importance of working together for a community to 

function. The students are encouraged to act out a traditional story with a theme of peace and 

cooperation. In one such story, the students pretend to be birds that have been captured by a 

boy with a net. When the boy goes home to find a sack in which to put the birds, they twitter  

with alarm at the prospect of being eaten and wonder what to do. Then one bird suggests that 

maybe they could fly away if they all worked together. The children then flap their arms like 

birds in flight and lift the net above their heads until everyone is free.” 197

The National Institute for Education and UNICEF played key role in contextualizing 

the ECR program to the Sri Lankan situation. This is visible through some of the comments the 

local people had towards the program. 

195 Ibid.
196UNICEF:  How  Sri  Lanka  educates  children  for  Peace?   http://www.unicef.org/sowc96/fsrlanka.htm. 
[2009.12.12.]

197 UNICEF:  How  Sri  Lanka  educates  children  for  Peace?   http://www.unicef.org/sowc96/fsrlanka.htm. 
[2009.12.12.]
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• “ECR program is akin to our cultural values. It is rekindling of our old values through 

new approaches. 

• Cooperative principles promoted by ECR have also been traditional in Sri Lankan Vil-

lage life. 

• Teachers favor the participatory learning methods as they enhance the learning environ-

ment.

• ECR not only works within school structures but also does mass media campaign to tar-

get parents and the general public to create awareness about peace education and peace-

ful attitudes to be promoted in the homeland.”198 

• ECR incorporated meditation into its practice as it helps in inner peace. This was read-

ily accepted by the teachers, parents etc. Both Buddhism and Hinduism for centuries 

has promoted and used meditation for inner peace and healing. This incorporation was 

an affirmation of respecting once culture, tradition and the good use of that practice in 

today’s context.  

Some of the above comments reveal that ECR is very successful in promoting its aim to 

integrate ECR into the school curriculum and to create awareness towards building a better and 

just society. 

CONCLUSION 

The theme of our study was “School in the concept of peace and tolerance education in 

post  conflict  societis“.  We  researched  the  topic  in  depth  to  highlight  its  significance  and 

connectedness of the concept and its implementation with the development of plural society. In 

doing so we had to  get  back to  historical  development  of  plural  society,  apprehension of 

pluralism,  war,  conflicts  and cold war relations  among  nations  as  well  as  the  concepts  of 

multiculturalism and interculturalizm. Our research lead us to discover causal relationships and 

interaction of many other issues which were not obviously connected with the Theme, such as 

198Fernando Hiranthi: Building Bridges-Sri Lanka Adopts Education for Conflict Resolution. 
http://sundaytimes.lk/960728/plus3.html. [2009.12.12.]  
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migration  movements,  economic  interdependence,  violence,  crime,  post  industrial 

development,  conflict  transformation  etc.  Understanding  these  issues  meant  studying 

globalization and multicultural education affairs.

It’s  understandable  that  this  approach  also  meant  researching  the  international 

organizations and process of multicultural  education, especially under tutorship of UNICEF 

and  UNESCO,  starting  with  Recommendation  concerning  Education  for  International 

Understanding,  Co-operation  and  Peace  and  Education  relating  to  Human  Rights  and 

Fundamental  Freedoms,  and  human  rights  education,  through  changes  in  the  domain  of 

education  which  were  initiated  by World  Conference  of  higher  education  held  in  Paris  in 

1998., to unification of European education standards. Moreover, we briefly studied questions 

of low self esteem levels among children, experiences of abuse and war related trauma, as well  

as other forms of destructive behavior and their consequences. 

In our research, we dwelled deeper into the study of the concepts of plural society,  

multiculturalizam as a base of democratic social community in which, the mutual respect of 

national, ethnic or religious identity,  creates conditions for the development of emancipated 

individuality of each individual member of the society. Such commitment inevitably took us in 

the description of characteristics of plural society, but also to the Council of Europe's role in 

creating the legal and policy framework for functional plural societies in Europe. We have 

especially  analyzed  the  Recommendation  of  Board  of  Ministers  of  Council  of  Europe  for 

education concept for peace and tolerance. By this we wanted to put the spot light on the term 

of  democracy,  which  requires  open minded  people,  aware  and ready to critically  analyze, 

question  and  assess  the  situation,  people  that  are  eager  to  participate,  peacefully  resolve 

conflicts and respect and acceptance others. In transitional societies that are still in the process 

of democratization. Additional effort is needed to promote a culture of peace and tolerance and 

instill  the  belief  and  the  respect  for  the  universality  of  human  rights.  Needed  values  are: 

tolerance, respect for others, solidarity, acceptance, appreciation of diversity, belief in equality. 

These  values  need  to  be  accompanied  by  a  set  of  skills  such  as  civic  awareness  and 

responsibility  critical  thinking,  compassion,  non-violent  conflict  resolution,  social 

responsibility,  creativity.  These  characteristics  point  to  a  necessity  of  adequate  peace  and 

tolerance education. 
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Studying of the Theme »School in the concept of peace and tolerance education in post 

conflict societies”, couldn’t be possible without analyzing the school in modern civil society 

nor without studying its main functions : pedagogical - learning and cognitive development of 

children and social – social skill development and moral education or facilitation of  student  

socialization process,  qualification and preparation  for work and occupation,  integration of 

basic values, providing safety for children for specific time frame, acquiring habits of business 

and  professional  conduct,  independence  of  child  and  many  other  functions  of  school.  We 

examined the school in the concept of a plural society and its role in providing peace and 

tolerance education.  

In  the  contest  of  these  topics,  it  was  necessary  to  study  the  role  of  education  in 

sustainable  development  –  a  concept  understood  as  a  process  accomplished  by  efforts  of 

individuals and communities matched by those of the government aimed at improving social, 

economic  and cultural  status  and living  conditions  of  individuals  and communities.  In  the 

context of globalization, a contemporary education contributing to creation of the society that 

respects  differences,  equality  and  has  the  culture  of  respect  for  human  rights  and 

responsibilities.

Inside this theme the term “education for peace and tolerance” has been understood as a 

very important  condition  for  preparation  of  individuals  for  living  in  a  democratic  society. 

Democracy in  this  context  has  been understood as  a  delicate  political  system,  implicating 

plurality,  competition,  equality  and  freedom.  Also,  democracy  has  been  understood  as  a 

process implicating cultural, knowledge and self conscience which implicates acquirement of 

social competency skills. 

A  special  place  in  this  thesis  was  given  to  the  goal,  substances  and  methods  of 

education  for  peace  and tolerance.  The goal  is  clearly  defined trough critical  opinion  and 

acquisition of values and attitudes needed for a life in multicultural society, with respect for 

differences and care for the environment. Elements of education for peace and tolerance are 

raised from science domains and life specifications which enable development of abilities for 

peaceful  conflict  resolution,  listening, understanding and interpreting other’s viewpoint  and 

argumentation,  establishment  of  constructive,  non  violent  relations  with  others,  and  also 

developing  critical  approach to  information  trough  model  of  philosophic,  religious,  social, 
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political and cultural apprehensions, at the same time retaining devotion to basic values and 

principles of democracy. Methods of education for peace and tolerance include a contemporary 

pedagogic strategy of content delivery that is based on participatory methods (which ensure 

active participation of all actors in education process – students, teachers in accordance with 

their abilities), the interactive methods (based on return information from participants in the 

learning process) and anticipative methods (which stimulate prediction and change instead of 

appliance). 

To  successfully  implement  this  approach to  education  for  peace  and tolerance,  the 

society needs to invest in  teachers’ professional improvement through various means such as 

undergraduate study, professional specialization and informal education forms. 

Media and new information technologies in the concept of education for peace and 

tolerance  play  an  important  role.  In  today’s  environment  of  rapid  technological  and 

communication advances, the schools have to develop a nimble response system in order to 

stay current and relevant to the demands and lifestyle of the society and individuals, especially 

youth.  The  bulk  of  information  today  is  available  through  non-traditional  means  such  as 

internet and virtual libraries, requiring structural and philosophical adjustments to the operating 

mode of the school. 

Education for peace and tolerance inherently includes principles of equality, integration 

and inclusion. The school in the concept of education for peace and tolerance must be open and 

inclusive and free from discrimination – both systemic and social.  Education for peace and 

tolerance implies educational integration as a process of creating more favorable treatment for 

children with special needs education with full physical integration, functional integration and 

social  integration.  Adjustments  in  this  sense are  needed at  all  levels  of  functioning of  the 

school  –  from  cadre,  pedagogy,  administration  to  structural  conditions..   Inclusion  is 

understood as a pedagogical approach which implies direct involvement of people with special 

needs in the school’s physical and social environment, their equal status and respect for their 

rights as well as availability and integration of special forms of their protection enabling them 

to develop their full potential within the context of the classroom. 

In order to understand the conditions and limitations of the application of education for 

peace and tolerance in the schools in post conflict societies where fresh memories of war and 
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issues of intolerance are still very vivid, we went beyond theoretical level and implemented an 

empirical approach in order to improve pedagogical practice and derive recommendations for 

practical  and timely adjustments  that  would make education for  peace and tolerance  more 

effective  and strengthen the role  of  school in  creation  of  a more  democratic  society.  We 

created a detailed project for socio-pedagogic research, with clearly defined research subject, 

goal, tasks, hypothesis, and variables of research (dependent and independent). 

Using the methodology of social and educational research in the context of education 

for  peace  and  tolerance,  we  defined  research  methods,  procedures  and  instruments.  We 

identified and calculated a research sample and sampling methodology – a decision influenced 

by many subjective and objective reasons. Objectively, because of specificity of the theme and 

its scientific interpretation in a modern time, we chose the sample of teachers and students in 

for secondary and three primary schools in BiH, a country in a particular need for intensive 

education for peace and tolerance given its complex political context, population structure and 

the history of a recent conflict. Subjectively, during the period of theme selection and intensive 

work on its analysis, the author was living and working in BiH and was professionally engaged 

in the work with children traumatized by war. 

In order to understand the role of the social context in the success of integration of 

peace and tolerance education and examine effective models of its implementation in post-war 

and transitional societies, the study is supported by examples of peace and tolerance education 

in  three  post-conflict  and  transitional  countries:  Rwanda,  Romania  and  Sri  Lanka.  These 

countries were selected for their context similarities to Bosnia and Herzegovina. Romania is a 

post-communist and a post conflict country from the same region that has undergone a painful 

transition to market economy. Sri Lanka and Rwanda experienced violent ethnic conflicts at 

around the same time as Bosnia and Herzegovina in the 1990s . 

Through the implementation of tasks and the process of testing the research hypotheses, 

we  came  to  a  range  of  conclusions.  In  assessment  of  influence  of  technical  and  material 

resources  and  conditions  of  the  school  as  it  relates  to  education  for  peace  and  tolerance, 

primary  and  secondary  school  teachers  consider  library  and  reading  room  as  the  most 

important venues for development of values and attitudes necessary for a culture of peace and 

tolerance.  They also see sport and recreation facilities as an important  place for peace and 
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tolerance training. The didactic materials were marked as a factor with lowest contribution to 

education  for  peace  and  tolerance  among  all  other  technical  and  material  resources  and 

conditions for work.   Independent variables among the research population sample (gender, 

working  experience  and  professional  qualification  of  teachers)  did  not  show  to  have  a 

significance  in  the  way  teachers  assess  school’s  technical  and  material  resources  and 

conditions and their importance for peace and tolerance education. 

However, in the context of educational system in Bosnia and Herzegovina, library and 

reading room is insufficiently utilized for this role. Findings of this research show the need to 

boost the capacity of these spaces within school for intensification of their role in education for 

peace  and  tolerance  by adding  reading  materials  and  utilizing  these  spaces  for  additional, 

targeted peace and tolerance activities. Literary and sports competitions, debate clubs and other 

activities  with  peace  and  tolerance  themes  can  be  utilized.  Additionally,  schools  should 

consider increasing availability of peace and tolerance related reading materials and strategize 

about other ways of harnessing the potential of these technical and material resources in their 

peace and tolerance education. 

Teachers see the high-school time, as the period of intensive character and life-view 

formation as the most critical period for an intensified education for peace and tolerance, so 

they put it on the first place, right before primary school and pre – school.  Other educational 

levels  are  seen as  less  influential  on formation  of  values  and attitudes,  marking  the  post-

graduate  (PhD)  educational  level  as  least  important  for  inclusion  of  peace  and  tolerance 

education content. Our research results show that a high percentage of teachers have a positive 

attitude  towards  peace  and tolerance  education  and find its  inclusion  in  the school  system 

necessary. This is a very encouraging finding showing that a positive climate for intensified 

peace and tolerance education in schools in Bosnia and Herzegovina.

.  One of  the initial  research tasks  was to  examine viewpoints  of primary and high 

school students on various educational levels and their suitability for formation of behaviors 

and beliefs related to tolerance, understanding and acceptance of others. Our initial hypothesis 

maintained  that  the  family  is  a  very  important  social  environment  in  which  tolerance, 

understanding and accepting  of others  basis  are  adopted,  but other  forms  of education  are 

relevant,  too.  We  selected  this  task  and  the  consequent  hypothesis  based  on  our  initial 
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assessment of the social environment factors and the possibility of their influence on building 

the  values  and  attitudes  related  to  understanding  and  tolerance  of  others.  Ranking  of 

educational  factors  based on students’  perceptions  showed a dominant  influence  of  family 

education  on  creation  of  these  social  values.  Since  the  family  is  the  nucleus  of  personal 

development of a child and parents have the strongest influence on youth’s moral development 

and creation of worldview those results were expected.

The school as a micro-social environment with an influence on creation of values and 

attitudes for peace and tolerance took the second place. However, the school as a structured 

environment and educational process led by teachers have a limited influence contained within 

the confines of the school schedule and individual class time. Although an important factor, 

school teachers role is second to the role of parents as a source of moral identification. The 

influence  of  micro  social  environment  on  formation  of  values  and  attitudes  as  well  as 

socialization of students varies by intensity and duration depending on the educational level 

and age of students, so we feel that this area requires additional research. This leads us to 

conclude that the relationship between the school and family is a critical precondition for a 

more effective peace and tolerance education.  It is the reality of the society of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina that ethnic tensions and negative attitudes are very much present and still nurtured 

in families. The school will need to branch out its peace and tolerance education from only 

focusing on educational contents and influence on children to include family education and 

awareness  raising  around  these  issues.  The  school  is  in  a  uniquely  powerful  position  to 

penetrate the society through the access it has to families to create a lasting change in changing 

the perception and eradicating intolerance. 

 Guided  by the  interest  in  effective  strategies  for  intensifying  peace  and  tolerance 

education in primary and secondary schools, we wanted to understand perceptions of teachers 

and students about interaction effect between various school activities on intensity of peace and 

tolerance education. Our initial hypothesis was that in the existing education system in Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, as well as the existing school work practice, peace and tolerance education is 

a part of general education goals and objectives, and is not systematically incorporated as a 

specific objective. This is why improvements in this aspect of education cannot be streamlined, 

rather they require multi-action approach.
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We derived a rating scale based on analyses of final ambivalent values and frequency 

evaluation showing peace and tolerance education activities necessary to intensify its presence 

in schools. The priority was given to insertion of new teaching contents in the education plans 

and programs, while provision of school experts for the peace and tolerance education work 

was seen as next most important priority. The school reform was ranked third in rating scale. 

Frequency distribution leads us to conclude that respondents highly value all listed activities 

for improvement of peace and tolerance education work. There are number of initiatives that 

have been geared towards development and contextualization of peace and tolerance curricula 

that can be formally adopted into the education system of Bosnia and Herzegovina to bride this 

gap.  Study  tours  and  on-the-job  training  and  specialisation  of  teachera,  especially  in 

communities  along the IEBL and in conflict  prone areas  should be made available.  These 

programs should be made accessible to teachers through traditional  means,  but should also 

include new technology and methods sich as online and electronic education. 

Furthermore,  recognizing  the  importance  of  didactic  materials  and  methodical 

approaches to pedagogical instruction in schools, we wanted to understand the perspectives of 

students and teachers about what, in didactic – methodical sense, should be changed in order to 

work more effectively on the education for peace and tolerance. We entered the research with 

the hypothesis that in order to work more efficiently on peace and tolerance education in the 

modern  school  it  is  necessary  to  incorporate  new  didactic-methodical  approaches  in  the 

educational  work.  The  following  didactic-methodical  categories  were  ranked  as  top  five 

priorities:

1. The new didactic system establishment,

2. Facilitating  inclusion  through  organization  of  special  workshops  for 

children, 

3. Development of the new education contents,

4. Special peace and tolerance based workshops,

5. The new work method establishment in the educational and non formal 

educational activities.
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We conducted additional analyses through disaggregation in order to examine possible 

differences  in  the  teacher’s  assessment  of  didactic-methodical  for  achieving  peace  and 

tolerance education goals and tested the hypothesis with a help of χ2 –  test. The findings show 

statistically  significant  differences  in  the  phenomenon  assessment  related  to  didactic-

methodical basis of the school work on realization of peace and tolerance education, based on 

gender, work experience and/or professional qualification, pointing to a need for further study 

the effect of these variables on effective use of didactics and teaching methods in peace and 

tolerance  education.  Given  these  differences,  it  is  recommended  that  peace  and  tolerance 

education  requires  a  freedom  of  choice  for  each  teacher  to  chose  the  methods  they  feel 

comfortable  with  and  value  most  in  order  to  be  effective.  Also,  our  initial  assumption  in 

relation to the research task was confirmed based on these results, requiring consideration for 

development of context specisifc didactical materials and methodological approaches.

We approached our research from the position that primary and high school students 

have  already  had  an  opportunity  to  learn  multiple  facts  and  adopt  stereotypes  and 

generalization  related  to  tolerance,  understanding  and  accepting  of  others.  The  research 

hypothesis was that groups of educational and non formal education activities, sorted in five 

categories: social group of subjects, natural group of subjects, so called „skills“, sections and 

visits, trips and excursions, do not provide equal peace and tolerance education possibilities. In 

the  data  analyzing  instrument  (evaluation  scale)  we  treated  this  hypothesis  through  five 

particular  questions.  All  these questions  in  the statistical  data  analysis  had an independent 

variable  meaning.  We  created  a  rating  scale  based  on  the  frequency  and  percentage  of 

responsesand did meta analyses of data to  examine different opinions between respondents 

based  on  independent  variables:  teacher’s  gender,  years  of  working  experience  and 

professional qualification.

Hypothesis  testing  about  difference  significance  through  χ2  -  test  has  confirmed 

significant statistical differences in certain aspects. Whereas the χ2 –test value is crossing limit 

value at relevance level 0, 01; we can confirm that differences are not random (confidence 

interval of 99%). Our research has confirmed the initial assumption, but also opened the new 

scopes that  sections,  trips and excursion provide great  possibilities  for peace and tolerance 

education,  even more  than regular  classes  within  the  social  and natural  group of  subjects. 

Analyzing research results  based on above research tasks,  we dwelled into the question of 
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educational  contents  and their  suitability  for  peace  and tolerance  education.  We examined 

opinions of teachers and students in relation to a perceived higher importance of contents in the 

social group of subjects then contents from natural subject group area, and that least important 

are the ones implemented in the natural sciences areas of school work.  For that purpose we 

created a content rating scale for subject areas in question pondering frequency of responses. 

Based on the findings, we concluded that our initial assumption is denied. Teachers assess the 

social subjects as the most relevant, but they ranked it on the basis of content as number five. 

This  reinforces  the  conclusion  that  peace  and  tolerance  education  should  not  be 

overprescribed in a way that would limit creativity of teachers to incorporate the content in a 

range of educational activities. These findings require ‘out of the box” thinking and a paradigm 

shift  challenging the biases that are present about suitability of certain subjects (e.g.  social 

sciences,  physical  education etc.)  for peace and tolerance education.  Every educator  in the 

context  of  the  school  can play a  significant  role  in  creating  the  new culture  of  peace  and 

tolerance regardless of the subject they teach. 

We went the step further and asked the question what, and in which measure, should be 

changed in the school conception, in order to implement peace and tolerance education? We 

wanted to examine opinions of teachers and students about what should be changed in the 

school  concept  in  order  to  implement  more  effective  peace  and  tolerance  education.  We 

entered the research with the assumption that it is necessary to radically change the concept of 

school in the following segments: student position, teacher’s role, education contents, interior 

pedagogical  climate,  cooperation  between  school  and  social  environment,  school  work 

financing, the school management and pedagogue-psychological service.

For this purpose, we have set up the following rating scale about possible changes to 

the concept of school in relation the peace and tolerance education:
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With a hypothesis testing using χ2 test we noticed that significant statistical differences 

exist in most of specified segments related to possible changes in the school concept for peace 

and tolerance education. However, all respondents have undivided opinion on the top priority 

following segment of changes: 

1. To change the cooperation model between family and school,

2. To change inner pedagogue climate in the school, and

3. To change a school financing model,

This further supports the finding about the need for a much more proactive role of 

school in peace and tolerance education, demanding changes about the way we view the role of 

school on influencing the culture within and outside of its context. School financing model is 

another important consideration that additionally supports the choice argument. In order for 
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1. To change  the method of cooperation between family and school 

2. To change relations between school and social environment 

3. To change school financing methods
4. To change internal pedagogical climate within the school
5. To change pedagogical-psychological department within the school
6. To change a role of teacher in the education system
7. To change labor practice in the area of culture and public school activities
8. To change the school management system
9. To change educational contents
10 To change pupil position in the education process



school to be nimble and respond to the micro context it serves, it  needs to have a flexible 

financial and operating model.  Additional research is indicated in order to understand what 

model options could be effective in the context of Bosnia and Herzegovina and other post-

conflict societies. 

Our  research  also  encompassed  open  questions  that  were  intended  to  assess  the 

understanding among respondents, especially primary and high school students, of the basic 

peace and tolerance concepts. Based on the responses from a sample of students, we found that  

the concepts of peace, tolerance, understanding and acceptance of others are often mistaken for 

synonyms and no important distinctions are made. Students from age group 12- 15years old 

understand these concepts as similar, while higher age groups make more visible distinctions 

which can be assigned to maturity and higher educational levels of the high school students. 

In both observed student samples a high degree of understanding of differences and 

awareness of the need for inclusion, equality and acceptance of others is notable, leading us to 

conclude that peace and education programs implemented had positive results on formation of 

values and attitudes of these students.   

In the student responses a high level of caution was present in relation to the peace and 

tolerance,  understanding and acceptance definition.  This is possibly due to the conflict  and 

consequences  of  it  on  the  inter-ethnic  relationships  and  overall  political  situation  in  the 

country.

In addition to the empirical research outlined above, we studied educational contexts of 

four  countries  in  order  to  understand  the  context  and  experiences  and  identify  promising 

practices in education for peace and tolerance.  Even though the conflict in the four countries 

was different from each other, their educational institutions and educational system as a whole 

was severely  affected by the conflict and overall political and economic context. Romania, 

unlike the other three countries, did not have a specified program called Peace Education in 

their educational system, however, if one analyzes the principles laid out by the Ministry of 

Education,  after  years  of  constant  discrimination  against  the  Roma  community,  a  need  to 

address  issues  of  racism  and  intolerance  towards  Roma  people  and  engaging  peace  and 

tolerance  education  for  achieving  a  sustainable  and  transformative  educational  system  is 

recognized.  The  commitment  of  governments  and  international  community  in  all  studied 
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contexts  towards  a  system  that  believes  and  practices  equality,  justice,  respect,  mutual 

coexistence, and one that liberates the oppressed group through equal educational opportunities 

is  visible.  Rwanda  and  Bosnia  and  Herzegovina,  both  suffered  from a  devastating  ethnic 

conflicts and genocide, signed into the international instruments and charters on education such 

as  “Education  for  All”  (EFA)  and  the  “Millennium  Development  Goals”  (MDGs)  and 

underwent a series of reforms and adjustments of their educational policies and approaches, 

clearly  indicating  their  commitment  to  transform their  divided  educational  institution.  Sri 

Lanka  plugged  its  ministry  of  education  with  international  organizations  in  launching  an 

effective  ‘education  for  conflict  resolution’  program  to  help  sustain  effective  educational 

system. 

The  role  and  contribution  of  international  organizations  in  peace  and  tolerance 

education programs is commendable in all contexts studied. UNESCO and UNICEF continue 

to  be  one  of  the  key  players  in  peace  education  programs.  Much  of  the  work  has  been 

successful due to the strong network between the International players, local civil society and 

relevant Ministries of Education in respective countries. 

Another important  lesson from the contexts studied is that a traditional  pedagogical 

structure  and  educational  approach  clashes  with  the  principles  of  Peace  Education.  Peace 

Education in its true essence questions and dissolves the traditional approach. A principle of 

choice and liberation is a primary focus. The student through participatory activities, unlike the 

traditional approach, learns to acquire knowledge, skills and attitudes to be a role model for 

others in the plural, democratic and intercultural society. 

A cookie cutter  approach to peace education can not be implemented  as successful 

strategies have to be deeply rooted in the local context. Participation of all sides, particularly 

those affected by the conflict and discrimination is a key ingredient in successful reform and 

inclusion of peace and tolerance education into the schools.  

New approach requires a cadre of visionary teachers, teachers who can see the larger 

picture  and  help  their  pupils  to  achieve  quality  education  in  the  context  of  post  conflict. 

Teachers need to have a quality training in new pedagogical approaches, access to educational 

tools and means necessary to improve practice and skills that enable them to understand self, 

promote unity and diversity, apply participatory approaches, nurture leadership, team building, 
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anti-bias  education,  decision  making,  good  governance,  cultural  sensitivity  etc.  Teacher-

student relationship needs to be based on ideas of respect and equality in order to create a 

culture of responsible citizenship. It is pivotal for teachers to have a broader understanding of 

their students to be an effective teacher. The graph below shows the larger picture the teacher 

should be aware of and help train the children see the larger picture. 

A successful model  needs to build on continuous training and skill  development  of 

teachers  and a  strengthened  partnership  between  the  school,  family  and the  community  it 

serves. 

However, our research also helped identify common challenges of peace and tolerance 

education programs in the context of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Romania, Rwanda, Sri Lanka 

and in general:

a).  Peace  Education  is  insufficiently  integrated  into educational  practice  and often  

introduced  as a separate subject: There is  a growing tendency to resort  to establishing a 

separate peace education subject in the educational system in an effort to respond to this need 

rather than develop a multi-level, conceptual revision of school and its functioning to increase 

its impact in this field. 

b). Peace Education is a subject that needs to be tackled by adults and children alike: 

Our research pointed to an often present misconception about peace and tolerance education as 

something that needs to be taught at the graduate program levels and in specialized streams 

such as  social  work for  example.  The word peace  is  so politicized  in  some places  that  it 

becomes practically very difficult to use the word peace education in schools. The word peace 

is seen as something to do with the larger conflicts between countries, between two rival ethnic 

or religious groups that have resulted in war, genocide, violence, etc. Hence the idea that peace 

is a subject that needs to be dealt with adults and not children. The focus of having inner peace, 

peace between friends,  tolerance,  equality,  good leadership skills  are not immediately seen 

under peace education. 

c). Lack of trained teachers in Peace Education programs: This seems to be a genuine 

challenge to the field of peace and tolerance education. There is a general lack of opportunities 

for teachers, especially those that work in remote and rural ares for continuous education. The 
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issue of technology in the classrooms is still to a large degree a challenge in many contexts 

making access to information and didactical materials harder for many teachers.

d). Structural violence and insufficient interest of governments’ in peace and tolerance  

education: Issue of discrimination and intolerance is not constrained to beliefs and attitudes of 

individuals and people’s groups only, it often has a structural form as well when these beliefs  

contribute to formation of systems and structures of governance. Structural violence is beyond 

influence  of  the  school  and  educational  institutions  limiting  the  role  of  peace  education. 

Constant  stereotyping and a  biased education is  often an enabling factor  fueling wars and 

conflicts that result in great harm and genocide. This continues to this day, Sudan, Democratic 

Republic of Congo, Northern regions of Pakistan, etc are few immediate examples of countries 

where most of their economy is going to buy arms and weapons to fight the deadly civil war. 

This lack of interest  and funds for education has affected the quality of education and has 

provided no resources for peace education programs. Lacks of infrastructure, text books, etc 

are additional challenges that arise out of lack of funds for education in general. 

Theoretical and empiric research analysis of this problematic gave as a ground for the 

following conclusions:

• Theme  “School  in  the  peace  and  tolerance  education  conception  is 

highly and pedagogically actual. It’s social actuality is not only a product of conflicts, 

wars, and political transition, but a need and a product of a global integration process 

reflected  in  globalization  and  creation  of  large  state  unions,  interculturalism  and 

multiculturalism  and  democratic  processes  in  which  market  oriented  economy  and 

human rights respect are the foundations of the society. It’s  pedagogical actuality is the 

product  of  a  new challenge  posed in  front  of  pedagogy and its  disciplines  to  find 

theoretical and practical solutions for efficient peace and tolerance education and its 

integration in the concept of school.

• Although  this  topic  has  gained  a  lot  of  momentum  lately,  it  is 

insufficiently  studied  and  analyzed  from  the  stand  point  of  educational  science 

(pedagogy).  This  theme  has  been  largely  studied  and  analyzed  within  sociology 

framework, especially through sociology of inter ethnic relations, as well as the law 
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science  area  -  especially  human  rights  protection  and  freedoms,  while  it  was 

disproportionately studied and analyzed in pedagogy and psychology.

• Theme “School in the concept of peace and tolerance education in post 

conflict societis” demands an interdisciplinary approach. It is necessary to observe it 

from philosophical, sociological and pedagogic aspect without neglecting the historical 

and philosophical and  futurological aspect.

• The school as an institution has to be nimble and able to respond to the 

contemporary reality. Adjustments in its operational functioning have to be made to in-

clude  a  more  efficient  system that  maximizes  its  potential  in  creation  of culture of 

peace and tolerance in the society. This needs to include a transformation in the tradi-

tional relationship between school and family and school and community as a whole. 

In addition, the peace and education framework needs to be context specific at all levels 

– national and local level in order to be relevant and increase its impact. Emphasis need 

to be made about the use of local and traditional practices that could enrich the peace 

education process and allow for their inclusion in the curriculum. 

For a more complete research and a comprehensive study of this theme, it is necessary 

to have a multi-sectoral team of experts and a larger study focus. Our research shed new light 

on the role of school in the concept of peace and tolerance education in post conflict societis, 

contributing  to  the  pedagogical  science  with  identifying  possible  directions  for  additional 

research. 
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